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Abstract
Title: The Treatment of Cultural Items in the Translation of Children's Literature
Sub-title: The case of Harry Potter in Arabic
Keywords: Translation theory, children's literature, cultural references, translation
into Arabic, Harry Potter in translation.
The present study is located within the framework of descriptive translation studies
proposed by Toury (1995). Its main concern is the investigation of the treatment of
cultural references, names and wordplay in the translation of children's literature
into Arabic. The subject of the analysis covers three books from the famous series of
Harry Potter by the English author J .K. Rowling and their published Arabic
translations. Detailed analysis of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire, and Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince which
are translated into Arabic by different translators is performed with the aim of
uncovering the translation norms of each translator. The third book Harry Potter
and the Half-Blood Prince was also translated by fans of Harry Potter in the Arab
world. Comparisons between the official and fan TTs are also made. The analysis in
Chapters five, six and seven shows that there is no clear coordination among the
three official translators despite being commissioned by the same publishing House.
While both of the translators of the Philosopher's Stone and the Goblet of Fire
norms fluctuate between 'adequacy' and 'acceptability', the latter undertakes a
distorting unstated abridgment of the original. The official translator of the Half-
Blood Prince has the strongest norms among all with a clear tendency towards
'adequacy', while the fans lean more towards the pole of 'acceptability'.
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Introduction
The main concern of this study is the translation of children's literature into Arabic.
It focuses on the translation of the subgenre of fantasy novel aimed at the adolescent
reader. The case study is the famous series of Harry Potter books because of their
huge popularity around the world and the nature of their language and themes which
pose a significant challenge for translators especially when working between two
incongruent languages and cultures like Arabic and English.
Research on the translation of children's literature is a relatively new field in
general. In the Arab world, in particular, there is a huge shortage of research in the
field of writing as well as translating for children as will be discussed in Chapter
one.
This study aims to fill part of the existing gap in researching this field of study
in the Arab world, namely, the translation of the sub-genre of fantasy novels
represented by the Harry Potter books. These books fall into the category of fantasy,
but are popularly considered to be 'bildungsromans", or 'coming of age,2 novels',
This means the main target audience is located in a certain age group. The publisher
of the Arabic translations of the Harry Potter series, Nahdet Misr, lists the books in
the children's publications. The original, however, is read by a wider range of
audiences, as there is a special edition of the Harry Potter books for adults.
1A biJdungsroman is a novel that traces the development of a character from childhood to
adulthood, through a quest for identity that leads him or her to maturity. The term bildungsroman
comes from the German for 'formation novel' or 'education novel'."
<http://fictionwriting.about.comlodlglossary/glbildungsroman.htm>
2Comlng of age is a type of novel where the protagonist is initiated into adulthood through
knowledge, experience, or both, often by a process of disillusionment. Understanding comes after the
dropping of preconceptions, a destruction of a false sense of security, or in some way the loss of
innocence. From <http://www.virtualsalt.comllitterms.htm>
3Harry Potter: Structure and Genre. (From Wikipedia) <http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilHarry_Potter>
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0.1. The Data
The general title Harry Potter is used to refer to the series as a whole. Three books
are selected for analysis in this thesis. The first book in the series, Harry Potter and
the Philosopher's Stone, is chosen because it provides an introduction to all
components of the story and its magical world, characters, places, themes, etc. most
of which pose the main problems of translation discussed in this study. The fourth
book, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, and the sixth, Harry Potter and the Half-
Blood Prince, are chosen for the purpose of exploring consistency of translation
throughout the series, and consistency among the different translators who worked
on it.
The Harry Potter series is translated and published in Arabic by Nahdet Misr
Publishing Group (Cairo, Egypt). The books are translated into Arabic under license
from J.K. Rowling, through the Christopher Little Agency. The Arabic books use
the cover design of the American version of the books published by Scholastic
Press.
Different translators were involved in translating the different books into
Arabic. A list of the seven books, their titles in Arabic and their translators is
provided in Table 0.1 below. The printing issue used for analysis in this thesis is the
third issue and all the books - except the seventh - are dated as June 2007. The dates
for the first editions are not provided, and every effort that has been made to acquire
them has failed. Thus, the dates provided in Table 0.1 are estimated depending on
the dates that accompany the deposit number provided for each book.
-3-
Title (English) Date first published Title (Arabic) Date first Translatorls
UK USA published
Harry Potter and the 30 June 1 Hiiri Butar wa 2002? Sahar Jabr Mahmnd
Philosopher's Stone 1997 September Hajaru l-Failasif
1998
Harry Potter and the 2July 2June Hiiri Butar wa 2003? Raja' Abdullah
Chamber of Secrets 1998 1999 Hujratu l-Asrar
Harry Potter and the 8 July 8 Hiiri Butar wa 2003? Ahmad Hasan
Pr~onerofAzkaban 1999 September Sajinu Azkaban Muhammad
1999 Reviewed by: Raja'
'Abdullah
Harry Potter and the 8 July 8 July Hiiri Butar wa 2004? Ahmad Hasan
Goblet of Fire 2000 2000 Ka'suNnar Muhammad
Harry Potter and the 21 June 21 June Hari Butar wa 2007? The Translation and
Order of the Phoenix 2003 2003 Jamii 'atu 1-'Anka ' Publication Department
inNahdet Misr
Harry Potter and the 16 July 16 July Hari Butar wa t: 2005? Dr. 'Abdulwahab 'Allob
Half-Blood Prince 2005 2005 'Amlru I-HaJ7n Reviewed by: Sahar
JabrMahmOd
Harry Potter and the 21 July 21 July Hiiri Butar wa January Sahar Jabr MahmOd
Deathly Hallows 2007 2007 Muqaddasatu 1- 2008
MaUl
Table 0.1 Tides and dates of publication of Harry Potter books and their
translations into Arable
The translations are also unofficially available for free download online from
over 70000 websites and forums.
Books six and seven of the series were also translated by fans of Harry Potter
in the Arab world. The pirate-translations are available online for free download
from AI-Maktaba AI-'Arabyya (The Arabic Library) website". The translation of
book six, Harry Potter and the Half blood Prince, was added to the website on 1st
August 2006 under the title Hart Butar wa 1-'Amir Khalitu Ddam. Comparisons
between this translation and the official version will be made during the analysis of
book six in Chapter seven. The seventh book, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
was translated and added to the site on 13th of October 2007, two months before its
official translation by Nahdet Misr appeared. The translation team of AI-Maktaba
4 Al-Maktaba AI-Arabyya. [online]. [Accessed 20/03/09].
<http://abooks.tipsclub.comlindex.php?act=search&process>
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Al- 'Arabyya even claims they were able to obtain an electronic copy of the original
book two days before it was released in English'', On 24th of July 2007, they
launched a campaign, asking for fans to participate in translating the book within a
very short period of time; one week, thus challenging 'big Arabic publishing
houses's. Clearly, the one week plan was not successful. Yet, they were able to
complete the translation and make it available before Nahdet Misr did. By 21103/09
312132 copies of book six and 238673 of book seven were downloaded from the AI-
Maktaba Al-Arabyya website only.
0.2.The Research Questions
The Harry Potter series has achieved phenomenal success both in English and in its
multiple translations across the world. The film versions of the books, produced by
Warner Brothers, have added to the commercial phenomenon. Given this context
and its worldwide influence, it is important to understand more clearly the processes
of intercultural transfer which these texts undergo in translation. The aim of this
thesis is to investigate this in the Arabic translation of the series. Thus, it will
discuss mainly the following questions:
1. What are the translation procedures adopted by the translators of the
different books when dealing with culture-related references, names and
wordplay in their translation into Arabic?
2. What translation trends can be deduced from the use of these procedures? Do
they indicate an overall underlying strategy that controls the individual
choices made by the translators?
5 Mu'taz Al-salal, 2007. [online]. [Accessed 17103/12].<http://www.ratteb.com!sitesinglenews-
10425-5438.html>
6 ibid
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3. How do the translation choices differ from one translator to another in the
series? Is consistency sought among the three books under study?
4. What conclusions can be reached about the norms of translating for children
in the Arab world in these books?
0.3. The Methodology
In order to investigate these questions, a close analysis of each source text against its
target is conducted. The analysis targets culture-related references that usually pose
translation problems because of their different or non-existent values in the two
cultures involved, like literary references, clothing and food, names and wordplay,
etc. Translation procedures used for dealing with each set of items are investigated
using a theoretical model that is developed in this study based on models proposed
by Klingberg (1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies (2003). The frequency of the
appearances of each set of cultural items against the frequency of translation
procedures used is accounted for as accurately as possible.
The results of the analysis are used to draw out the trends of translation
behavior adopted by the different translators and how they differ among the three
books in translation, which will lead to the final question of the possible norms of
translation for children in the Arab World.
0.4. Division of Chapters
Chapter One serves as background information that is essential for the study. It
consists of three main parts: the first provides a definition of the term 'children's
literature', while the second covers issues of literature read by children in the Arab
World including its origins, its status, and its problems. The third section is a review
-6-
of research on children's literature and especially on the translation of this literature
into Arabic.
Chapter Two is also divided into three main parts. The first is a brief review of
theoretical approaches to the translation of children's literature in general, while the
second focuses on theories that discuss the translation of culture-related references
in the translation of children's literature in particular. It presents models of
translation procedures for handling cultural items proposed by Klingberg (1986),
Aixela (1996) and Davies (2003). The third part of the chapter then provides a
discussion of these three models and presents a new more comprehensive model
based on the three discussed before. This model will be applied to the analysis of the
Harry Potter books under investigation.
Taxonomies of translation procedures of cultural adaptation are usually
discussed in conjunction with taxonomies of cultural categories to which these
procedures are applied. Chapter Three therefore discusses the types of culture-
related references that might be subjected to adaptation in children's literature. It
covers the categories proposed by Klingberg (1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies
(2003) whose models were discussed in Chapter two. A discussion of these three
categorizations is provided and the taxonomy that will be attempted in the analysis
of the Harry Potter books in question is presented.
Chapter Four focuses on the treatment of literary names and wordplay in
translation because of their crucial prominence in Harry Potter. The discussion
includes a typology of names and wordplay devices and procedures for dealing with
them in translation.
Chapters Five, Six and Seven serve as the practical analysis of the three books
under study; Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, Harry Potter and the Goblet
-7-
of Fire and Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince. The analysis looks at culture-
related references discussed in Chapter three and names and wordplay discussed in
Chapter four with continuous reference to the procedures of cultural adaptation
discussed in Chapter two. Chapter Seven also compares procedures adopted by the
official translator with those adopted by the fans who translated the Half-Blood
Prince into Arabic.
Chapter Eight summaries the findings of the analysis of the three books and
attempts generalizations about the prevailing trends of translation behavior adopted
by the three official translators as well as the fan translators of the third book.
Chapter Nine serves as a conclusion for the study where the research questions
posed here are answered. Limitations and issues worthy of further investigation in
the field of translating for Arab children are also presented here.
0.5. Descriptive Translation Studies
As seen from the methodology, this study is mainly descriptive in nature. Therefore,
it is important to locate it within the framework of descriptive translation studies
developed by Toury (1995). Toury's starting point was the work of Holmes (1972
and 1988) on "The Name and Nature of Translation Studies" which was the first to
introduce the term 'Translation Studies', the now established name of the branch.
In his initial work, Holmes (1988) divided the field of translation studies into
two main areas; 'pure' and 'applied'. The 'applied' branch covers issues like
translator training and translation aids (including dictionaries and grammars) in
addition to translation policy and translation criticism (ibid: 77-78). The 'pure'
branch, on the other hand aims to '(1) describe particular phenomena of translating
and translation(s), and (2) to establish general principles by means of which these
- 8 -
phenomena can be explained and predicted.' These two objectives of 'pure'
translation studies are termed 'descriptive translation studies (DTS)' and 'theoretical
translation studies (ThTS)' (ibid: 71). Within the 'descriptive' branch of translation
studies Holmes (ibid: 72-73) covers 'empirical phenomena' within the field which
includes research that focuses on the 'product', the 'function' or the 'process' of
translation.
• Product-oriented DTS, focuses on describing existing translations. It could be
'text-focused' thus examining a single 'ST-TT pair' (Munday 2008: 10), or
'comparative' thus studying 'several TTs of the same ST) (ibid). The multiple
translations compared could either be in the same language or in different
languages. The comparison could be performed on translations within the same
period of time ('synchronic'), or over a long period of time, ('diachronic').
• Function-oriented DTS focuses on describing the function of translations within
'the recipient sociocultural situation: it is a study of contexts rather than texts'.
This could include 'which books were translated when and where, and what
influences they exerted' (Munday 2008: 11).
• Process-oriented DTS studies the 'act of translation itself and is psychological
in nature as it focuses on what takes place in the translator's mind during the
process of translation.
The 'theoretical' branch of translation studies, is concerned with the use of
'the results of descriptive translation studies' along with 'information from related
fields and disciplines' in order to 'evolve principles, theories, and models' of
translation. However, as a 'general translation theory' would be difficult to achieve,
this branch is further sub-divided into restricted 'partial translation theories'
(Holmes 1988: 74-76). These could be:
-9-
• Medium-restricted; subdivided into theories of 'human translation', 'machine
translation' and 'mixed or machine-aided translation'.
• Area-restricted; which could be 'language-restricted' or 'culture-restricted'.
• Rank-restricted; linguistic theories concerned with 'lower linguistic ranks or
levels' like the word or the sentence.
• Text-type restricted; concerned with the specific discourse types or genres.
• Time-restricted; theories that study the translation within its time frame,
'contemporary' or historical.
• Problem-restricted; confined to 'one or more specific problems within the entire
area of general translation theory.'
Toury (1995: 10) further illustrates Holmes's divisions of translation studies
by means of a visual map:
Translation studies
'Pure' 'Applied'
Theoreticalr-. Descriptive~
General Partial Product Process Function
Oriented Oriented Oriented
Translator Translation Translation
Training Aids Criticism
Medium Area Rank Text-Type
Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted
Time
Restricted
Problem
Restricted
Figure 0.1 Holmes's Map of Translation Studies (Toury 1995:10)
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In his work, Toury (1995) focuses on the branch of 'descriptive translation
studies (DTS)' as he aims for 'a systematic branch proceeding from clear
assumptions' supported by explicit and justifiable methodology and research
techniques to replace the isolated works, and thus 'ensure that the findings of
individual studies will be intersubjectively testable and comparable, and the studies
themselves replicable' (ibid: 3). For the purposes of the current study, Toury's DTS
methodology seems particularly suited.
As a first step towards such methodology, Toury (ibid: 13) first takes into
consideration the position of translated works within the literary system of the target
culture. He builds this on the concept ofpolysytem developed by Even-Zohar (1978-
1990) and goes on to propose his methodology which consists of three steps
(summarized by Munday 2008: 111);
(1) Situate the text within the target culture system looking at its significance or
acceptability.
(2) Compare the ST and TT for shifts, identifying relationships between 'coupled pairs'
of ST and TT segments.
(3) Attempt generalizations, reconstructing the process of translation for this ST-TT
pair.
Toury also proposes the concept of 'norms' of translation as the aim of applying his
proposed methodology to the analysis of translated texts is to
distinguish trends of translation behavior, to make generalizations regarding the
decision-making process of the translator and then to "reconstruct" the norms that
have been in operation in the translation and make hypotheses that can be tested by
future descriptive studies (Munday: ibid).
Norms as defined by Toury (1995: 55) are
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[t]he translationof general values or ideas sharedby a community- as to what is
right and wrong, adequate and inadequate - into performance instructions
appropriateforandapplicableto particularsituations.
These norms operate on several levels; thus they can be 'initial', 'preliminary' or
'operational'. 'Initial norms' (ibid: 57) govern the general choice made by the
translator to adhere to the norms of the source culture and thus produce what he
terms an 'adequate' translation or to adhere to the norms of the target culture and
produce an 'acceptable' translation. At a lower level, 'preliminary norms' (ibid: 58)
are concerned with (a) the choice of texts for translation 'into a particular
culture/language at a particular point in time'; (b) 'translation policy' and the
question of whether an intermediate language is involved in translation; (c)
'directness of translation'. On the third level, 'operational norms' direct the
decisions made during the act of translation itself and comprise 'matricial norms'
(the fullness, omission, addition, relocation, and segmentation of the translated text)
and 'textual-linguistic norms' (the selection of 'textual and linguistic material' in the
target text). (ibid: 59)
As for the location of the present thesis within the Holmes/Toury map of
translation studies, since this study is an examination of existing translations, the
practical analysis part of the thesis falls under the 'descriptive' branch and
particularly the 'product oriented' sub branch. However, the methodological section,
where the theoretical model to be applied to the analysis is constructed, would
belong in the 'theoretical' branch which is in tum 'problem-restricted' as it is
concerned mainly with the translation of cultural references in children's literature
between English and Arabic, which also makes it 'genre-' and 'area-restricted'.
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Chapter 1
Children's Literature in the Arab World
Before we embark on the study of translation for children in the Arab world and
before applying theory to the translations of the famous Harry Potter into Arabic, it
is of paramount importance to provide some essential background information. This
chapter is divided into three sections. In the first, the definition of 'children's
literature' will be discussed. The second section provides a broad survey of the state
of children's literature in the Arab World including an overview of the origins of
this literature in the pre-modern period and proceeding into the modern period, in
addition to discussing the problems related to this literature. A literature review of
the available research on children's literature and its translation in the Arab World is
provided in the third section.
1.1. On Defining Children's Literature
Peter Hunt, the Professor Emeritus in Children's literature who has been writing,
editing and researching children's literature since the early 1980s, believes that 'one
of the most interesting starting points for the study of children's literature is the term
itself (Hunt 2001: 2). Trying to define exactly what the term 'children's literature'
refers to has always been a difficult task. As Hunt (1994: 4) points out 'children's
literature seems at first sight to be a simple idea: books written for children, books
read by children. But in theory and in practice it is vastly more complicated than
that'. For a start, the combination of these two terms 'children' and 'literature' might
be considered contradictory, as Hunt (2001: 2) explains that 'the values and qualities
which constitute "literariness" naturally... cannot be sustained either by books
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designed for an audience of limited experience, knowledge, skill and sophistication,
or by the readers'. Hunt (ibid: 3) proposes a solution to this contradiction in terms by
replacing the term 'literature' with 'text' so we have 'texts for children' and he
insists high flexibility should be allowed for the meaning of all three words. Thus,
[t]exts can be taken to mean virtually any form of communication ... The book, the
film, the video, the retellings , the prequels and sequels, the merchandising, the
diaries, the television series with "new" episodes, the "making of the television
series", the "back stories", the biographies of the stars who appear in the television
series ...
The other problematic part of the term is 'children', as defining 'childhood' may
differ among different cultures and it also changes along time. Hunt (1994: 5)
suggests that 'perhaps the most satisfactory generalization is that childhood is the
period of life which the immediate culture thinks of as being free of responsibility
and susceptible to education'. This is a cultural point of view of 'childhood'. The
other definition that Hunt (ibid) finds equally useful is 'Piagetian in pattern at
least'. This view defines 'children' as 'people whose minds and bodies have not yet
matured in various definable ways' (ibid).
If we are to accept these definitions of childhood, then at least we know what
'children' are within a given culture. However, a definition of what 'children's
literature' is, is yet to be provided. We will stick here to the term 'literature' rather
than the term 'texts' suggested by Hunt above for convenience purposes.
7, Piagetian', as defined by the Merriam-Webster's Medical Dictionary, is "of, relating to, or dealing
with Jean Piaget or his writings, theories, or methods especially with respect to child development".
Jean Piaget (1896-1980), was a Swiss scientist and psychologist best known for his research on child
development and genetic epistemology. See Jean Piaget Society
<http://www.piaget.org/aboutPiaget.html>
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One definition is provided by Knowles and Malmkjeer (1996: 2), where
children's literature is 'any narrative written or published for children'. Within this
are included the 'teen' novels aimed at the 'young adult' or 'late adolescent' reader.
O'Connell (1999: 16) describes this definition as 'a very broad, pragmatic definition
which seems to dodge the very difficult issues'. Another broad definition is offered
by Townsend (1971: 9), which he describes as 'the only practical definition of
children's books today - absurd as it sounds [is] a book which appears on the
children's list of a publisher'. Oittinen (l993a: 11) provides yet another broad
definition which could also be considered pragmatic. For her 'children's literature'
is 'literature read silently by children and aloud to children', although she takes into
consideration the debate on the definition of the concept of 'childhood' which she
believes to be a 'social or cultural issue'.
Another way for defining children's books is 'in terms of the implied reader'
as suggested by Hunt (1991: 64). 'It will be clear, from careful reading who a book
is designed for: whether the book is on the side of the child totally, whether it is for
the developing child, or whether it is aiming somewhere over the child's head.'
Other available definitions of children's literature are more on the descriptive
side, where some of the main characteristics of children's books are used to define
the genre. Hence McDowell's (1973: 51) differentiation between adult literature and
children's books:
Children's books are generallyshorter;they tend to favour an active rather than a
passive treatment, with dialogue and incident rather than description and
introspection;child protagonistsare the rule; conventionsare muchused; the story
develops within a clear-cutmoral schematismwhich much adult fiction ignores;
children's books tend to be optimistic rather than depressive; language is child-
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oriented; plots are of a distinctive order, probability is often disregarded; and one
could go on endlessly talking of magic, and fantasy, and simplicity, and adventure.
More distinctive characteristics of children's literature are provided by Golden
(1990: 13)
Children's literature does not generally reflect extensive use of stream of
consciousness, complex time shifts, dense symbolism, themes of passion or
profusion of figurative language devices, among other features.
Babbit (1974: 155) adds 'happy endings' and 'joy' to these characteristics:
Children's literature deals with the so-called emotions of love, pride, grief, fear of
death, violence, and the yearning for success; there is one emotion to be found only
in children's books, and that is joy.
Finally, Azeriah (2000: 13) believes that
the most obvious differences on the level of language and style depending on the
age, such as short sentences and paragraphs, repetition, frequent use of simple
language, avoidance of figurative and symbolic language, and illustrations, etc.
For the purposes of this study, a combination of the pragmatic and descriptive
approaches is used to define 'children's literature'. Thus, children's literature is
literature intended for children and read by or for them. It has certain characteristics,
though these may vary according to sub-genres, that differentiate it from other
genres of literature on the levels of form and content. These characteristics are
summarized above.
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1.2. Children's Literature in the Arab World
This section will trace the origins of children's literature in the Arabic literary
heritage, its development and its current position within the literary system in
addition to its problems.
1.2.1. The Origins of Children's Literature in Arabic History
Although there is no clear sign that an independent literature addressed specifically
to children existed in the Arabic literary heritage (El Kholy 2006: 74), there are
several pointers to the origins of modern Arab children's literature. Rafe' Yahia", the
chairman of the Center for Arabic Children's Literature in AI-Qasemi Education
College in Palestine believes that
[i]fwe go back to the Arab Islamic heritage, we can find several kinds of children's
literature. Historical and literary sources record a great amount of poetry during and
before the Islamic period which could be considered as children's songs and
rhymes. Besides, history is full of prose texts [that could also be read by children or
for them], on the condition that they are subjected to the circumstances of their
period and its nature, values and traditions (Yahia 2008)9.
El Kholy (2006: 74) supports this view and claims that an oral tradition of
story-telling existed in the culture of ancient Egyptians, which included tales of gods
and kings, myths and legends and which was later set to writing. Examples of these
are 'the first Egyptian Cinderella, written on papyrus under the name Radoubis
[which was first recorded by the Roman historian Strabo in the first century BC.]IO,
8 Rafe' Yahia is a Palestinianwriter.He is also the headof'Asdiqll'AI-tufilla' (ChildhoodFriends)
association;a memberof the foundingbody of 'TheArabUnion for InternetWriters';a memberof
theboardof editorsof'Mawllqif magazine;and themanagerof 'Adab A1-atillAI-'Arabi' (Arabic
Children'sLiterature) website<http://www.adabatfal.com>.Adab Al-atfol AI- 'Arabi. 2007. [online].
[Accessed14/1112008]. <http://www.adabatfal.comlin.php?ar_ID=867&catid=21>
9 All translationsfromArabicsourcesaremineunlessotherwisestated.
10 <http://www.aldokkan.comlartlcinderella.htm>[online].[Accessed13/04/2011]
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and a black-and-red twenty-four-page collection of children's stories made out of
papyri.'
Hamdallah!' (1986:165) also believes that Arab children's literature has its
historical roots and that some of these works are categorized within adult literature.
One example given by Yahia (2008) is the famous collection of fables entitled
Kalila wa Dimnav: which had a great influence on many writers from the past and
the present, like Ibn Sahl Bin Nobakht and Ali bin Dawiid. Many books have been
written following the example of Kalila wa Dimna, where the story is narrated by
and about animals. Among these are titles like Salwan al-Muta'fi 'udwiin al-Tibii'
(568 H) by Ibn Dhafar, and Fakihatu al-khulafii' wa Mufakahatu al-dhurafii' (858
H) by Ibn 'Arabashah, and these books contain a lot of texts that are suitable for
children and young readers. It is worth mentioning that Kalila wa Dimna 's influence
was not restricted to the Arab writers but it also spread to other writers around the
world. One good example is the French poet Lafontaine in his fables'! (Yahia 2008).
There are also other works of literature in Arabic that were meant for adults
but were read by children or narrated for them by adults. These works, which are
now considered part of Arab folklore, include stories about characters like AI-Shatir
11Ali Hamdallah is a lecturer at the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Damascus University; a
member of the Arab Writers Union, Damascus; and a member of the Children's Literature
Association, Damascus.The Arab Writers Union. [online]. [Accessed 14/11/2008]. :
<http://www.awu-dam.org/daliV05haaldlil057.htm
12Kalila wa Dimna, originally the Pancatantra (Five Books or Five Cases of Clevemess), a Sanskrit
collection of tales compiled by an unknown author around 300 CEo In the sixth century CE, the
Pancatantra was translated from Sanskrit into Pahlavi (Middle Persian) by the physician Burzuya
who also added other stories 'principally from the Mahabharata epic and other Hindu and Buddhist
sources' and called his collection Karirak ud Damanak which derives from the names of the main
characters; two jackals, Karataka and Damanaka. Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. C. 757 CE) translated the
Pahlavi collection, now lost, into Arabic in the eighth century. He also added some parts to the fmal
Arabic Kalila wa Dimna. (Suleman 2006:432)
13 C.f. Suleiman, Mousa. 1984. Al-qasas Al-Manqid. Dar Al-Kitab Al-Lubnani, Beirut pp.l 5-16.
See also, Brown, Vasu. 2006. Panchatantra - Five Strategies. Sri Lakshmi Services, MA. pp. 7-8.
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Hasan, the anecdotes of Johals, epics about knights and heroes of the past like Abu
Zaid Al-Hilalf and 'Antara Ibn Shaddad, tales of famous poets like Majnful Layla in
addition to the famous tales from The Arabian Nights (Abu Nasr 1996:789).
Abu Nasr (1996: 789), however, does not agree with this opinion. Rather, she
believes that 'though the tradition of story-telling is age-old, writing for children
was not even recognized in the Arab world until the late nineteenth century' and that
'just like its Western peer, though almost a century later, it took Arab-speaking
children a long time to be considered as a target audience.' Abu Nasr (ibid) believes
that it was only the influence of the West through colonization that led to the
appearance of the first books for Arab children by the end of the nineteenth century
in Egypt. In her opinion this 'contact with the West ... resulted in building an
educational system after the European model thus replacing the old Koranic schools
where children learnt the Koran and the Arabic language.'
The Egyptian model was then 'followed by other children's authors in
Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq' (Mdallel 2003: 299). Muhammed Jamal 'Amr (2007), the
head of Children's Publications department in the Jordanian Ministry of Culture,
holds the same view that '[r]ecognition of children's literature started late in the
Arab world and was long preceded in the West.' He believes that Arabs have also
inherited the complex of looking down on children as an audience worthy of respect.
14 Joha is the nickname for a controversial character that there is no agreement on who he really was
or whether he really existed. However, almost all Arabs know Joha and at least some of his anecdotes
and jokes. Historians think he could be one of two characters; Dujain Al-yarbO'i Al-basri or Nub Al-
fazari, both also called Abu Al-ghusn, They believe that he lived for over a hundred years in the late
Omayyad and early Abbasid period. There is also a Turkish character called N8$r Eddln Khoja who
died in 1284 and who is also believed to be Joha about whom a lot of stories are told. Whoever Joha
really was, he represents a symbol rather than a real person. He is described as a fool, cunning and
clever, but most likely this is a pretence in order to pass his political opinions freely. In Arabic
literature, most funny stories are attached to Joha although they might have been others'. His
anecdotes were collected by an unknown author and were then lost. Forty five anecdotes appear in
Nathr Al-durr (1987) by Al-abi. Some others are found in Kilab AI-bighal by Al-Jahiz, Thamarat AI-
awriiq by Ibn I;Iijja Al-hamawi, AkhMr Al-hamqs wa L-MughafJalTn by Ibn Al-jawzi and others. Of
the modem collections we find Akhbar Joha (1954), Nawiidir Joha(1991) • Joha wa Nawiidiruhu
(1982) among others (Kamil:1991).
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He mentions the example of Charles Perrault, the pioneer of children's literature in
France, who wrote histories for children but under the name of his son, as it was
generally thought that addressing children was demeaning for the writer. This
resulted, he suggests, in interest in children's literature in the Arab world remaining
very shallow until the 1970s. After the Arab countries gained their independence in
the 1960s, several Arab governments launched research centers where this literature
was taught and promoted, especially in Lebanon, Syria, Egypt and Iraq (El Kholy
2006: 76). Some writers showed interest in writing for children, 'although their
works were mainly either didactic or educational (school books)' (Amr 2007).
Abu Haif'! (2000: 28), in his book Cultural Development of the Arab Child,
also agrees that there were only 'faint signs' of children's literature in the Arab
world until the 1970s. He believes that the ancient Arab literary heritage only
contained writings about children, not for them, and by putting these writings aside
'we find that children's literature itself as addressed to children considering this
addressee is only the product of the modern age. The age of human rights, of
freedom, education, democracy, production, health, and life.' He also adds that it
was helped very much by the development of the study of child psychology by the
end of the 19th century and beginning of 20th century, of which Jean Piaget (1896-
1980) was a pioneer.
Within this rather inexact scenario of children's literature in the modem age,
researchers disagree on the identity of the first Arabic book for children. Hamdallah
believes it is Al-Nafathiit by Rizqallah Hassan from Aleppo, Syria which was
15Abu Haifis a Syrian writer. He worked as the editor in chief of Al-Mawqif. A I-A dabi magazine and
Al-Usbu' Al-Adabi weekly newspaper. He is a member of the executive office of The Arab Writers
Union, Damascus; a member of Al-qissa wa Al-Riwdya (The Story and the Novel) Association. He
has several publications for children and studies in children's literature.
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published in 1867. Ahmad Najeeb16, however, argues it is the story entitled AI-
Qutaytii: AI- '/zaz by Mohammed Hamdi and George Rob17 published in 1912by Al-
Ma'arif publishing house, and that all previous books lack the characteristics
required in a child's book even if they may have been addressed to children by their
authors (Hamdallah 1986:165).
As for which part of the Arab world saw the beginning of Arabic children's
literature, there is a kind of consensus. The majority of researchers agree that Egypt
was the birth place of this literature. Sherin Subhi (2007) states that 'writing for
children started in Egypt with the enlightenment movement coached by Muhammad
Ali Basha'. During this period, Rifa'a AI-Taht§wI (1801-1873), one of the Egyptian
renaissance pioneers, published his book Al-Murshidu Al-Amin fi Tarbyati Al-Bandt
wa Al-Banin in 1865. 'The book was important not only for its literary content, but
also as a recognition of the effect of literature on children's morality and values'
(Mouzughi 2005: 13). He also published Rawdat Al-Madiiris in 1870 which is
probably the first magazine for Arab children in the Arab World. AI-TahtawI had a
great influence on the educational system in Egypt, especially after his five-year
residence in France where he learned French and observed the habits and ways of
the French. He not only introduced reading literature into the curriculum of primary
schools in Egypt, but, impressed by the different types of books children enjoyed
reading in Europe, he also translated the story of Tom Thumb and Children's Stories
from French (ibid). Two decades after the death of AI-Tahtawl in 1893, another
children's magazine was published in Egypt; Al-Samir Al-Saghir which had the
portrait of Rita'a Al- Tahtawl and other renaissance pioneers on its title page (Al-
Sa'dani 2002).
16 Quoted in Hamdallah 1986.
17 George Robb was an inspector in the Ministry of Education (Egypt) and Mohammed Hamdi was
the vice principal in the Higher School of Commerce in Cairo.
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Around the same period (1892-1893), another pioneer of Arabic children's
literature, the Egyptian "Prince of Poets", Ahmad Shawqy (1868-1932), composed a
collection of narrative poems for children. He was in Paris during that period and he
also noticed that European children enjoyed reading several types of works written
specifically for them, including poetry. He, therefore, wanted to give Arab children
the pleasure of reading poetry that suited their interests and abilities. He also
encouraged Arab poets of his time to consider writing for children as he believed
that poetry is a great way of teaching children 'wisdom and literature' (Yahia:
2008). His Shawqyydt for children follows the example of Lafontaine as Shawky
himself states. Thus, the poems are stories by, and about, animals. Shawky states in
his introduction to the collection that, while writing his poems, he used to present his
work in front of a group of young Egyptians who would understand it immediately
and enjoy the sense of humour in some of it (Sweilem 2007) .
Many researchersls, however, believe that the legitimate father and greatest
pioneer of Arabic children's literature is the Egyptian writer Kamel Kilani (1897-
1959). He was 'the first writer to specialize in producing children's literature in
Arabic.' (Abu-Nasr 1996:189). Kilani wrote and translated over 200 stories and
plays for children. His first story was Al-Sindibiid Al-Bahri [Sinbad the Sailor]
published in 1927 (Yahia 2008) which is derived from The Arabian Nights. It is
considered to be the first Adventure story for Arab Children. He also translated other
Arabian Nights tales like Ali Baba and Aladdin from English and French (Jafar
1979: 380). It is interesting that such titles, originally in Arabic, were retranslations
from foreign languages. This might be linked to the low status the Arabian Nights
used to occupy in Arabic literature, as it belonged to 'popular' rather than 'high'
18 Eg. Rafe' Yahia (2008), Na'Tm 'Araydi , Abdullah Abu-Haif (2001), Julinda Abu-Nasr (1996),
Nadia El Kholy (2006).
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culture. It only gained its current more prestigious position after it was translated
into several languages, including European ones. Such Western influence on Arabic
children's literature is another reason that could have incited Kilani to translate the
stories rather than adapt them from their Arabic origin. The issue of foreign
influence will be further discussed in 1.2.2 below.
Kilani's knowledge of English and French also meant he was well acquainted
with the classics of World Literature. He translated Shakespeare's The Tempest,
Julius Caesar, the Merchant of Venice and King Lear as well as some classics like
Gulliver's Travels and Robinson Crusoe. Some of his stories are derived from
Indian tales and epics like Al-shaikh Al-Hindi, Al-Amira Al-qiisya, Al-wazir Al-sajin
among others!", What is interesting in Kilani's work is that he wrote anecdotes
especially for children, which means he was interested in the pleasure factor in
children's books and not only an educational motive. Hidhd' Al-Tanbiiri, Nu'mdn
and 'AjOrit AI-lu$u$ are titles among his anecdotes collection-",
From Egypt, children's literature spread into other Arab countries like Iraq,
Syria and North Africa (Amr: 2007). One of the first Arab countries to follow in the
steps of Egypt in the development of children's literature was Lebanon. Abu-Nasr
(1996:790) explains that this is due to Lebanon's 'central position, openness to
foreign cultures and the comparatively high rate of literacy', in addition to the strong
publishing power it had at the time. Lebanese writers introduced an easier form of
Arabic language which is closer to colloquial Arabic (ibid). Rose Ghurayyib,
Habbouba Haddad, Lauren Rihani, Rasha Darruth and Edvich Shayboub are some of
the most important children's authors in Lebanon in the 1940s and 1950s. During
19 Rihlat Al- 'umr Ma' AI-adib Kiimil Killini. 2004 [online]. [Accessed 20/11108].
<http://www.tzafonet.org.illkehillschool_tzafonet/magd/index2.htm>
20 Ibid
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the same period, important writers in Syria started writing for children. Suleiman Al-
Issa (born 1921) wrote stories, plays and poetry for children, which are still included
in school reading books today. Among the other names that appeared in this field are
Abdullah 'Abd and 'Adil Abu Shanab (Abu-Nasr 1996:790-91). The most famous
Syrian writer for children is Zakarryah Tamer (born 1931) who wrote over a
hundred stories for children and edited two weekly pages for children's literature in
the Kuwaiti newspaper Al-Qabas in 1985, and the children's pages in the Jordanian
newspaper Al-Akhbiir, in addition to several daily, weekly and monthly columns in
different Syrian newspapers and magazines. He worked as the editor in chief of
Usiima, a children's magazine in Syria. His works have been translated into eight
European and Asian languages.s!
1.2.2. The Position of Children's Literature in the Arab World
The status of children's literature in the Arab world is reminiscent of that in the
Western World at its beginnings. As Peter Hunt points out, childhood was scarcely
recognized before the eighteenth century (1994: 27), very few could read and
writing for children did not occupy a very important position then. Children's
literature in the Arab world also seems to occupy a peripheral position in the Arabic
literary polysystem (see Even-Zohar 1978). If we take a look back at Arabic literary
heritage, we can clearly notice that literature was mainly produced by and for men.
Arabic society was, and to a certain extent, still is, very patriarchal. As Al-Abbasi
(2003:24) puts it, it is an 'undeniable and often-cited fact that the ideology of the
Arabs always viewed men as superior to women'. Considering the position of
women in Arabic society, it would be rather clear that children will only occupy yet
a lower and weaker position. In the pre-modem Arab literary polysystem, a literature
with such a low-status audience - children - was non-existent. In the modem age,
21 Al-qissa AI-suriah. [online]. [Accessed 23/11108]. <http://www.syrianstory.comlz-tamer.htm>
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however, although children started to obtain their right to be considered as a
respectful audience, children's literature still seems to occupy a peripheral position.
The reason might be explained by the fact that this literary genre is only new if
compared to the other well established genres. As Arabic children's literature has
not yet crystallized and is still a hybrid mix of original writings as well as
translations, borrowings and adaptations. It has not yet matured enough to push its
way through to the centre of the polysystem. Thus, the peripheral position of this
literature in the Arab World seems to be the case even after a century of work on it.
As Abu Haif (2001: 27) explains, 'we do not exaggerate when we say that children's
literature is still on the margin of the literary as well as the educational systems.' He
attributes this to several factors, which are included in the discussion of problems
below.
1.2.3. The Problems
Although there might be no unanimous agreement on the beginnings of proper
children's literature in the Arab world, such agreement does exist as to the fact that
this literature still suffers from several problems, although efforts have and are being
made to take Arabic children's literature to the level of children's literature in the
Western world. We here propose to summarize the main and most important
problems affecting Arabic children's literature.
• Didacticism
The first and most serious issue is didacticism. Many22agree with Mdallel (2003:
298) when he states that 'children's literature in the Arab World is impregnated with
morality, didactics and a heavy ideological bias, in spite of some attempts for
change.'
22 Eg. Mohamed Jamal Amr (2007), Ali Azeriah (1994), Abdullah Abu Haif(2001), Shawkat Salim
Ishti (1999), Rafe Yahia (2008) and others.
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Certain culture specific items, represented by Islam in the first place and Arab
nationalism in the second, in addition to certain political and ideological opinions,
contribute heavily to the didactic and moralizing nature of Arab children's literature.
It might be true that children's literature is generally connected to the
educational system as Maria Nikolajeva (1996: 3)23 puts it, 'children's literature has
from the very beginning been related to pedagogics' and that children's literature
has always been considered as 'a powerful means for educating children'. Hunt
(1994:3) even claims '[i]t is arguably impossible for a children's book ... not to be
educational or influential in some way; it cannot help but reflect an ideology and, by
extension, didacticism.' However, Mdallel (2003: 301) rightly argues that, while
'this tendency .. .is decreasing in the Western societies, [it] is still very much alive in
the Arab societies, where children's literature is basically meant to teach children, to
remind them of the dichotomy between good and evil.'
Mdallel (2003:299) looks at what he believes to be 'the only bibliographical
guide available on children's literature in the Arab World.' The guide, by Al-Hajji
(published in three volumes 1990-1995-1999) includes books published for children
in the Arab World between the years 1950 and 1999. The study reveals that the two
major themes in published children books are Islam and Arab nationalism which
Mdallel (ibid: 300) refers to as 'the constituents of an identity.' The figures (see
Table 1.1 below) show that of the total of 12,323 children's books published in that
period, 1,457 (11.80%) publications have 'explicit religious themes', like the
biography of Prophet Muhammad and stories of other prophets acknowledged in
Islam. More Islamic publications 'that teach Arab children how ideal Muslims
should behave' also appear in the non-fiction category. Religious and national
23 Quoted inMdallel (2003:301)
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themes also dominate the 956 (7.75%) biographies and the 466 (3.78%) historical
fiction publications. Most of these books talk about important Islamic figures like
the companions of Prophet Mohammad and succeeding Islamic caliphs and leaders
in addition to 'national heroes and big names in the Arab world.'
Genres 1950-1990 1990-1995 1995-1999 Total
Prophet's biography 192 45" 294 53)
Biographies 240 126· 590 956
Religious fiction 444 14) 341 926
Scientific/Science Fiction 82 82· 128 292
Translated Fiction 686 2)9· 454 )359
Children's Ut. of all genres 2366 545· 1412 4323
Plays 116 23· 65 204
Historical Fiction 205 24· 237 466
Poetry 118 32" 40 J90
Rediscoveries 1 10· 42 53
Total Fiction 4450 1247 3603 9300
Non- Fiction 1550 494 979 3023
Total 6000· 1741· 4S8r 12323
Table 2.1 Classification of Arabic TTs, according to ai-HaJji (1990,1995,
1999) (from Mdalle12003: 300)
Mdallel (2003:301) tries to explain this relatively huge number of publications
with Islamic and national themes as follows:
As I see it, this concern with celebrating the glorious Arab past, heroic Arab figures
and the moralizing tone impregnating most of the Arab children's literature is a
reaction to the frustration in the Arab world due to the Middle East conflict and the
marginal role the Arabs play on the international scene.
Mdallel also mentions the 'Sunday story genre which was popular in Great
Britain in the nineteenth century and which is the equivalent of religious fiction in
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the Arab world' referring to this genre as extinct, as it has 'almost totally
disappeared from the British Isles and most of the Western countries.' (ibid)
The moralizing tone seems to be widely prevalent in Arab children's literature.
Abbasi (2003:3) even claims that the main reason behind most adaptations of
classical works for children is the 'moral dimension'. From another perspective,
Faiza Nawar24 (2001:24), a researcher and illustrator of children's literature,
believes that there is a lack of imagination in Arab children's books and that
'multiple taboos and ... traditional educational and religious concerns' govern the
process of writing for children in the Arab World.
We cannot, however, say that Arabic children's literature is void of non-
didactic works. The statistics in Mdallel's research show that in the third volume of
AI-Hajji's bibliographical guide, more than twelve series of adventure books for
children were published between the years 1995 and 1999. In addition, the stories
adapted from the Arabic heritage especially those from The Arabian Nights, Joha's
anecdotes and the epics of 'Antara Ibn Shaddad and Abu Zaid Al-Hilali are mainly
based on adventure and imagination and have little morality to provide. In fact 'such
tales were opposed by educators who believed they had no educational value' (Abu-
Nasr 1996:789) as they aim for mere pleasure to a large extent. Yet, the number of
didactic books still seems to exceed that of adventure and imaginative ones in the
children's books market.
• Foreign Influence
The second major issue in Arabic children's literature is the continuation of foreign,
mainly Western, influence on Arabic children's books. As children's literature
started in the West some hundred years before its start in the 19th century in the Arab
24 Quoted inMdallel (2003: 301)
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World, it is only normal for the new genre in Arabic literature to benefit from the
experience of the West in this field. Thus, some Western influence could be sensed
in the formation and development of Arabic children's literature in its beginnings.
Besides, the Western colonization of the Arab world lasted for a long period and
was reflected in the culture and especially the education system of the Arab
countries as we mentioned before, and schools clearly played the main role in the
development of children's literature and introducing children to books.
However, it seems that this influence, probably for political reasons, extended
for a much longer period than normal. As Abu Haif (2001: 31) explains, in the
1960s and 1970s, the characteristics of Arabic children's literature continued to
show the foreign influence represented in translation and adaptation. This influence
is not without its problems as it is reflected in several characteristics that could be
seen in many Arabic books for children. Abu Haif (ibid) summarizes these
characteristics in the following:
(i) Little attention is paid to language in translation, except very rarely. For
example, there is no interest in consistency in the translation of certain
terms and names, for example, in children's books.
(ii) Most translations are of poor quality and are produced by non-
professionals who are usually paid less than professional translators.
(iii) The dominance of the same educational and didactic content.
(iv) The return to the Arabic heritage through re-translation from foreign
sources rather than using its original sources.
Abu Haif finds it ironic that the pioneers of Arabic children's literature
returned to their own Arabic heritage of stories and narratives through translations
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and adaptations of previous foreign attempts, and that they did not retrieve this
heritage from its direct sources until late in the last three decades of the zo" century:
Arabicchildren's literatureuntil themiddleof the 20th centuryremainedan unclear
combination of foreign influence and heritage components where the foreign
influencehas the upper hand through translationand adaptation.(Abu Haif 2001:
30)
The efforts made to root Arabic children's literature in its tradition and
towards its child audience remain poor. As we explained above, Arabic children's
literature is not yet strong enough within its own literary polysystem (c.f. Even-
Zohar: 1978, 2004) to be able to benefit from foreign experiences without being
overridden by them.
• Arbitrariness and Lack of Organization
Another serious issue which contributes largely to the weak position of children's
literature in the Arab world and prevents it from developing as it should is the lack
of organization in the production of this literature. There is a state of chaos and
arbitrariness in the efforts spent in this field.
Muhammed Jamal Amr (2007) claims that work on children's literature in the
Arab world comes mostly in the shape of individual efforts taken by writers and
those interested, like publishers and sponsors, each depending on their own abilities
with the absence of organization and team work. The problem applies on several
levels, i.e. on the level of each Arab country on its own and on the level of
coordination among different Arab countries. Muhammed Jamal Amr (2007) refers
to this issue stating that
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[ilt would be really great to have one organization in each country which undertakes
the task of organizing and supervising the production of children's literature, which
will lead into coordination among these organizations in the Arab countries and
attempt to establish a serious complementarity among producers of literature for the
Arab child in the Arab world.
Amr (ibid) presents an example of how the different Arab countries could
complement each other's needs in the field of children's literature in order to take
this literature to the desired level it enjoys in the western world. For example, he
says, we find in one country many writers and authors who do not get the chance to
publish their works and we find in another country advanced printing equipment and
cheap paper and establishments of publishing and distribution but no producers who
can employ these abilities to produce distinguished literature that children all over
the Arab world will benefit from. For example in Lebanon, there is high quality
printing and a huge publishing force but only a few writers who work on this type of
literature, while in Egypt there is an army of children's writers and poets who never
get the chance available for their colleagues in Lebanon (ibid). The example Amr
provides may be mainly applicable for the period before 1980s, as what is known as
the 'Lebanon War' (1982) had a huge destructive power and left Lebanon in ruins.
Although the war officially ended in 1985, its influence continued until April 2000
when the Israeli army and its allies withdrew from South Lebanon.P The
infrastructure, including the strong publishing industry, was destroyed in this war.
On the other hand, Egypt, which was considered the capital of Arabic culture, has
been undergoing a cultural decline since the 1970s. This decline includes literature
2S From Wikipedia
<http://ar.wikipedia.org/wikiI%D8%AD%D8%B 1%D8%A8_%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%86%D8%A
7%D9%86 _1982>
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among other arts like cinema and music. Thus, the claim that Egypt is the focal point
for writers no longer necessarily holds. The opposite might be true now, because
Egypt is the home of considerable production power, but perhaps weaker culture.
For example, the biggest publishing houses, especially those publishing for children,
like Dar Al-Ma'arif Kamil Kilani and the Nahdet Misr publishing group, are located
in Cairo. It is worth mentioning that Dar AI-Fata AI-'Arabi publishing house was
first established in Beirut and was forced to move to Cairo in 1977 because of the
instability in Lebanon, which is also the case of many other publishers.
Nevertheless, the lack of organization among Arab countries in the field of
children's literature is still applicable before and after this period.
Some individual efforts have also been made by different Arab countries,
though separately, to encourage the production of high quality children's literature
in the Arab world. However, due to the lack of organization and complementarity
throughout the Arab World, most of these efforts were destined to fail quickly. For
example, Muhammed Jamal Amr talks about the pioneering attempt made in Iraq in
1968 with the establishment of the Children's Culture House which published
specialized series across the entire Arab World for cheap prices and printed
thousands of copies of each book. (ibid)
As a first step to solve this issue, Muhammed Jamal Amr (ibid) suggests that
'we need to have an evaluative stand on the level of each Arab country and on the
level of the whole Arab World in order to arrive at a meeting point. '
Though the picture of children's literature in the Arab world looks quite
gloomy and burdened with many problems, there are some rays of hope here and
there, and some good efforts have been made to lift this literature from its current
position. Some Arab countries, like Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan
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started introducing specialized programs of children's literature in their universities,
which is a good start on the way to enriching this literature. These same countries
are now part of the 'Arab Children's Literature Regional Programme'P, which was
launched in 2006 by the Anna Lindh Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for Dialogue
between Cultures, with the support of the Swedish International Development
Agency (SIDA). The aim of this programme is to promote reading of Arabic
children's books among Arab children in the Middle East and North Africa. It is
considered the first regional programme for the development of Arab children's
literature. The programme involves collaboration among these countries on the level
of education as well as libraries, bookstores, publishing houses and authors. It also
organizes and provides information about events in the participating countries in the
field of children's literature. In June 2008, university teachers of children's literature
from the participating counties held a meeting to discuss the curricula in children's
literature taught in their universities with the aim to develop these programs,27
• Other factors
Other issues include the lack of research in this field. As shown above, in the Arab
World only a few universities have started lately to show special interest in the
subjects of child psychology and children's literature. These efforts are as yet hardly
sufficient if compared to the level of research that children's literature enjoys in the
Western world. This shortage of research has led to a lack of professionalism on the
level of authors and producers. There are a small number of Arab writers who
specialize in writing for children. However, not all those who write for children in
26 <http;llwww.ambchilsirensliterature.com> [online] [Accesed 20/04/2011]
27<http;llwww .euromedalex.org/events/anna-lindh- foundation-gathers-amb-university-teachers-
children-literature> [online] [Accesed 20/0412011]
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the Arab world have the required professionalism and abilities for this field, as the
quality of children's books in the market shows.
The lack of professionalism on the level of writing and production has led to
the poor quality as well as quantity of children's books in the Arab World. Back in
1972, a major UNESCO report on the situation of book development in the Arab
World showed that 'the publication of children's books is vastly inferior to actual
needs' (UNESCO 1972: 8) since in 1970 the number of Arab children under 15 was
around 54 million, of whom around 32 million were literate. This meant that the
annual production of books needed was 32 million copies at the rate of one book per
child per year, while the actual production at the time was in the region of 1500 to
2000 titles according to an expert (the UNESCO Secretariat 1972: 13-14). This
number does not seem to have increased significantly in the time since this report,
as, according to AI-Hajji's bibliographical guide (1995), only 1741 titles for children
were published in the Arab World between the years 1990-1995. The third volume
of AI-Hajji's guide (1999) shows that between 1995-1999 the number rose to 4582,
still way below the actual need. The Unesco report also showed that 'there [were] no
publishing houses in the Arab countries that specialize exclusively in children's
books' and that those books are published by general publishers. Of course, this
information is now superseded, as Dar al-Fata al-' Arabi was established in Beirut in
1974 and later in Cairo in 1977. D!r al-Fata al-'Arabi is considered the first
publishing house that specialized exclusively in children's books (Alqudsi 1988:
72).
Studying Arabic children's literature, and researching its problems and issues
in the Arab world, reveals that this literature is still in need of serious effort in order
for it to reach the desired level. This effort is not the responsibility of writers and
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publishers only, but also of researchers. As shown above, one of the main issues is
the serious shortage of research done in this field. The other important issue is the
domination of foreign influence on the literature produced for Arab children
represented mainly by translations. Therefore, the next section will focus on
research already done in the field of Arabic children's literature and translation of
children's literature into Arabic.
1.3. Research on Arabic Children's Literature: Literature Review
Surprisingly, little work seems available on the topic of translation for children
in the Arab World. However, there are two prominent doctoral theses that study the
translation of children's literature into Arabic. They question the claim that
translated literature poses a threat for the child reader in the Arab world because it
subjects the Arab child to foreign values and beliefs that are alien to their society.
"A discourse perspective on the translation of children's literature: the case of
English!Arabic translation of fairy tales" by Huda Mouzughi investigates this claim
by analysing the ideologies represented in 14 fairytales from the 'Well Loved Tales'
series and their Arabic translations published by Ladybird Books Ltd. From a
discourse analysis point of view, Mouzaghi looks at the 'institutions' of family,
home, gender, race, religion and friendship and their representation in the target
texts on one hand, and the 'linguistic components that signal interaction in text' like
mood, modality, speech acts, politeness, implicature, transitivity and discourse
markers in the ST and TT. Her study shows that translators are 'active agents' rather
than mere reproducers of the source texts as they intervene in adapting the
'instutional content' as well as 'interactional form' to the values of the target culture
and language.
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Ali Azeriah, in his thesis "Translated children's literature into Arabic: a case
study of translational norms" (1993), sets out to challenge the claim of a threat
(stated above) by trying to prove that translation plays an important role in
enhancing the children's literature of the target culture (see also Azeriah 2000).
Azeriah's thesis (1993) argues that most classical literary genres in Arabic literature
are not suitable for children. Therefore, translation, he believes, played the main role
in introducing new genres, like the novel, the detective story and science fiction for
example, that could be considered suitable for children and which helped in the
development of Arabic children's literature. He then discusses the norms governing
the act of translation of children's literature into Arabic on two levels; the linguistic
and the cultural. He does not, however, use specific works as a case study. On the
linguistic level, Azeriah discusses the problem of what he terms the 'diglossic
situation' in the Arab countries, which refers to the existence of different dialects in
each Arab country alongside the Standard Arabic shared by all countries and the
effect of this situation on children and on writing and translating for them. The
superiority of classical Arabic over colloquial dialects seems manifested in
children's books and translations for children with a tendency to use "good"
language and style. Sometimes this leads to a style and language above the child's
reading ability. As for the cultural norms, Azeriah discusses cultural adaptation in
translation, considering that it 'defeats the purpose of promoting understanding
among cultures'. He also explores the 'preliminary norms' (Toury 1995) of
translated works for children in Arabic, where he discusses the choice of works,
themes and genres to translate, the effect of colonialism on choices of source
languages in different Arab countries, 'second-hand' translations (relay translations).
Finally he divides the 'system' of children's literature in the Arab world into three
'subsystems': (i) translated literature; (ii) the archaic, including oral stories about
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kings and heroes, magic and genies travel stories etc.; and (iii) modern Arabic
children literature as it is known today. He proposes a strategy for translating for
Arab children which is 'theme-based' (i.e. choosing works for translation depending
on their subject matter) and recommends certain themes to be considered in
translating for children in the Arab world, especially those not too familiar to Arab
children like the environment, space, human rights, abuse of authority, diet and
health, etc.
Azeriah's claim of the unsuitability of classical Arabic genres for children is
challenged by Abeer AI-Abbasi (2003) in her MA thesis "Maqamat al-Hamadhanl
as stories for young readers" where she discusses the possibility of adapting certain
classical works from Arabic literature of the pre-modern period for the modern child
reader. She embarks on an attempt to adapt one of the classics of the Abbasid
period, Maqiimiit Badi' al-Zamiin al-Hamadhiini for young readers. She applies
theories of modern children's literature in the adaptation with the addition of
illustrations as well. The end result of this adaptation is put to the test as al-Abbasi
presents her adaptation of the Maqamiit in front of a group of children of the target
age and undertakes a questionnaire of their opinions of certain aspects of the stories.
A sociological approach to children's literature and its translation in the Arab
World is taken by both Taghreed Alqudsi in her thesis "The history of published
Arabic children's literature as reflected in the collections of three publishers in
Egypt, 1912-1986" and Sabeur Mdallel, in his article "Translating Children's
Literature in the Arab World: the State of the Art". Alqudsi undertakes a thematic
analysis of children's books published by the three publishers Dar Al-Ma'arif
Kamil Kilani publishing house and Dar AI-Fata AI-'Arabi during the given period in
order to investigate 'the changing attitudes and trends in published Arabic children's
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literature' during that period. Translated literature for children is studied briefly
under the thematic category of 'stories of other peoples and cultures' in Alqudsi's
study. The relatively high share of 17.14 percent of books falling under this category
is explained by Alqudsi as a sign of the openness of Egyptian intellectuals towards
the West and other cultures in general.
A similar approach is taken by Mdallel (2003), who performs his thematic
analysis on the AL-hajji Bibliography used in 1.2.1 above. His discussion of
translation for children shares the basis of Azeriah' s and Mouzughi' s works
discussed above in connecting translation and its norms in Arabic to ideology both
in choice of the source texts and in the strategies adopted in the actual act of
translation. However, unlike Azeriah, Mdallel supports the strategy of 'ideological
manipulation' in translating for children by admitting the right of each nation to
apply 'protective cultural measures' (ibid: 298) when translation is seen to pose a
'potential threat to their cultural specificity' (ibid: 305) especially when this
potential threat targets its children.
A more recent article (Mussche and Willems 2010), that partly shares the
subject matter of this thesis, published in 2010 while the current thesis was still in
progress, bears the title "Fred or farld, bacon or baydOun ('egg')? Proper Names
and Cultural-specific Items in the Arabic Translation of Harry Potter", Although the
title says 'cultural-specific items' the article restricts itself to the category of 'food
items' with very brief reference to the 'domains of schooling and education, kinship
and family ties, and the use of dialect and slang' (Mussche and Willems 2010: 491)
in addition to the category of names. The current thesis naturally covers a
considerably wider range of cultural references including names, with the additional
discussion of wordplay not included in the article. The article applies its analysis to
I II
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extracts from the first three books in the series Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets and Harry Potter and the Prisoner
of Azkaban. However, it is necessarily restricted, only covering 18 chapters from the
three volumes and disregarding the different of translators of the different books.
The current thesis covers three complete books, as mentioned in the introduction,
locates them within the sociocultural context of translation in the Arab world and
takes the difference in translators into consideration. Indeed, one of the aims of the
thesis is to investigate consistency among the different translators.
As their theoretical basis, Mussche and Willems use the work of Hermans
(1988) as a model for the analysis of translation procedures for dealing with names,
and the work of Kujamiiki (2004) for the analysis of cultural references. The current
thesis, as will be seen in Chapters two, three and four, covers a much wider
theoretical basis for the treatment of cultural references, names and wordplay.
In light of the previous review of the available literature on translating for
children in the Arab world, it is obvious that a serious shortage of research in this
field remains. This thesis aims to contribute to the field by partly filling the existing
gap.
1.4. Summary
This chapter has covered background information essential to the study. The first
section discussed the definition of children's literature, while the second
investigated the origins, position and problems of children's literature in the Arab
World. In this section, we traced the origins of children's literature in the Arabic
literary heritage, discussed the marginal status of this literature within the literary
system, and covered the main problems children's literature is burdened with like
didacticism, foreign influence and lack of organization among other issues. The
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third section served as a literature review of research on Arabic children's literature
and the translation of children's literature into Arabic. Its main point was to show
the shortage of research carried out in the field of children's literature and translation
for children in the Arab World and the contribution of the current study to the field.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Approaches to the Translation of Children's Literature
2.1. Introduction
The shortage of research on the translation of children's literature into Arabic may
be explained by the fact that the whole field of study is relatively recent. Interest in
the critical study of children's literature in translation only really started in the
1970s, with the third symposium of the International Research Society for
Children's Literature (IRSCL) in 1976 as a major milestone in the foundation of this
field of study. The symposium, which was held in Sweden, was 'the first, and for
many years the only' conference dedicated completely to the translation of
children's books (Lathey 2006: 1). The field has been growing steadily ever since.
One of the first academics to have a significant impact in the study of children's
literature and its translation was the Swede Gote Klingberg (b. 1918) who was a co-
founder of the IRSCL and who is often referred to as 'the father of Swedish research
into children's literature'28. Klingberg's work will be discussed in detail in this
chapter as it forms the basis for the model applied in this study.
However, before discussing Klingberg and his model, it is important to
contextualize it by providing an overview of some of the other main contributions to
the field of translation for children.
One of the most prominent names in the field of translating for children is
Zohar Shavit. Shavit's (1981, 1986, 1992) work on the translation of children's
literature, especially into Hebrew, is based on the 'ploysystem theory' (developed by
28 Sandra Beckett. IRSCL Fellow 2003: Gote Klingberg. [online] [accessed 01105/2011]
<http://www.irscl.ac.uklcongresslfellow2003.htm>
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Even-Zohar: 1978, 2004) which studies the relation between the literary systems of
a given culture, whereby a certain literary system (e.g. translated literature) may
occupy a 'primary' or 'secondary' position depending on the role it plays in shaping
the centre of the 'polysystem' (Even-Zohar 1978: 200). Shavit claims that, since
children's literature occupies a peripheral position within the literary polysystem of
both source and target cultures, the translator is allowed certain liberties to
manipulate the source text in translation. This manipulation, in her view, should
serve two main principles which are: i. adjusting the text to make it 'appropriate and
useful to the child, in accordance with what society regards (at a certain point in
time) as educationally "good for the child'''; and ii. adjusting the 'plot,
characterization, and language to prevailing society's perceptions of the child's
ability to read and comprehend' (Shavit 1986:113). Thus, any form of manipulation
in translation such as 'changing, enlarging, abridging, deleting or adding' is only
allowed to fulfil the two principles above (ibid: 112-113). According to Shavit,
adherence to these principles should govern all of the stages of translation process,
starting with the choice of text to be translated through to the final product.
Ways in which the translator may make the TT appropriate for the child reader
are also the focus of the important work of Riitta Oittinen (1993, 2000 and 2006) on
the translation of children's literature into Finnish. Her approach is often described
as 'child oriented' (Mouzughi 2005: 162) as it focuses on the point of view of the
child reader as well as of the translator. A translation is considered as a new text that
involves the translator's reading experience and the child image in himlher rather
than merely a reproduction of the source text. Oittinen's main focus is on the
'dialogics' (Bakhtin 1979, 1990) of translating for children, which means that
children's stories are a dialogue between the author and the child and comprise
various voices in the text. Oittinen gives more importance to elements outside the
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'text', like context and the experiences of the translator as a human being: 'his/her
background, culture, language and gender' (Oittinen 2000: 161). She also discusses
issues such as the translation of picture books and suggests that 'the dialogue of
translating for children' brings authors, translators, readers and illustrators together
with 'new meanings' arising 'at every contact point' (ibid).
Far from the philosophical, psychological approach of Oittinen, but still on
Finnish children's literature, the late Tiina Puurtinen's (1994, 1995, 1997 and 2004)
work on the translation of children's literature falls mostly in the linguistic branch,
as her main focus is the stylistic and linguistic 'acceptability' of a given translation.
'Acceptability', as opposed to 'Adequacy', is used by Puurtinen (1994: 55) in the
technical sense (Toury 1980) to refer to 'the norms, conventions and expectations
prevailing in the language and style of [target] children's fiction' including 'high
readability and natural, fluent style'. Puurtinen (ibid: 59) also suggests a
modification of Shavit's (1986) first principle, proposing that instead of 'a
translation which is "good for the child", the aim is an enjoyable, engaging text
which encourages the reader to complete and renew the reading experience'. As the
applicability of Shavit's first principle is limited to didactic and educational text
types, Puurtinen's amendment seems useful especially with texts with themes of
adventure and fantasy like the Harry Potter series.
The theoretical approaches described above are important for understanding
the development of the field of the translation of children'S literature. Within that
framework, the main focus of this study, as stated in the introduction, is the
treatment of cultural references in translation. Therefore, the rest of this chapter is
dedicated to the presentation and discussion of some key models of analysis of
cultural references in children's literature. Three models, namely those of Klingberg
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(1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies (2003), will be presented in detail. All three offer
a discussion of overall strategies of translation in general as well as a set of possible
techniques or procedures to handle individual translation problems arising from
cultural differences between source and target languages.
2.2. Gate Klingberg (1986)
Gote Klingberg's approach starts from the historical debate between the two poles of
translation strategy; that is trying to keep the flavour and characteristics of the
original culture as much as possible or bringing the text closer to the target culture
and audience. These two poles of translation strategy have been referred to by
different labels throughout the history of translation studies. A non-exhaustive list
includes;
Literal Translation Free translation
St Jerome (395) Word-for-word Sense-for-sense
Nida (1964/1982) Formal Equivalence Dynamic Equivalence
Toury (1980/1995) Adequacy Acceptability
Newmark (1981) Semantic Communicative
Nord (199112005) Documentary Instrumental
Venuti (1995/2008) Foreignization Domestication
House (1997) Overt Covert
Table 2.1 Poles of transladon strategy
Klingberg (1986: 14) is a strong supporter of the literal translation approach, as
he believes 'the translator has no right to alter the author's text' and that 'a changed
text will easily lose something which is important to the book - its character, its
atmosphere.' However, he believes that manipulation of cultural references, or what
he terms 'cultural context adaptation' could be necessary in translating for children
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in order to 'facilitate understanding or to make the text more interesting than would
otherwise be the case' (ibid: 12). Yet, he restricts this adaptation to details to keep
the manipulation of the source text to a minimum.
Klingberg creates what he terms a 'scheme of cultural context adaptation
categories' under which he examines elements in the source text that could be
subject to 'cultural context adaptation'. This scheme (ibid: 17-18) covers the
following categories: literary references, foreign language in the source text,
references to mythology and popular belief, historical, religious and political
background, buildings and home furnishings, food, customs and practices, play and
games, flora and fauna, personal names, titles, names of domestic animals, names of
objects, geographical names and weights and measures.
Klingberg distinguishes nine different 'ways to effect cultural context
adaptation' (ibid: 18). These procedures are:
• Added explanation; the cultural element in the source text is retained but a
short explanation is added within the text. For example, in the Swedish
original of Pappa Pellerin's Daughter (1975) by Maria Gripe, flags appear
along the streets because it was "the sixth of June". The English translation
provides a little extra information to point out that "the sixth of June [is] the
Swedish National Day" (Klingberg: 39).
• Rewording; what the source text says is expressed but without the use of the
cultural element. For example, in the same Pappa Pellerin's Daughter
(1975) story, the lyrics of a well-known humorous Swedish Christmas song
are replaced by the phrase ''the crackling roar of some Christmas song" (ibid:
22).
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• Explanatory translation; the function of the cultural element is given
instead of the foreign name for it. For example, "she got a B in Geography"
from A Pony in the Luggage (1970) by Gunnel Linde is rendered as "she got
very good marks in Geography".
• Explanation outside the text; the explanation may be given in the form of a
footnote, a preface or the like.
• Substitution of an equivalent in the culture of the target language. For
example, in the source Pappa Pellerin's Daughter (1975), a Swedish rhyme
sung while a child is bounced on the knees of an adult is replaced in
translation by the English "Ride a cock-horse to Banbury Cross", which
serves an equivalent function (Klingberg: 22).
• Substitution of a rough equivalent in the culture of the target language. For
example, a well known Swedish children's prayer is replaced in the English
translation of Pappa Pellerin's Daughter by "Our Father which art in
heaven", which is a prayer, but not a children's one. (ibid: 23)
• Simplification; a more general concept is used instead of a specific one, for
instance the genus instead of the species. E.g. the Swedish "parluggla"
(literally "pearl owl") mentioned by Maria Gripe is rendered into English as
simply "owl" rather than using the English zoological term "Tengmalm's
owl" for example.
• Deletion; words, sentences, paragraphs of chapters are deleted.
• Localization; the whole cultural setting of the source text is moved closer to
the readers of the target text.
The term localization has, of course, changed meaning in the last 20 years and
now refers to technical translation and the adaptation of web-pages especially.
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However, in Klingberg's terms, localization seems close to what Dickins, Hervey
and Higgins (2002: 32) term 'cultural transplantation' which results in 'the entire
text being rewritten in an indigenous target culture setting.' Klingberg (1986: 23-26)
examines the example of a Swedish adaptation of Lewis Carroll's Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland. In the 1943 Swedish version, most of the elements of the
narrative are replaced by Swedish references including character names, names of
places, food items, animals, as well as nursery rhymes and poems.
2.3. Aixebi (1996)
Like Klingberg's, Aixela's work (1996) focuses on cultural items and their treatment
in translation. Aixela notes that the discussion of cultural references, or as he terms
them, 'culture-specific items' (CSIs), usually avoids offering any definition of the
concept, implying that it is recognized through a 'sort of collective intuition'. He
seeks to stress that
in translation a CSI does not exist of itself, but as the result of a conflict arising
from the linguistically represented reference in a source text which, when
transferred to a target language, poses a translation problem due to the nonexistence
or to the different value (whether determined by ideology, usage, frequency, etc.) of
the given item in the target language culture (Aixela 1996: 57).
Aixela (ibid: 59-60) distinguishes two types of cultural items in a given text.
The first includes 'proper nouns' while the other includes 'common expressions'.
Under the second type fall 'the world of objects, institutions, habits and opinions
restricted to each culture.' Aixela's discussion of the first category will be further
investigated in Chapter 4 on the translation of names.
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When it comes to the second category in Aixela's 'culture specific items'
(CSIs), he (ibid: 60-64) distinguishes eleven possible procedures to 'manipulate'
these items in translation. He arranges these procedures on a scale 'from a lesser to a
greater degree of intercultural manipulation'. This scale is divided into two sets:
'conservation' and 'substitution', which may be best viewed as a cline. The
procedures under the strategy of 'conservation' are the ones which keep the
translation closer to the source text, while those of 'substitution' aim at a translation
that is closer to the target culture. This corresponds to 'ST-oriented' vs. 'TT-oriented'
in Toury's (1995) terms. The following figure 1.1 shows Aixela's procedures in the
order he presents them according to the degree of manipulation. Each procedure is
further discussed in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 below.
- Substitution (TT-oriented)Conservation (ST-oriented)
Repetition
Orthographic
adaptation ,
, Extratextual gloss Synonymy
IntratextuaI
gloss
Limited Deletion
Naturalizationuniversalization
Linguistic translation Absolute universalization
Autonomous creation
Figure 2.1 Procedures of CSI manipulation according to Abela (1996)
2.3.1. Procedures of conservation
• Repetition: the original reference is kept in translation in a form as close to
its original as possible. For example, keeping toponyms in translation
(Seattle 7 Seattle). This technique only applies when the source and target
languages use similar alphabets.
• Orthographic adaptation: that is transcription and transliteration of the
cultural reference when the target language uses a different alphabet from the
source. For example, the name of a Russian character, "Kemidov", appearing
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in the English Novel The Maltese Falcon (1930) is changed into "Kenidof'
in the Spanish translation of the novel.
• Linguistic (non-cultural) translation: the reference is given a denotatively
close translation to the original, but it can still be recognized as belonging to
the source culture. For example, giving the equivalent forms of non-metric
measures and currencies as in (dol/ars ~ dolaresv and (inch ~ pu/gada) in
Spanish.
• Extratextual gloss: one of the above mentioned procedures is used.
However, some extra explanation is provided outside the text in the form of a
footnote, endnote, glossary, etc.
• Intratextual gloss: this is similar to the previous case, but the explanation is
included within the text as an 'indistinct part of the text, so as not to disturb
the reader's attention'. For example, 'five feet eight' is rendered as 'five feet
eight inches' (ibid: 62).
2.3.2. Procedures of substitution
• Synonymy: the CSI is replaced by a synonym in order to avoid repeating it.
Aixela (ibid: 63) applies this in a stylistic sense where, after introducing the
cultural term for the first time, the recurrent appearances could be replaced
by synonyms. One example given here is replacing the spirit trademark
'Bacardi' by 'delicious liquor of sugar cane' on its second appearance and
by 'rum' on its third. (ibid)
• Limited universalization: replacing the CSI for another reference also
belonging to the source culture but is considered less specific and closer to
the reader's understanding. For example, changing 'five grand' into 'five
thousand dollars'. (ibid)
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• Absolute universalization: replacing the CSI for a neutral reference for the
readers deleting any foreign connotations. E.g. 'Chesterfield into 'sofa'. (ibid)
• Naturalization: replacing the source CSI by one that belongs to the target
culture. Aixela claims that this technique is not very frequent in literary
translation, except in children's literature, where, he believes, it is also
beginning to decline. This will be tested in the analysis of the texts later on in
the current study. An example is the change of 'dollars' into Spanish 'duros'
(five-peseta coins).
• Deletion: Omitting the CSI for ideological or stylistic reasons, or because it
is thought to be 'not relevant enough for the effort of comprehension
required of their readers, or that it is too obscure and they are not allowed or
do not want to use procedures such as the gloss, etc' (ibid: 64). An example
Aixela provides is shortening 'dark Cadillac sedan' into 'dark Cadillac'.
• Autonomous creation: a non-existing reference in the source text is added
to the text in translation. For example, the title of the novel The Maltese
falcon is changed in its Spanish translation into El Halcon del Rey de Espana
('The Falcon of the King of Spain') introducing the additional reference to
the king. Aixela claims that this technique is used only rarely (ibid: 64).
2.3.3. Other potential procedures
Aixela (ibid: 64) also discusses other techniques that he does not place on his scale,
but which he believes to be used especially in the translation of 'secondary genres'
(c.f. Polysystem theory discussed in 2.1 above) like children's literature. These
procedures include:
• Compensation, which is a combination of the two procedures of 'deletion'
and 'autonomous creation at another point of the text with a similar effect'
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• Dislocation, or 'displacement in the text of the same reference'
• Attenuation, which means replacing an ideologically 'too strong' or
'unaccepted' reference for a 'softer' and more acceptable reference in the
target culture.
Although Aixela does not apply his approach directly to the translation of children's
literature, it was adapted by Eirlys E. Davies (2003), discussed in 2.4 below, who
applied it to the translation ofHarry Potter into French and German.
2.4. Eirleys E. Davies (2003)
Davies builds on the work of Aixela (1996) discussed above in his focus on the
treatment of 'culture-specific items' in the translation of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone into French and German mainly with additional references to
the other books in the series published to date as well as examples from some other
languages like Italian and Chinese. He broadens the approach by introducing what
he terms 'the macro perspective' through which he looks at 'sets of culture-specific
items in terms of their joint contribution to the development of the whole text' rather
than 'dealing with each culture specific item separately'. Thus, he claims that
'systematic decisions' of how to deal with the individual cases could be made 'once
they are seen as part of a network of references which work together to achieve a
global impact' (2003: 65). Davies (ibid: 89) distinguishes two different 'networks of
CSIs' - background details and literary references - which, he believes, contribute
together to the overall success of the Harry Potter books. These will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 3.
Within the scope of the micro level, Davies examines the treatment of cultural
items applied by the translators of the French and German versions of Harry Potter
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and the philosopher's Stone. He looks at the techniques and procedures adopted by
the two translators with regard to their treatment of individual translation problems
of culture specific items. Davies classifies these procedures under seven headings
which, unlike those of Aixela, do not necessarily form a continuum, which means
they are not arranged according to the degree of manipulation used by Aixela.
• Preservation
• Addition
• Omission
• Globalization
• Localization
• Transformation
• Creation
2.4.1. Preservation
Davies (ibid: 72) distinguishes two types of preservation in his study. The first is
maintaining the 'reference to an entity which has no close equivalent in the target
culture' in translation without any change. In the French translation of Harry Potter
and the Philosopher's Stone, the translator preserves the English terms pub and
porridge without any added explanation. Davies (ibid) explains that the term 'pub'
could be familiar for many French readers as it is listed in some French monolingual
dictionaries. Although he believes it might not be as familiar for the child readers, he
accepts that the detailed description of the pub in the story helps clarify the term for
children. As for the 'porridge' example, he believes the reference here is 'more
difficult to decipher'. The second type of preservation is when the source term is
given a literal translation without any added explanation. One example here is the
use of the equivalents for non-metric measures in the German translation e.g. (inch
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-7 Zoll). Davies's criticism is that this preservation transforms something 'banal and
every day' in the source culture to something 'strange' for the target readers.
2.4.2. Addition
Under addition, Davies (ibid: 77) includes cases where the original reference is
preserved but supplemented with additional information judged necessary by the
translator. This addition could be included directly in the main text, or provided
outside the text as in footnotes. An example of the first type of addition appears in
the French translation of the concept 'prefect' when it was first introduced. The
translator makes Harry ask about the meaning of 'prefect' and receive an
explanation from Ron; 'It's a pupil whose job is to keep order ... a kind of "pion"',
where pion is 'a member of staff at a French school whose role is to keep order'
(ibid). The second type of addition is used extensively in the Chinese translation of
Harry Potter and is apparently a common practice in the Chinese translation
tradition (c.f Chang 1998b). For example, the locations of three cities in the UK
'Kent, Yorkshire and Dundee', which appear in the first Harry Potter book, are
provided in a footnote in the Chinese translation (Davies: 78). Another technique,
which Davies (ibid: 79) considers to be a form of addition, is 'raising the level of
explicitness of the original' used by the French translator especially in the treatment
of names. For example, the surname of Severus Snape is translated into 'Rouge'
which has the metaphorical meaning of 'arrogant' in French. Davies argues that
'compared with the subtle suggestiveness' of the English name, the French choice
offers 'a much less nuanced negative epithet'.
2.4.3. Omission
A problematic cultural reference may be deleted altogether in translation, 'so that no
trace of it is found' (ibid: 79). Davies argues that the decision of deletion may be
taken out of 'desperation' on behalf of the translator who is unable to find an
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adequate way of handling the CSI. Otherwise, the translator might decide that the
effort needed to transfer the CSI into the target language is unjustified, therefore
resorts to deletion.
Examples of omission that appear in the French translation especially concern
names of some English dishes offered in the Christmas dinner in '{he Philosopher's
Stone like 'Yorkshire pudding' and 'gravy'. Davies (ibid: 82) also includes under
omission the treatment of the character Hagrid's way of speech, which is marked
with colloquialism and poor grammar, by the French translator. Hagrid's speech is
completely standardized in French, which leads, according to Davies, to a great loss
in characterization. Davies does not, however, consider omissions related to
ideological and censorship reasons, probably because he did not find examples of
such deletions in the translation he studied.
2.4.4. Globalization
Davies (ibid: 83) uses the term 'globalization' in the sense it is used in the software
localization and globalization industry29. Thus it means 'replacing culture-specific
references with ones which are more neutral or general, in the sense that they are
accessible to audiences from a wider range of cultural background.' Examples
include changing 'Galoshes' into 'rubber boots' and 'rock cakes' into 'biscuits' in
the French translation. The technique has also been used in the intra-lingual
translation of Harry Potter into American. For example, 'treacle-thick' was changed
into 'glutinous'. (ibid)
2.4.5. Localization
In contrast to globalization, the translator may 'try to anchor a reference firmly in
the culture of the target audience' rather than 'aiming for "culture-free"
29 C.r. Cronin, Michael. 2003. Translation and Globalization. London and New York: Routledge.
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descriptions' (ibid: 84). Again, Davies uses the term in its modern, technical'? sense,
whereby the translation product functions as an original in the target culture. Some
food items were localized in the French translation, for example 'Boiled and roast
potatoes', 'white trifle andjelly', and 'Christmas cake' were changed into 'gratin',
'babas' and 'biiches de Noel' respectively. (ibid)
2.4.6. Transformation
Transformation, in Davies's (ibid: 86) terms, covers cases where the CSI is totally
changed in a way that could be considered distorting to the original. For example,
the title of the first book Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone was changed in
French to Harry Potter cl I 'Ecole des Sorciers. This, Davies argues, offers a 'more
banal, down to earth descriptive title' than the original. Another form of
transformation discussed here is the replacement of a reference that is too strong by
a softer one. For example, changing the 'vomit-flavoured' sweet into one that tastes
of 'rubbish'; which is not as repugnant (ibid: 87) in the French translation.
2.4.7. Creation
This is the case where a new CSI not present in the original is introduced in the
translation (Davies ibid: 88). Examples of this happen especially in the translation of
some names in Harry Potter into French and Italian. The translators here try to give
a name which is easier to understand in the target language but which, at the same
time, keeps some English flavour in it; for instance, changing 'Mrs. Norris' into
'Mrs. Purr' in the Italian translation.
2.5. Discussion of the Models
Although the three models presented above each use a different set of terminology,
there seem to be considerable similarities among most of the procedures discussed.
30 C.f. ibid.
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For an easier comparison of the models and to show where they overlap, Table 2.2
below summarizes the three models.
As the table shows, both Klingberg and Aixela's categories are more detailed
than that of Davies. Although Klingberg's model provides a useful starting point for
a categorization of translation procedures, his meta-language is now dated, and
translation theory has moved on considerably since his model was devised. Aixela's
terminology, on the other hand, seems more refined. Besides, Aixela covers some
areas that Klingberg does not discuss directly. Aixela's model does, however, suffer
a flaw, that he himself admits (1996: 60). That is the difficulty of setting clear
boundaries between some of the procedures he explains. The distinction between
limited and absolute universalization for example seems quite fuzzy, and the
examples he provides for 'synonymy' and 'absolute universalization' (used in the
table above) seem to be applying more or less the same technique.
Davies realizes this flaw (2003: 70-71) in his adaptation of Aixela and opts for
a slightly more general categorization where cases of overlapping nature are
discussed under the same category. Davies's end result seems very useful and less
blurred than those of Klingberg and Aixela. However, as Table 2.2 shows, some
possible procedures discussed by Klingberg and AixelAare not included in Davies's
model, which makes it incomplete. Besides, some of the terminology Davies uses
could be refined, especially those connected with technical translation like
'localization' and 'globalization'.
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Definition of translation procedure Klingberg Aixela (1996) Davies (2003)(1986)
maintain the source text term in - Repetition
translation (pub~ pub)
transcription and transliteration - o Orthographic( Kemidov-e Kenidoj)
~
adaptation Preservation
denotatively very close reference to the - Linguistic
original, but using a target language (non-cultural)
version which can still be recognized as ~. translation
belonging to the source culture g
(inch~Zo/l)
keep the original item and Added Intratextual
add explanatory information explanation gloss
Gfivefeeteight~Jivefeeteightinches)
the function of the cultural element is Explanatory - Addition
given instead of the foreign name for it translation
(she got AB~she got very good marks)
the explanation may be given in the form Explanation Extratextual gloss
of a footnote, a preface or the like outside the
text
what the source text says is expressed Rewording Synonymy
but without the use of the cultural
element ( Bacardi~ rum) Globalization
a more general concept is used instead of
{;/)
=l.imited6-a specific one ~ universalization
(five grand+five thousand dollars) Simplification ....a
replacing the CSI for a neutral reference et. Absolute
for the readers deleting any foreign g universalization
connotations (Chesterfield~ sofa)
Substitution of an equivalent in the Substitution
culture of the target language Naturalization Localization
(Christmas cake~ buches de Noel)
Substitution of a rough equivalent in the Rough
culture of the target language Substitution
( Boiled and roast potatoes~gratin)
Delete the cultural reference altogether Deletion Deletion Omission
a non-existing reference in the source - Autonomous Creation
text is added to the text in translation creation
(Mrs. Norris~Mrs. Purr)
Deletion + autonomous creation Compensation- -
Displacement in the text of the same -
~
Dislocation -
reference
replacing an ideologically "too strong" Purification Attenuation ===
reference for a "softer" and more Transformation
acceptable in the target culture
(vomit41avoun rubbishllavour)
the whole cultural setting of the source Localization - -
text is moved closer to the readers of the
target text (Swedish Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland)
Table 2.2 Summary of classltlcadon of translation procedures in the
three models
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Thus, for the purposes of this study, an adaptation of the three models, which
also makes use of some other works in order to achieve a more comprehensive
categorization and up to date terminology, is attempted here. The new modified
model comprises the following eight categories:
• Preservation
• Explicitation
• Standardization
• Naturalization
• Deletion
• Compensation
• Ideological adaptation
• Cultural transplantation
Each of these is discussed in detail below. Table 2.3 below shows the relation
of the previous three on which it is based, a fourth column having been added with
the new categories.
2.S.1. Preservation
Borrowing the term from Davies (2003), 'preservation' is used here to refer to
strategies that apply minimum changes to the source cultural term in translation.
These include the first three 'conservation' procedures in Aixela (1996) namely
'repetition', 'orthographic adaptation' and 'linguistic (non cultural) translation'
(discussed in 2.3.1 above). Repetition is probably only applicable among languages
that use the same alphabet. For Arabic, Aixela's second procedure, 'Orthographic
adaptation', applies, which includes transcription and transliteration and is used
mainly between languages with different alphabetic systems.
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Definition of translation procedure
Klingberg Aixela (1996) Davies
New
(1986) (2003) Model
maintain the source text term in - Repetition
translation (pub~pub)
transcription and transliteration - n Orthographic i( Kemtdov+ Kenidoj) i adaptation Preserva-denotatively very close reference to the Linguistic tion- ..
original, but using a target language ~ (non-cultural) :t.I:)
version which can still be recognized as I» translation =
belonging to the source culture g
(inch":;Zoll)
keep the original item and Added Intratextual
add explanatory information explanation gloss
(fivefeeteight":;jivefeetei~htinches) t,!!j
the function of the cultural element is Explanatory - Addition oS=:
given instead of the foreign name for it translation
t't•.....
(she ~ot AB":;she got very ~ood marks)
..
:t.
the explanation may be given in the form Explanation Extratextual 8
of a footnote, a preface or the like outside the gloss
text
what the source text says is expressed Rewording Synonymy
but without the use of the cultural ~
element ( Bacardi+rum) Globaliza-
......
a more general concept is used instead of
~ tion == =Limited ta specific one c:r universalizetionfIl r(five grand+five thousand dollars) Simplifies- ::t.i
replacing the CSI for a neutral reference tion ::t. Absolute f
for the readers deleting any foreign e universalization
connotations (Chesteifield":;sofa")
1:1
Substitution of an equivalent in the Substitution :z
culture of the target language Naturalization Localiza-
..
ii
(Christmas cake~ buches de Noel) tion i1
Substitution of a rough equivalent in the Rough f
culture of the target language Substitution g.
( Boiled and roast potatoes":;~ratin)
1:1
Delete the cultural reference altogether Deletion Deletion Omission Deletion
a non-existing reference in the source - Autonomous Creation
text is added to the text in translation creation
n
( Mrs. Norris-r Mrs. Purr) ~
Deletion + autonomous creation - Compensation - i
Displacement in the text of the same - Dislocation - f
reference ireplacing an ideologically "too strong" Purification ~ Attenuation :::: .. -
reference for a "softer" and more Transforma- tCl.
acceptable in the target culture tion If
tyomit-flavour+ rubbish-flavour) I' ~
the whole cultural setting of the source Localization - - ~
text is moved closer to the readers of the i n
target text (Swedish Alice's Adventures =t• .; e.
in Wonderland) ii~
"Table 2.3 Summary of classification of translation procedures in the four
models
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This procedure, which will be simply referred to as 'transliteration', is used
extensively in the Arabic Harry Potter as will be discussed in further detail in the
section on names. 'Cultural borrowing' as explained by Dickins, Hervey and
Higgins (2002; 32-34) is another term, which, in the case of Arabic, is a
combination of the first and second cases of preservation discussed above. The
source term is transferred verbatim into the target language and in some cases
becomes an established expression in the target language. Examples in Arabic
include 'sandwich- ~', 'chocolate- 'J..J""Jfi""!", 'hamburger- $.»tI.A', 'bus- VA4'
among others.
Linguistic (non-cultural) translation, as explained by Aixela (1996: 61- 62), is
when the 'translator chooses a denotatively very close reference to the original, but
increases its comprehensibility by offering a target language version which can still
be recognized as belonging to the cultural system of the source text.' This is further
explained by Davies (2003: 74) as simply giving the term 'a literal translation
without any added explanation'. The obvious example provided both by Aixela and
Davies is the use of the equivalents for non-metric measures and currencies. Davies
(ibid) criticizes this type of preservation because it transforms something 'banal and
every day' in the source culture into something 'strange' for the target readers. This
technique is also referred to by the term 'calque' in Dickins's et al (2002: 31) and
Vinay and Darbelnet's (1995: 32) work.
2.5.2. ExpUcitation
This heading covers three of Klingberg's (1986: 18) procedures. The first is 'added
explanation', where the cultural element in the source text is retained but a short
explanation is added within the text. This is also referred to as 'intratextual gloss' by
Aixela (1996: 62), and 'addition' by Davies (2003: 77). The second is 'explanation
outside the text', which also corresponds to Aixela's 'extratextual gloss', where the
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explanation appears outside the text in the form of a footnote, endnote, a preface, a
glossary or the like. 'Explanatory translation' is Klingberg's third procedure and it
stands for removing the foreign name of the cultural element and providing its
function instead.
All of these terms are summarized in Klaudy's (2009: 104) definition of the
term 'explicitation' as 'the technique of making explicit in the target text
information that is implicit in the source text'. Candace Seguinot (1988: 108) further
explains it as
additions in a translated text which cannot be explained by structural,
stylistic, or rhetorical differences between the two languages. In other words,
to prove that there was explicitation, there must have been the possibility of a
correct but less explicit or less precise version.
Seguinot (ibid) distinguishes three forms of Explicitation in translation:
Something is expressed in the translation which was not in the original,
something which was implied or understood through presupposition in the
source text is overtly expressed in the translation, or an element in the source
text is given greater importance in the translation through focus, emphasis, or
lexical choice.
Klaudy (2009: 104) refers to explicitation that is 'dictated by differences
between cultures' by the term 'pragmatic explicitation' which applies to the current
study. However, only the term 'explicitation' will be used for convenience reasons.
It is important in the case of explicitation within the text to make sure that the
'additional sentence of explanation' is not too prominent, as Hickey (1998: 228)
recommends. He suggests the use of 'brief presupposition-bearing adjectival or
adverbial phrases' rather than longer notes or sentences. This might not be easily
achievable though. Yet, with some skill, the translator can include an explanatory
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sentence or more without obtruding on the flow of the text. An example provided
by Hickey (ibid: 227) is the translation of 'Coronation Street' in an English novel
into Spanish as 'el culebron "Coronation Street" ('the soap opera "Coronation
Street"').
2.5.3. Standardization
Techniques of standardization include what Klingberg (1986: 18) terms 'rewording'
and Aixela (1996: 63) 'synonymy', which basically means rephrasing what the
source text says in order to avoid the use of the cultural element. Klingberg's
'simplification', Aixela's 'limited and absolute universalization', and Davies's
'globalization' also fall under the title standardization. All of these terms refer to the
technique of replacing a specific cultural reference by a more general or neutral one
making it more accessible for the target audience. The replacement reference could
still be recognized as belonging to the source culture but is considered less specific
and closer to the reader's understanding, as in the case of Aixela's (1996: 63)
'limited universalization', or it could be 'culture-free' by deleting any foreign
connotations as is the case of Aixela 'absolute universalization' .
It is worth noting that 'standardization' is used here in a slightly different sense
to that used by Toury (1995: 268) in his 'laws' of translation. Toury's 'law of
growing standardization' states that 'in translation, textual relations obtaining in the
original are often modified, sometimes to the point of being totally ignored, in
favour of [more] habitual options offered by a target repertoire'. It applies mainly to
the linguistic and stylistic aspects of translation rather than to problems of cultural
adaptation. Although Toury might not have ruled out cultural adaptation in his law,
an extension of the application of the 'law of growing standardization' to cultural
references would result in an effect closer to the technique of naturalization
(discussed in 2.5.4 below) than to the current use of standardization in this study.
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2.5.4. Naturalization
The term naturalization is used here in the same sense used by Aixela (1996: 63),
that is replacing the foreign culture-related reference for another that is specific to
the target culture. The same technique is referred to as substitution of an equivalent,
or a rough equivalent, in the culture of the target language by Klingberg (1986: 18).
Davies (2003: 84) terms this strategy 'localization' as opposed to his 'globalization'
discussed in 2.4.4 and 2.4.5.
2.5.5. Deletion
Translators may sometimes delete words, sentences or even paragraphs and chapters
for ideological or stylistic reasons, or 'because it is not relevant enough for the effort
of comprehension required of their readers, or that it is too obscure and they are not
allowed or do not want to use procedures such as the gloss, etc.' (Aixela 1986: 64).
Although deletion might not usually be a highly recommended procedure in
translation, it could be justifiable in some cases as Aixela explains. This may be
further supported by some insights from the 'relevance theory'. In relevance theory,
the 'context of an utterance' plays an essential role for the success of
communication and this 'context' is not limited to 'information about the immediate
physical environment or the immediately preceding utterances' Sperber and Wilson
(1986: 15). Other factors could affect the interpretation, like 'expectations about the
future, scientific hypotheses or religious beliefs, anecdotal memories, general
cultural assumptions and beliefs about the mental state of the speaker' (ibid). In
order to achieve a successful communication, the central factor according to Sperber
and Wilson (1986, 1995) is the pursuit of 'optimal relevance' whereby (a) the
audience can find the meaning intended by the communicator without unnecessary
effort, and (b) the intended meaning is worth the audience's effort, i.e. it is
beneficial to the audience. Building on these elements of relevance theory, Gutt
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(1998: 49, see also Gutt 2000) comes to the conclusion that a 'change of context can
change the whole meaning of an utterance' and that 'quoting someone out of context
can be a rather serious matter'. He argues that translation often involves 'quoting the
original author "out of context'" by 'translating a text for a target audience with a
cultural background other than that envisioned by the original writer'.
Thus, in the case that the cultural reference is 'quoted out of context' and does
not fulfil the conditions for 'optimal relevance', deletion might be a reasonable
solution in translation. For example, the reference to 'old porridge' in the following
example used by Davies's (see 2.4.1 above),
His facewent from red to green faster than a set of traffic lights.And it didn't stop
there.Withinsecondsit wasthe greyish whiteof oldporridge.(HPPS: 31)
Davies argues that the term is 'difficult to decipher' for French children. He believes
that even though it is used mainly as an analogy to the greyish colour, it has another
layer that, even if the children have an idea of what porridge is, they will not be able
to grasp; that is the unpleasant connotations of the old porridge dish for many
English children, which can also be connected to the image of Mr. Dursley here.
Thus, in such an example, giving both a description of the dish as well as an
explanation of its connotations entails considerable effort on the part of the
translator that does not seem justified. Probably, deletion of this reference will not
seriously affect the understanding of the example above and will save the possible
divergence arising from attempting explicitation (see 2.5.2 above)
A different form of deletion, not necessarily motivated by any of the reasons
mentioned above, appears in the translation of children's literature; that is
abridgment. Abridgments are shortened editions of the target text. Klingberg (1986:
73-80) discusses cases where the translator is commissioned to carry out shortening
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the text while translating it. In some cases, there is no statement in the target text as
to its being an abridgment. This is referred to as a 'hidden abridgment' by Klingberg
and is considered a serious problem. Klingberg's discussion of the effects of
abridgment and methods to discover a hidden abridgment will be revisited in
Chapter 6.
2.5.6. Compensation
Translators could compensate for deleting a reference at some point by inserting the
same reference at a different point in the translation (Aixela's 'dislocation') or by
creating a completely new reference, but with similar effect, in the target text which
is non-existent in the source (Aixela's 'autonomous creation' and Davies's
'creation'). These techniques of compensation correspond in some ways to the first
two types in Hervey and Higgins (1992: 34-40) categorisation of compensation (see
also Harvey 1995):
• compensation in kind when 'one type of textual effect in the ST' is
made up for by another type in the TT; for example, a loss of humour
derived from the use of dialect may be compensated for by a humorous
pun.
• compensation in place when a 'particular effect found at a given place
in the ST' is made up for by 're-creating a corresponding effect at an
earlier or later place in the TT' .
2.5.7. Ideological adaptation
Aixela (1996: 64) terms this 'attenuation' and defines it as 'replacing an
ideologically ''too strong" reference for a "softer" and more acceptable one in the
target culture' . Klingberg (1986: 58-62) talks of 'purification', the aim of which is
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to get the target text in correspondence with the set of values of its readers -
or rather in correspondence with the supposed set of values of those who feel
themselves responsible for the upbringing of the intended readers: parents,
teachers, librarians, critics.
Examples of cases where ideological adaptation is usually applied include,
according to Klingberg, taboos of a religious or political nature, touches of the
erotic, excretion, bad manners in children and images of erring adults. Davies (2003:
88) considers such an adaptation strategy a form of transformation. Censorship
could also be a form of ideological adaptation which includes the way a text is
accepted or rejected for translation for children, or simply removing parts that could
be deemed unsuitable for children.
It is also important to note that ideological adaptation usually overlaps with
most of the other procedures discussed here as it is achieved through applying one or
more of them. Thus a translator may delete, standardize or naturalize, etc. a
reference for ideological reasons.
2.S.8. Cultural transplantation
Klingberg (1986: 18) refers to this as 'localization', defined as moving the whole
cultural setting of the source text closer to the readers of the target text. Dickins, et
al. (2002: 32) call this technique 'cultural transplantation', which is probably a more
suitable term. They also claim that this transplantation could be found on a 'small
scale' in translation, like for example changing the reference to the famous lovers
"~ .J ~" into "Romeo and Juliet" in an English translation of an Arabic short
story. However, this 'small scale' of cultural transplantation seems very similar to
the case of naturalization discussed above, and therefore will not be used in this
sense. Vinay and Darbelnet's (1995: 39) procedure of 'adaptation', which involves
replacing the cultural reference in translation when 'the type of situation being
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referred to in the SL message is unknown in the TL culture' (e.g. changing the
English reference to 'cricket' into the 'Tour de France' in French) also corresponds
to Dickins et al's 'small scale cultural transplantation' and therefore to this model's
procedure of naturalization.
Cultural transplantation of complete works, as in Klingberg's example of the
Swedish Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (discussed in 2.2. above), is perhaps a
less frequent strategy in translation, but is still a possibility in translating for
children, probably easier to achieve in the case of short stories rather than longer
novels.
2.6. Summary
In this chapter, we first reviewed research in the field of translating for children. In
the second part, models that focus on the procedures for the treatment of cultural
references in the translation for children were discussed, as this is the main focus of
the current study. The three models of Klingberg (1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies
(2003) were presented in detail and their strengths and weaknesses assessed. The
discussion resulted in a modified synthesis of the three models in a new model that
will be used in the analysis of the Arabic translation of Harry Potter. In the next
chapter, we will look at categories of cultural items provided by the three main
researchers studied in this chapter. The aim of the next chapter is to arrive at a
categorization of cultural references in Harry Potter to which the model of analysis
established here will be applied.
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Chapter3
Culture-related References in Translation
3.1. Introduction
As mentioned at the beginning of each model discussed in the previous chapter,
taxonomies of translation procedures of cultural adaptation are usually studied in
conjunction with taxonomies of cultural categories that may be subjected to the
translation procedures. Categorizations of cultural references provided by Klingberg
(1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies (2003) that were noted in 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 above
will be discussed in detail in this chapter.
3.2. Klingberg (1986)
Among the three models, Klingberg's categorization is by far the most detailed. He
lists ten types of cultural references and discusses, and in many cases recommends
or discourages the use of, possible procedures for dealing with each category. These
categories are: literary references, foreign language in the source text, references to
mythology and popular belief, historical, religious and political background,
building and home furnishings, food, customs and practices, play and games, flora
and fauna, personal names, titles, names of domestic animals, names of objects,
geographical names, and weights and measures.
3.2.1. Literary References
The category of literary references, according to Klingberg (1986: 19), covers
'references to events or characters' in other literary works, in addition to titles of
'books, short stories, magazines or newspapers.' When such references in a source
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text are thought to be 'obscure or unintelligible to the readers of a target text',
Klingberg suggests that some adaptation should be applied.
Klingberg (ibid: 20-23) discusses some cases in English-Swedish translation
where he considers cultural adaptation to be necessary but lacking. One of the
examples he provides is a Shakespearian reference appearing in the 1973 novel by
Alan Garner called Red Shift. 'Tom's a-cold' from King Lear comes up in a
conversation between the heroes of the novel, one of whom is called Tom. In the
Swedish translation, Klingberg notes that there was 'no distinction between "Tom's
cold" and "Tom's a-cold'", Thus, the reference is lost and some confusion arises,
when the character called Tom says "I'm not cold. I said Tom's cold" instead of "I
said Tom's a-cold".
Most of the translation techniques described in Klingberg's model (see Section
2.2 above) have been employed by translators in the English<>Swedish translations
he studies for the adaptation of literary references. In his comments, Klingberg (ibid:
23) suggests that any of these techniques may be appropriate, 'even deletion when
the reference is unimportant or a short one which is difficult to explain'. However,
he points out that the translator needs to be careful as some equivalents might seem
unlikely in the wider context of the work or might affect the characterization of
certain characters. Some examples of this were provided in the discussion of the
model in 2.2 above.
Another case of literary references (Klingberg ibid: 11) is when the reference
is a loan from a language or culture other than the source culture. He terms this as
'primary' language/culture, which could be 'real' (e.g. French) or 'fictitious' (e.g.
Tolkien's Lord of the Rings). His suggested strategy here is to evaluate the degree of
familiarity of the reference in the target culture against its familiarity in the source
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culture. Where it is less well-known, adaptation might be considered (ibid: 27).
Assessing the degree of familiarity is not, of course, a simple task and may benefit
from concepts of relevance theory discussed in 2.6.5 above.
Titles of books, short stories, magazines and newspapers also fall under the
category of literary references. The methods suggested by Klingberg depend on the
status of the titles in question. For example, if the book exists in the target language,
Klingberg insists the translation's title should be used. This also applies in the case
of international newspapers where their titles are established in the target language.
With lesser known titles an equivalent or rewording are suggested, although
Klingberg warns that the use of an equivalent may create unnecessary obscurity. For
example, in the English TT of Johan 's Year (1975) by Inger Sandberg, a reference
to the short story titled The Holy Night by Selma Langerlof is rendered as 'the
Christmas story', although the The Holy Night is well known in English too. The
translation gives the incorrect impression of a biblical text. Literal translations of
titles run the risk of being incorrect when the translator is not familiar with the
original work, for example rendering the title of the novel Warrior Scarlet (1958) by
Mary Sutcliff as 'The Red Warrior' in a Swedish translation of Sheena Porter's
Nordy Bank. In the original novel, the 'warrior scarlet' refers to a red kilt given to a
boy who qualifies as a warrior (ibid: 28).
3.2.2. Foreign language in the source text
According to Klingberg (ibid: 29), the 'degree of adaptation' or the extent to which
a text conforms to the 'interests, needs, reactions, knowledge, reading ability and so
on of the intended reader' (ibid: 11) is the key for dealing with foreign language in
the source text. Thus, the familiarity or unfamiliarity of the foreign language for the
target readers compared to that for the source readers is key in deciding whether to
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translate the foreign term or not. For example, Klingberg (ibid: 29) argues that in the
English TT Girl from Pernau the added translation of a German word 'schweigsam'
('silent') increases the 'degree of adaptation'; the Swedish ST assumes that the
meaning of the word will be understood from the context as German is more
familiar to Swedish children than to English ones.
3.2.3. References to mythology and popular belief
Under mythology and popular belief, Klingberg (ibid: 30-33) discusses issues
arising in the translation of names, terms used for supernatural beings, concepts,
events, and customs. As we shall see in Chapter 4, these will be crucial in the
analysis of Harry Potter.
The first issue relates to names and concepts that have equivalents in the target
language. Klingberg suggests here that these equivalents may well be used. For
example the Swedish Father Christmas "jultomten" is changed to 'Santa Claus' in
the English translation of The Night Daddy by Maria Gripe.
The second case is words with a special meaning in the source language that
are unintelligible to readers of the target language. Kllingberg gives an example
from The Weirdstone (1960) by Alan Garner, where Firefrost is the name of the
"weirdstone" and Arthog and Slinkveal the names of 'lords of the "svart-alfar'". In
such examples a translation of svart-alfar (,black elves') should be provided,
according to Klingberg (ibid: 30).
The third concerns words invented by the author (e.g. 'Orgelmir and Frimla' in
The Weirdstone by Alan Garner) and words known to few people in the source
language (e.g. 'Karla and Karm' the names of primeval monsters in The Brothers
Lionheart by Astrid Lindgren, which are inspired by the Icelandic volcano 'Karla'
and the infernal dog 'Garm' in Old Nordic mythology). Two techniques for dealing
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with such cases are provided. The first is to keep these words close to their original
forms, as in the case of 'Katla and Karm' which are retained in the English target.
The other is to use words from the mythology and popular belief of the target
culture. (ibid: 31)
The fourth deals with concepts familiar in the source culture but not in the
target. E.g. the concepts of a 'cuckoo heard in the east', 'trostergok' (cuckoo of
solace) and a 'cuckoo heard in the west', 'vastergok' (the best cuckoo) which are
used as omens in Swedish popular belief (ibid: 32). Klingberg (ibid: 31) suggests the
procedure of rewording in this case. The was applied by the English translator of the
Finn Family Moomintroll by Tove Jansson in the following example (ST. translated
literally from Swedish by Klingberg):
ST.The first springcuckooflew ... in an easterlydirection(a trostergokis alright,of
course,but a viistergokwouldhavebeen still better).
TT. The first cuckooarrived ... and then flew off to the east. (this is a good omen,
but a cuckooflyingwest is stillbetter.)
The fifth handles words that belong to a 'primary language' and have their
own forms in the target language, in which case the available target forms need to be
used. E.g. in The Weirds tone the mythological, primeval Ymir bears its name in its
Icelandic form. The Swedish translation uses Ymer, a more common form in
Sweden. (ibid: 32)
3.2.4. Historical, religious and political background
According to Klingberg (ibid: 33), the procedures used to deal with references to the
historical, religious and political background of a source text depend on the aim of
the translation (the 'skopos' in Reiss and Vermeer's (1984) terms). When the
translation aims to introduce a foreign culture and give insights with its
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environment, these references should be retained. As mentioned in 2.2, Klingberg
strongly supports the overall strategy of what Venuti (1995/2008) later calls
'foreignization', which keeps the target as close to its source as possible. However,
he admits that in some cases such references 'cannot be assumed to be understood
by the readers of the target text' and that if nothing is done in these cases there will
be a 'lack of necessary cultural context adaptation' (ibid: 33). For example, in the
Swedish translation of The Borrowers (1952) by Mary Norton, "He was killed many
years ago now on the North-West Frontier" is given a literal translation. Klingberg
(ibid: 34) argues that it would be virtually impossible for Swedish children to guess
which Frontier is being mentioned. He suggests that an added explanation e.g. 'on
the North-West Frontier of India' would solve the problem.
As for religious references, Klingberg does not provide clear ways for
handling them. He only refers to that 'different religious faiths and customs may
need some sort of such adaptation', but rules out deletion as a recommended method
(ibid: 35). With difficulties arising from dealing with political references, Klingberg
(ibid: 36) advises the translator to apply a method to inform the target reader about
the country of the source text rather than deletion or exchanging for a more familiar
state of affairs.
3.2.5. Buildings, home furnishing and food
Klingberg (ibid: 36) is against deleting buildings, furnishings and food elements or
replacing them with elements from the target culture as he believes such ST
elements give a 'better understanding' of the source culture. When cultural context
adaptation is thought to be necessary, Klingberg suggests added explanation as a
possible technique. He supports this opinion with the idea that children are
interested in the detailed description of food in literature, and that reading about
what children eat and drink in a different culture could raise the interest of the child
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reader in this foreign culture. Klingberg gives the translator the freedom to use more
words than the original if needed to describe the food and drink elements. For
example, Klingberg (ibid: 38) argues that replacing 'knackebrod med mesost'
('crispbread with whey-cheese') by the generic 'cheese' in Maria Gripe's The Night
Daddy is not a good idea since the dish is very typically Swedish. He suggests
explaining it instead.
3.2.6. Customs and practice, play and games
Klingberg (ibid: 38-40) treats the translation of customs, practice, play and games of
a foreign culture in the same way he treats the translation of buildings, home
furnishing and food. Thus, he recommends added explanation, explanatory
translation, rewording and even explanation outside the text, but not deletion or
replacement by an equivalent from the target culture. For example, in the story
Johan's Year (1975) by Inger Sandberg, Johan goes to school for the first time at the
age of seven. The sentence "In Sweden school doesn't begin until you're seven" is
added in the English translation to explain what otherwise would be considered a
delay.
3.2.7. Flora and Fauna
As for the treatment of names of plants and animals in translation, Klingberg
suggests that, generally, these 'natural concepts' should be retained. Therefore,
replacing the foreign elements with more common ones from the target is not
recommended. However, Klingberg (41-43) admits that this would be difficult when
the plant or animal does not have a name in the target culture, or when the translator
does not know the species being referred to. For example, the 'samphire' plant
appearing in Joan Robinson's When Mamie Was There (1967) created difficulties
for the Swedish translator as the name 'samphire' stands for four different plants in
English which are not found in Sweden and have no Swedish name. Klingberg
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suggests a few possible solutions for overcoming this difficulty. Botanical research
is one option, but, if this proves too arduous, the source name could be preserved in
translation. The translator could also coin a target name using the literal meaning of
the source name (e.g. the French origin of 'samphire' that is 'herbe de Saint Pierre'
could be used as a basis). Explanatory translation (e.g. samphire ~ pickle plants) is
Klingberg's last resort. However, it all depends on the importance of the given plant
or animal in depicting the environment of the story.
3.2.8. Personal names, titles, names of domestic animals and names of
objects
Klingberg distinguishes five different types of personal names in children's books
and ways of handling them in translation. The first category is 'personal names
belonging to everyday language'. Kilngberg (1986:43) believes
it is reasonableto demandthatpersonalnames,belongingto everydaylanguageand
without any special meaningsthat the readers have to understand,should not be
alteredwhena foreigncultureis introducedbywayof translation.
This rule does not, however, always apply to the translation of children's literature.
As he observes, in some cases names are completely changed, for example, in the
Swedish translation of Joan G, Robinson's When Mamie Was There (1967) the
names Andrew, Matthew, Priscilla and Esme were changed into John, Peter, Cecilia
and Estelle respectively. In other cases, the names were changed into their
equivalent standard forms in the target language if any exist. For example, English
'Jacob' is rendered in Swedish as 'Jakob', while Swedish 'Jakob' is rendered in
English as 'James' (ibid: 44). In certain cases, Klingberg admits the necessity of
changing a name even if it belongs to everyday language if there is some sort of
word play involved. For example, in the Swedish stories by Ake Holmberg about the
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comical detective 'Sture', the hero lisps and pronounces his name a 'Ture'. The
English translation introduces the names 'Sam' and 'Tam' to preserve the wordplay.
The second category is 'personal names belonging to everyday language, the
meaning of which has been utilized by the author in a way not intelligible to the
readers of the target text.' Klingberg (1986:45) suggests that 'some cultural
adaptation has to be undertaken in such cases'. However, he points out that there is a
difficulty 'cop[ing] with all the consequences when names in the target language are
invented.' For example, translating the name 'Goodenough' from The Borrowers
Afield (1955) by Mary Norton as 'Snellman' in the Swedish translation is considered
creative by Klingberg. As he explains, the Swedish name given means 'brisk, quick
man' or 'kind man', but on the other hand, the name is a real Swedish family name,
thus the improbability of an English person having a Swedish name arises. (ibid: 44)
The third consists of 'personal names not belonging to everyday language and
with a meaning essential for the understanding' (ibid: 45). He states that such
names, like 'Jenny Peace, Dolly Friendly, and Lucy Sly', should definitely be
translated although he claims that 'names of exactly this type are not common any
more'. To some extent similar names exist in modem children's works; an example
of this is 'Pippi Llmgstrump' which was changed into 'Pippi Longstocking' in
English and 'Pippi Langstrumpf' in German.
The fourth category of names consists of 'fictitious personal names with a
special melodious ring' (e.g. 'Mumintrollet', 'Snorkama' and 'Snusmumriken' from
the Finn Family Moomintroll (1948) by Tove Janson). For this type, Klingberg does
not provide a clear-cut solution or strategy. He suggests that each case should be
handled separately, with an attempt to keep the 'melodious ring' some way or
another.
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The fifth category is 'personal names which are loans from a pnmary
language' (e.g. the Russian name 'Ivan Kusmitj' in the Swedish Girlfrom Pernau).
When these names are known in the target language, their forms in this language
should be used, taking into consideration the transliteration rules of the target
language. In those cases where this primary language is fictitious, from a mythical
country for example, the fictitious language should be treated like a real primary
language. Klingberg only warns that the transliterated form of the target language
might create the wrong associations. For example, in the Swedish translation of The
Horse and his Boy by C. S. Lewis, the name 'Zardeenah' was given a Swedish
transliteration as 'Sardina'. Klingberg argues that even though the transliteration is
accurate, it might be related to 'sardines' (Swedish sardin) in the child's mind. He
suggests a slight modification as in 'Zardina', 'Sardinah' or 'Zardinah' (ibid: 48)
As for the translation of personal titles in Klingberg's study, some titles in
English, like 'Mr., Mrs., and Miss' were not translated into Swedish in some cases,
but Swedish titles are not retained in English TTs. He explains this by the fact that
English is more familiar in Sweden than Swedish in the English-speaking world. He
also raises the issue of titles from 'mythical worlds' (e.g. 'Tisroc' the title of the
ruler of 'Ca/ormen' in The Horse and his Boy). He again suggests transliteration.
(ibid: 48).
With names of domestic animals, Klingberg (ibid: 49) suggests that they
should be treated like personal names. In the case that these names have a
descriptive meaning, he recommends translating or explaining them (e.g. a dog
called 'Scamp' and a horse called 'Prince' were translated into 'Skiilm' and 'Prins'
in Swedish).
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Names of objects such as boats can be retained in translation. However, when
a special meaning is conveyed in the name, it needs to be translated. For example,
the Swedish name of the boat 'Aventyret' was translated as 'The Adventure' in the
English Finn Family Moomintroll (ibid: 49).
3.2.9. Geographical names
As for the names of geographical places, as usual Klingberg's (ibid: 50-51) general
rule is to retain these names as in the source language. When standard forms are
available in the target language these forms should be used (e.g. the Thames -7
Themesen in Swedish). However, when a target form is not available, the translator
should not create one.
In cases where the geographical name contains a common noun, Klingberg
distinguishes three ways of dealing with it: a) to keep the name unchanged, e.g.
'Fosse Way' was kept in Swedish; b) to translate the appellative, e.g. 'wood' in
'Brindlow wood' was translated in Swedish; and c) to translate the whole name, e.g.
the Swedish 'Kyrkgrdnden' was translated into English as 'Church Alley'. When the
geographical name is considered to be a little ambiguous to the target readers,
Klingberg (ibid: 51) suggests some cultural context adaptation is desirable. An
added explanation is given here as a good example, like translating the Swedish
'Smaland' as 'Smaaland Province'. Rewording is also suggested if the geographical
name is better known to the source readers than the target readers. Examples of
place names replaced by their directions or locations are given here.
3.2.10. Weights and measures
Klingberg (ibid: 54) here discusses issues raised in the translation of non-metric
measures, common in traditional children's literature. His observations show that
changing the measures in translation could have a poor result if not done carefully
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(e.g. 'mile' was translated in Swedish as 'mil' which is equivalent to ten kilometers).
He, however, accepts formally incorrect translations of measures if they are
approximate, especially in cases where a round figure is changed into another round
figure (ton ~ tonne). He encourages the use of equivalents of non-metric measures
in the target language when they exist, and if they do not he suggests the
preservation of source forms in the target text.
As for the treatment of currency, Klingberg (ibid: 55) observes different
solutions, the first is keeping the denominations of the foreign currency, the second
is translating them (e.g. half-crown ~ halvkronani, the third is explanatory
translation and rewording (e.g. a Danish coin worth a few pennies), and the fourth is
the use of an equivalent form the target culture (e.g. a ten ore piece ~ a penny),
which he does not recommend because of the fact that exchange rates change all the
time.
3.3. Abelli (1996)
Aixela's categorization of cultural references is very brief. He does not discuss the
individual cases in detail, but rather groups cultural items in a given text into two
types (1996: 59-60). The first includes 'proper nouns' while the other includes
'common expressions'. Under the second type fall 'the world of objects, institutions,
habits and opinions restricted to each culture.'
When discussing the category of names, Aixela invokes Hermans' (1988, see
our Section 4.2) distinction between 'conventional' proper nouns, which are claimed
to be 'unmotivated' and meaningless, and 'loaded names' which are felt to bear
meaning. According to Aixela, names of the first type tend to be preserved in
translation, unless conventional equivalents exist in the target language, for
example, 'important toponyms, historical fictional or non-fictional names like saints,
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kings, etc.'; while those of the second type tend to be given a linguistic 'denotative
or non-cultural' translation. The claim that some proper names are 'meaningless' in
Klingberg (1986), Hermans (1988) and Aixela's (1996) work can, of course, be
disputed, especially in literary works. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4 on
the translation of names.
3.4. Davies (2003)
Davies takes a somewhat different approach to the categorization of cultural
references. His approach is also specific to the Harry Potter books, as he takes a
macro perspective look at the cultural references present in the books, suggesting
that rather than dealing with each case separately, 'individual cases [should be]
evaluated in terms of their contribution to the global effect of the whole text'. Thus,
he believes that several 'networks' of culture-specific items (CSIs) can be
distinguished in the books. Davies (2003: 89) provides two examples of such
'networks of CSIs' which, he believes, contribute together to the overall success of
the Harry Potter books.
The first set comprises references to several typically British details which
form the background setting for the stories including items like 'food, traditions and
school customs' which are considered perfectly familiar to members of the source
audience. The importance of these references lies in their mundanity and familiarity
which help build up a 'solidly British setting' that serves as a 'foil for the fantasy
element of the books; the magical world of witches and wizards where all kinds of
implausible thing happen' (ibid: 90). Davies here believes that the success of these
references as a grounding device lies in their 'being instantly recognizable to the
reader', thus they make the narrative more believable by bringing the British reader
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back to earth in the middle of magical scenes. Therefore, he suggests that the
translation approach to these elements needs to consider that
'what matters overall is not so much the provisionof exact equivalentsor detailed
explanationsof individual culture-specificentities, but the weaving of a realistic
backgroundagainstwhichthe exoticsideof the storiescan be set' (ibid:91).
This could of course prove to be more difficult when the supposedly 'realistic
background' is itself exotic for the target readers.
The second network of CSIs comprises mostly literary references and
wordplay which 'draw on the cultural literacy of more or less sophisticated readers'.
These often carry a humorous effect but could be more serious in some cases. A
manifestation of this type of CSIs is presented extensively in the 'choice of proper
names, and the puns and wordplay that are scattered through the stories as a kind of
bonus for those who can pick up on them' (ibid: 90). However, Davies (ibid) claims
that the 'recognition and understanding of these allusions in not indispensable for
the enjoyment of the stories.' He (ibid: 91) suggests that 'the subtle and often
specialized references in Rowling's proper names need to be translated in a way
which preserves their challenging, negotiable nature rather than spelling out for the
reader of the translation what was not clear for the reader of the original. '
3.4.1. Food items
As an example of the first network of cultural references, Davies (2003: 92) studies
the treatment of food items in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Slone in its
French and German translations. Applying his macro-level evaluation of the role of
these references in the book, Davies points out three main functions for the use of
references to food:
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• They contribute to the child-appeal of the whole, for children do take
delight in hearing exact details of foods, whether they are ones they enjoy
or ones they dislike.
• The precision of the descriptions certainly contributes to the realism of the
scenes in which they feature.
• In many cases the food references help to anchor the fantasy part of the
story in a very familiar, realistic setting, and indeed the interplay between
the two worlds which they provide may serve to reinforce the credibility of
the fantasy.
Davies's analysis of individual cases shows that the translator does not have an
overall strategy to deal with these references. Rather, each reference is treated in 'an
ad hoc fashion'. Cases were found of omission (e.g, 'roast and boiled potatoes' and
'buttered peas' (HPPS: 149», globalization (e.g. 'Mars Bars' (HPPS: 104)~
chocolate bars), preservation, though not completely faithful (e.g. 'chocolate and
raspberry with chopped nuts' (HPPS: 61)~ chocolate. strawberry and hazelnut),
and localization (e.g. 'trifle and jelly' (HPPS: 93)~ babas). Davies (ibid: 93)
considers the pros and cons of some of the techniques applied, claiming that;
• Omission does not seem the optimal strategy for dealing with these references
since, used repeatedly, it destroys the texture carefully built up by the many small
details.
• Supplementary explanations of the dishes might sound labored, and in any case
would suggest the exotic where familiarity is what is needed.
• Globalization may lead to a loss of some of the charm derived from the
specificness of the items.
• Localization, through the provision of equally detailed descriptions of foods
familiar to and loved by children from the target culture, might succeed in
creating an effect similar to that of the original, but the placing of these target
culture items within a British context might also yield incoherence.
In the end Davies (ibid) proposes a compromise solution where the translator
is asked to provide references to items 'familiar in the target culture yet not too alien
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to the source culture' with the possible use of intra-textual comments indicating that
these foods are especially appreciated by the characters in the stories. How
achievable this solution is might be subject to question as Davies does not provide
any examples of its application.
3.4.2. Toponyms
Within the framework of the second network of CSls discussed above, Davies (ibid:
93) examines the example of the treatment of placenames in the TIs under study.
His findings show that real placenames tend to remain unchanged as the setting of
the stories remains within the UK (e.g. Kings Cross Station). Fictional placenames,
however, are treated in different sometimes inconsistent ways. For example, the
name of the street where Harry lives with the Dursleys, 'Privet Drive', is preserved
in the French version and translated literally as 'Ligusterweg' in the German. On the
other hand, 'Cokeworth', a little town, is translated as 'Carbone-les-Mtnes' in
French and preserved as 'Cokeworth' in German.
Davies (ibid: 93-94), suggests that, in order to achieve more consistency in the
treatment oftoponyms, the decisions should be 'based on whether the authenticity of
the British setting or descriptive value of the names is ultimately judged more
important.' Yet he recommends 'consistent preservation' of real toponyms claiming
'they do not seem particularly meaningful', but calls for 'meaningful renderings' of
those associated with the magical world because they are usually 'much more
allusive'.
3.4.3. Wordplay
Wordplay is a very important component of the Harry Potter books and represents
another example of Davies's second network of CSls. Davies (ibid: 94) examines
the wide variety of word-play devices Rowling exploits in her books, like puns (e.g.
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Diagon Alley, Floo powder), anagrams (e.g, Erised, Tom Marvolo Riddle
rearranged into I am lord Voldemort), evocative acronyms (S.P.E.W., N.E.W.T.S.)
and sound patterns (Moaning Myrtle, Rita Skeeter).
His findings show that, when similar possibilities are available in the target
language, equivalents have been produced (e.g. Erised ~ French Rised, , German
Nerhegeb, Spanish Oesedi. However, in many cases the wordplay is lost in
translation, especially the case of puns. For example, 'Floo powder' puns on flue
and flew but this is lost in the French 'poudre de cheminette' opting for the first
meaning, and in the Italian 'Polvere Volante' opting for the second. Yet a few
successful reproductions of puns are found (e.g. Diagon Alley ~ Abszol ut) in the
Hungarian version where 'ut' means street and the whole name suggests 'absolute'.
Likewise, the alliteration in 'Moaning Myrtle' was reproduced in Dutch as
'Jammerende Jennie' and in Norwegian as 'Stonne Stine'3l.
Davies (ibid :95) suggests that the functional but not semantic equivalents of
wordplay devices can also be taken a step further, since their importance lies more
in the overall 'ludic and aesthetic texture' in the whole text rather than in their
individual importance. Hence, 'translators need not feel bound to insert a pun at
each point where one occurs in the original text; they arguably need only look out
for opportunities elsewhere in the text where the target language resources lend
themselves to punning'. These techniques sound similar to the procedure of
'compensation' discussed in 2.5.6 in the previous chapter. An example of this is the
French translation of the 'Sorting Hat' as 'Choixpeau' playing on 'choix' (choice)
and 'chapeau' (hat).
31 Some of these examples will be the subject of analysis in chapters S, 6,and 7.
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Using this technique, the translator might be able to 'preserve the overall
impact and offer a similar reading experience', hence granting the target readers 'the
satisfaction of occasionally recognizing a double meaning, enjoying a joke or
appreciating a memorable sound effect' (ibid: 96). Davies feels strongly about the
preservation of the humorous effect produced by wordplay that he believes
a translation of Harry Potter which failed to offer a generous helping of such verbal
humour would certainly be disappointing, whereas one which draws on whatever
resources and conventions or wordplay its target language has to offer may succeed
in transferring the original flavour, albeit through different examples (Davies 2003:
96).
3.5. Discussion of the Models
Although the three models presented above use different approaches to the
categorization of cultural references that could be present in a source text and
possibly cause translation problems, they all seem to cover more or less similar
areas. Klingberg's (1986) categorization is very detailed and could be very useful
for the analysis of a wide range of texts. However, unlike Aixela (1996), Klingberg
does not separate the category of proper names from other references. Although he
covers personal names, titles, pet names, names of objects and toponyms, he only
applies his own translation procedures to the categories of names. As indicated in
the previous chapter, Klingberg's approach, useful as it is, is now dated and a great
amount of research has since been done on the translation of names as a separate
subject of its own, as Chapter four will show.
Davies's categorization, though not as exhaustive as Klingberg's, is very
useful as well. Being devised with the Harry Potter books in mind, it introduces the
element of wordplay alongside the categories of names and other cultural references.
This component, as Davies shows, proves indispensable for the analysis of Harry
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Potter because of its prominence in the books. However, Davies's own analysis of
the categories of names and wordplay is quite brief and definitely merits expansion.
In fact, as we shall discuss in Chapter four, full monographs have been devoted to
the study of these elements, in general as well as with special reference to the Harry
Potter series.
Building on the discussion above, the cultural elements that present themselves
as the most obvious subjects for analysis in the Arabic translations of Harry Potter
will fall under one or more of the following three categories; i) cultural references,
ii) names, and iii) wordplay and humour. For the discussion of the cultural
references, Klingberg's categories -minus those relating to names- will be used as a
basis. Wherever other references not covered by Klingberg arise in the analysis, the
model will be revised accordingly. Thus, the following categories will form the basis
of the initial model;
• Literary references
• Foreign language in the source text
• References to mythology and popular belief
• Historical, religious and political background
• Buildings and home furnishings, food
• Customs and practices, play and games
• Flora and fauna
• Weights and measures
The next chapter will be devoted to the discussion of theoretical approaches
that could be applied to names and wordplay and humour in translation.
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3.6. Summary
This chapter serves as a presentation of the three models of categorization of cultural
references provided by Klingberg (1986), Aixela (1996) and Davies (2003). The
three models are discussed, compared and contrasted in order to arrive at a model
that could be applied in the analysis of the translation of Harry Potter into Arabic.
The discussion of the models showed that the categories of names and wordplay
need further investigation, which will therefore be the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter4
Literary Names and Wordplay in Translation
4.1. Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to the study of theoretical approaches to the translation of
literary names and wordplay. A separate section (4.2) is devoted to the discussion of
literary names in translation and another (4.3) to the discussion of wordplay in
translation. These two sections cover works discussing the issues in question both in
general and with special reference to children's literature and the Harry Potter
books. In Section 4.4, the focus is on the important role of onomastic wordplay in
Harry Potter.
4.2. The Translation of Literary Names
Most of the works consulted in the category of proper names in translation seem to
focus more or less on three main questions: i) what are proper names and how they
differ from common nouns, ii) what are the types of proper names, and iii) how to
deal with the different types in translation. This work will follow the same steps
providing a critical analysis of the works of Luca Manini (1996), Theo Hermans
(1988) and Jan Van Coillie (2006).
4.2.1. Features of proper names
In his work on the translatability of proper names in literature between Italian and
English, Manini (1996:161-2) lists some of the typical features of non-literary
proper names as opposed to common names;
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• Proper names are not normally governed by morphological rules (except in cases
such as the plural in keep up with the Joneses or the genitive in Mrs Thatcher's
defeat).
• Proper names have no synonyms.
• While the main task of a common noun is to characterize, the main task of a proper
name is to identify: proper names do not convey any descriptive content or
connotations and do not specify any physical or personal traits of the person
referred to, which makes it possible for totally different people to have the same
name.
• In other words, proper names are marked by a total lack of motivation.
This corresponds in some way to Hermans' (1988: 11) distinction between proper
and common nouns, where he claims that 'in contrast to common nouns, [proper
names] have no real "meaning" of themselves: their specific and sole function is
identification. '
However, the claim that names are totally meaningless is highly debatable.
Hermans (1988: 12) himself admits that proper names - even non-literary ones -
have the 'potential to acquire a semantic load which takes [them] beyond the
"singular" mode of signification of the proper name proper and into the more
"general" sphere of the common noun', and that this tendency could create a
translation problem as the 'the translatability of proper names is a function of their
"semanticization" '. Manini (1996: 162) supports this by arguing that, historically
speaking, all names, whether given or family names, 'can usually be tracked back to
a specific origin that is linguistically meaningful and sociologically relevant'. When
it comes to the world of literature, both Hermans and Manini agree that the
connotations of proper names seem to come to the surface. Hermans (1988: 13)
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believes that literary texts have the tendency 'to activate the semantic potential of all
its constituent elements, on all levels' , while Manini (1996: 163) argues that
[h]ere, authors, assuming a godlike creative power, control both the nature of the
characters in their story and their names. They have the freedom to overrule the play
of sheer coincidence which dominates name giving in real life to make the names
reflect the characters according to any particular narrative design they may have in
mind.
4.2.2. Typology of proper names
Despite his previous admission that names in literary works are not randomly
chosen, Hermans (1988: 13) still divides proper names into two categories 'from a
translational perspective'. The first is what he calls 'conventional' names, which he
claims to be 'unmotivated' and thus have no 'meaning' of themselves. While the
second is 'loaded' names and which are seen to be 'motivated'. Within the 'loaded'
category, he claims that there is a cline of semanticization where names and
nicknames 'range from faintly "suggestive" to overtly "expressive"'. These include
names whether fictional or non-fictional with certain cultural or historical
associations.
Within the 'conventional', supposedly meaningless, category, however, Davies
(2003: 71) argues that 'some proper names may nevertheless bear culture-specific
connotations, to the extent that members of the culture concerned may be able to
deduce from them many kinds of information about the background of their bearer' .
In Harry Potter, for example, names like those of Seamus Finnegan (Irish student)
and Paravati and Padma Patil (of Indian origin) are 'likely to inspire different
stereotyped associations among British readers' .
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Manini (1996: 163) takes Hermans' (1988) typology of names but focuses on
the second, 'meaningful', type, pointing out that names of this type are often coined
by the author of the literary work and that wordplay can often be an important
element in them. Manini (ibid: 163-6) tries to provide a classification of the 'kinds
and uses of meaningful literary names' or how authors coin and use names for their
characters. Thus, he depends on the following four criteria in categorizing literary
names; intertextuality, exoticism, morphological structures and extent of
characterization.
• Intertextuality refers to names borrowed from historical, mythological,
Biblical, or other literary or non-literary sources. Or they could be created by the
author. In this case, the author may decide to choose vague or obvious allusions
in their names. Examples of the obvious allusions in Harry Potter (provided by
McDonough 2004: 9) include 'Fawkes', the name of Dumbledore's phoenix, and
of the more subtle allusions include 'Minerva McGongall', 'Argus Filch' and
'Remus Lupin', where the allusions are mythological and might not be very
obvious for the child reader.
• Exoticism is used when the story is set in a foreign country to 'emphasize the
exoticism of these remote places'. They may be real foreign names or slightly
modified versions of real foreign names, or in some cases, 'their foreign ring
may even be totally fake'. In Harry Potter exoticism is also used to indicate the
ethnicity of British students of Hogwarts, like 'Cho Chang' and 'Paravati and
Padma Patil' mentioned above.
• Morphological Structure. Manini here uses a classification of names from a
formal point of view proposed by Zimmer (1981:64) which consists of three sub-
categories, and to which he adds a fourth sub-category;
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i) Transparent names are those which coincide with a common noun.
Examples from Harry Potter include 'Bane', 'Professor Sprout', and
'Madam Hooch' which are English nouns or verbs. 'Ludo', 'Albus' and
'Draco' are common Latin verbs, adjectives and nouns. 'Fleur', 'Cho',
'Krum' are common nouns from French, Japanese and German respectively
(McDonough 2004: 10).
ii) Transparent composite names consist of two elements, both of which can
be recognized as an aptly chosen common noun. This is most used in Harry
Potter in the formation of nicknames, e.g. 'Wormtail', 'Padfoot'; surnames,
e.g. 'Clearwater', 'Longbottom', 'Ravenc1aw'; and place names 'Gladrags'
'Wizardwear' and 'Scrivenshaft's Quill Shop' (McDonough ibid: 11).
iii) Semi-transparent composite names have two components as well but only
one is clearly recognizable as communicatively pertinent. Examples are
'Peasegood' and 'Gilderoy', with half of each immediately recognizable
(McDonough: ibid).
iv) Single, indivisible units that may either result from the orthographic,
phonological or morphological modification of a common noun
'transformations'. In Harry Potter (McDonough: ibid), these names often
become puns. E.g. 'Slytherin' (slithering), 'Dr. Ubbly's Oblivious Unction'
(doctorably), 'Spellotape' (sellotape), 'Grimmauld Place' (grim old). Or
show a blending of two common nouns 'portmanteau names', e.g.
'Drooble's Best Blowing Gum' (drool + dribble).
According to Manini (1996: 165), 'names from all these subtypes, except
for the first one are likely to be neologisms.'
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• Extent of characterization mainly means that the 'overlap between name and
personality' could be complete or partial. The first case was popular in
allegorical plays, with names of vices and virtues and general human qualities
given to the characters. In the second case, which is more frequent in modem
literature, only some dimension of the characterization is highlighted in the
name. In this case, the reader's expectations might be fulfilled in the course of
the story, which is 'antonomasia', or opposed creating a discrepancy between the
character and its name, 'anti-phrasis'.
A slightly different approach to the categorization of literary names is taken
by Coillie (2006: 123-124) in his work on children's literature. Rather than formal
structural categories, his classification is based on the function character names fulfil
within the literary text. He defines function as 'the possible effect', which operates
'at the level of the implied author, reader or translator'; it is in fact 'the construction
of the researcher'. Thus he distinguishes the following six functions:
• the informative function, which calls on readers' knowledge and/or teaches them
something
• the formative function, which confronts readers with standards and values
and/or provides a moral compass
• the emotional function, which speaks to the emotions or enriches them
• the creative function, which stimulates the imagination
• the divertive function, which meets the need for relaxation
• the aesthetic function, which provides aesthetic pleasure.
These six functions, and more, are further investigated in the work of Nilsen
and Nilsen (2005) on the onomastic wordplay in Harry Potter (4.4 below).
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4.2.3. Procedures for dealing with literary names in translation
Sets of translation procedures for dealing with literary names have been provided by
Hermans (1988: 13-14) and Coillie (2006: 129). Hermans proposes seven
procedures while Coillie's list comprises ten. All of Hermans' techniques, are
however included in Coillie' s list. Therefore, Hermans will not be discussed
separately here, but reference is made to his procedures when an overlap occurs with
Coillie's. In his model, Coillie also makes reference to the functions of proper
names discussed in 4.2.2 above and how these are affected by the different
procedures of translation;
4.2.3.1. Non-translation, reproduction, copying
Basically, this means leaving the name unchanged in the target. Coillie argues that
this can have an alienating effect on the target readers as it makes identifying with
characters difficult, although the context may compensate partially. The copied
name could also be difficult to read and thus spoil the pleasure of reading. Any
connotations or play on words in the name will be lost on the reader who does not
know the original language. Thus, a shift in the function occurs here. If the name is
of a known person in the source, the identifying function changes in the target. In
the case of made-up names with connotations, the emotional, the divertive and the
aesthetic effects can also change. Hermans (1988: 13) also terms this technique
'copying'.
4.2.3.2. Non-translation plus additional explanation
A note inside or outside the text can be added to a non-translated name to give more
information, for example in the case of a historical, or famous person's name; thus
reinforcing the informative function. If the connotations of a literary name are
explained, the reader learns 'a word from the source language and its meaning',
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while the explanation of play on words changes the divertive function. Hermans
adds that this technique can also be used with names subjected to transcription
(1988: 13).
4.2.3.3. Replacement of a personal name by a common noun
A common noun characterizing the person can be used instead of the person's name,
for example, replacing the name of a Quebecois pop singer 'Roch Voisine' by the
phrase 'handsome male singer' in the Dutch translation of La Remplacante by Frank
Andriat. This technique is also on Hermans' list (1988: 14).
4.2.3.4. Phonetic or morphological adaptation to the target language
This involves phonetic transcription or transliteration, also discussed by Hermans
(1988: 13). For example, the name 'Harriet' in the story School Can Wait by Tessa
Dahl is written as 'Harriet' in the Dutch translation.
4.2.3.5. Replacement by a counterpart in the target language (exonym)
Well-known historical and religious figures tend to have counterparts in different
languages. These could be used to integrate the name into the target language and
thus keep their functions similar, for example, Charlemagne being translated as
Karel de Grote in Dutch.
4.2.3.6. Replacement by a more widely known name from the source culture or an
internationally known name with the same function
This procedure aims at recognizability without abandoning the foreign context. This
is applicable to names of real people in literary works. For example, replacing a less
known singer's name with a more famous one from the source culture, which could
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be more familiar to the target readers, for example, replacing the French singer
'Georges Brassens' by 'Celine Dion'.
4.2.3.7. Replacement by another name from the target language (substitution)
The translator aims at integrating the name into the target culture by replacing the
source name with a different one from the target culture but with the same function.
However, the 'semantic elements and connotations relevant to the context' need to
be carefully considered if this technique is to be applied. This procedure is also
termed 'substitution' by Hermans (1988: 13).
4.2.3.8. Translation (of names with a particular connotation)
The functions here are preserved and the name's denotation and connotation are
reproduced in the target text, thus the humorous or emotional effects are kept. E.g.
(Mr. Wormwood ~ meneer Wurmhout) in the Dutch translation of Roald Dahl's
Matilda. This technique is also noted by Hermans (1988: 13).
4.2.3.9. Replacement by a name with another or additional connotation
A literal translation of names with connotations could sometimes result in a change
of the emotional function of the name. Thus translators sometimes opt for preserving
this function and so add an extra connotation that is not present in the source name.
They may play on a different aspect of characterization not mentioned in the name
or they could use alliteration or rhyme, which alters the creative function to a certain
extent. For example, in the Dutch translation of Matilda, 'Miss Honey' is renamed
'juffrouw Engel' (,Miss Angel') rather than the literal 'juffrouw Honing'. Coillie
argues here that the emotional connotations are reproduced because both 'honey'
and 'engel' are pet names.
4.2.3.10. Deletion
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Omission, also known as zero translation, of a problematic name in translation is the
last resort for a translator. Coillie claims that this is most used with 'untranslatable'
word play. Hermans calls this procedure 'non-translation' which is not the same as
Coillie's in 4.2.3.1 above.
4.2.4. The translator's motives
Coillie (2006: 131-34) also considers the motives behind a translator's choice of a
certain procedure when dealing with the names in a literary work, especially when
translating for children. These motives depend on:
• The nature of the name
The connotation of the name is the main reason for changing it. Its foreignness
is another, the translator can choose to change the name if it is too difficult or
awkward to pronounce. If the name leads to confusion, because it is unknown in the
target, e.g. gender confusion, the translator may choose to change it. Resonance,
rhythm and puns can also determine the translation method.
• Textual factors
The way the name is used can decide how to translate it. A name can be
replaced for metric and rhyme reasons in a poem, for example. When word-play has
a further role in the book Coillie suggests it is wise not to ignore it in names. In the
case where the book is illustrated, these illustrations can affect the translator's
choice, especially if connotations of the name are made clear in the illustration.
• The translator's frame of reference
This includes the translator's knowledge, experiences, ideas, norms and values.
Their training, the broader literary climate, ideas about what is acceptable for
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children to read, their own image of childhood and how a child's book should
function, and the age of the target group all playa role in the translator's choices.
• Other factors
The author who might want to have a say over the translation of their work. In
some cases names can be governed by copyright, or by film or TV versions or
international merchandise as in the case of Harry Potter and Warner Brothers", The
publisher often has the final say. Recognizability, readability and reading pleasure
are other commercial factors that affect the translation of names.
In what could be considered an expansion of the Coillie's first motive above,
Manini (1996: 166-167) considers the translatability or untranslatability of literary
names according to their type. He uses his own typology as seen in 4.2.2 above,
providing some useful suggestions;
• Names from historical, mythological and biblical sources are considered to be
easy to translate especially between related cultures; as such names 'tend to have
an international character, and long tradition and continuous use' which
contributes to their 'high degree of integration into the lexical systems of the
languages concerned. '
• The high degree of translatability also applies to purely allegorical names 'due to
the fact that nearly all such names coincide with a common noun, either abstract
or concrete' which almost always have equivalents in different languages.
• Exoticism in character names could create a translation problem, 'not so much in
the sense that they would resist translation in linguistic terms, but that their
exotic flavour may tend to fade or disappear altogether in the translated text'.
32 See www.wamerbros.com
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For example, Italian names (Othello, Iago, etc.) in Elizabethan drama in their
Italian translations.
• Neologistic names are probably the most problematic of all kinds. Manini
considers techniques proposed by Hermans (1988) (see 4.2.3 above) and
suggests that, if the translator chooses to translate such names, the sub-types of
semi-transparent and portmanteau names are particularly problematic. Therefore,
Manini (1996: 167) proposes steps the translator can apply when dealing with
these types which involve:
breaking a given name into its components and understanding the process
which led the author to create it; interpreting its components, usually two,
which can be either both meaningful, or one meaningful and the other
meaningless; deciding what the meaning of the name is, or, if there exists a
range of possible meanings, establishing their functional priority; and finally,
attempting to reproduce the same semantic effect in the target language.
For these particular types of names, Newmark (1981: 71) also proposes a
method for their treatment in translation, whereby the connotations of the given
name are reproduced in the target language without completely removing the name
from its source environment. Newmark's method involves first translating the word
that underlies the proper name into the TL, and then naturalizing it back into a new
SL proper name. He applies this method to an example from Dickens's Bleak
House. Thus, in translating 'Wackford Squeers' into German, 'whack' becomes
'priiglen' becomes 'Proogle', and possibly 'Squeers' (squint, queer?) could become
'schielen' and the name in a German version might be translated as 'Proogle
Squeers' or 'Proogle Sheel'.
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Manini (1996: 171) suggests that the treatment of literary names 'may be
regarded as a specific manifestation of the translator's basic concept or strategy of
translation', which reflects the concept of norms (Toury 1980/1995). For Toury, the
translator's
basic norm may vary from the pole of acceptabBity (i.e. the orientation towards the
textual norms of the receptor culture) or that of adequacy (i.e. the maximum
reproduction of the source text's functional features, regardless of the expectations
of the prospective audience), with a series of intermediate positions and the
possibility of inconsistent behaviour in between.
Hermans (1988: 14) goes even further by considering the treatment of proper
names in translation as a key to analyzing the overall strategy of translation. Thus,
whether these 'translational norms' are 'weak or strong, personal or collective,
imposed or freely adopted' can be induced from the way names are handled in the
translation:
In that sense the scrutiny of proper names in translated texts can constitute a useful
phase in the analysis. In its strongest form the claim made here would be that the
translational norms underlying a target text as a whole can in essence be inferred
from an examination of the proper names in that text. A weaker version of the claim
is that the handling of proper names in translation allows us to formulate initial
hypotheses regarding the nature and relative strength of the translator's norms.
As a test of these claims, Hermans (1988 15-16) compares two translations of
the Flemish children's book De Witte by Ernest Claes, one into German and the
other into English. He looks at the treatment of what he terms 'conventional names'
in both translations and finds that the German translator 'appropriates' the majority
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of the proper names either through transcription or translation, thus 'integrating
them into the German linguistic and cultural system'. On the other hand, the English
translator copies all the names without any change, thus highlighting 'the foreign
cultural setting and provenance of the novel by allowing the original names to stand
out as recognizably "foreign" items'.
Hermans (ibid: 18) uses the contrasting ways in which the two translators treat
proper names to infer the strength or weakness of their translational norms and
considers the 'frequent hesitations between copying and transcription' in the
German translation to be a sign of relative weakness of norms which seem divided
in the conflict between adherence to the source cultural identity 'adequacy' and the
integration into the target system 'acceptability' in Toury's (1980/1995) terms,
while he finds the English translator's norms to be 'stronger and more explicit and
applied more consistently.'
4.3. The Translation of Wordplay
As with the discussion of names in translation, this section on the translation of
wordplay is also divided into three parts. The first provides a definition of the term
wordplay, the second provides a typology of wordplay, and the third focuses on
procedures to deal with the different types of wordplay in translation. Examples
from Harry Potter provided here are taken from McDonough's (2004) work on the
translation of onomastic wordplay in the novels in their French and Spanish
translations.
4.3.1. Definition of wordplay
Delabastita, who has done extensive research on the translation of wordplay, defines
the term as
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the generalname for the various textualphenomenain which structuralfeaturesof
the language(s)used are exploited in order to bring about a communicatively
significantconfrontationof two (or more) linguistic structureswith more or less
similarformsandmoreor less differentmeanings.(1996:128)
McDonough (2003: 19) criticizes this definition because it limits wordplay to
punning only. She uses a definition by Richard Arcand (1991) which extends
wordplay to encompass literary techniques used by the author to 'consciously
manipulate one or more words'.
4.3.2. Typology of wordplay in Harry Potter
Drawing on Delabastita (1993), McDonough (2004: 19-20) distinguishes eleven
types of wordplay that are used in Harry Potter: acronyms, alliteration, anagrams,
antonomasia, epithet, exoticism, inversion, irony, onomatopoeia, parallelism, pun
and spoonerism. Although comprehensive, McDonough's typology does not cover
all possible types. However, it serves the purposes of this study directly because of
its focus on Harry Potter.
4.3.2.1. Acronyms are mostly used to spell amusing words. E.g. 'OWLs' (Ordinary
Wizarding Levels) and 'NEWTs' (Nastily Exhausting Wizarding Tests) and
Hermione's 'SPEW' (Society for the Promotion of Elfish Welfare)
4.3.2.2. Alliteration, 'the repetition of the same sound or syllable in a sequence of
two or more words' (ibid: 21). This type of wordplay is used extensively by
Rowling especially in names whether in the magical or real worlds (Pansy
Parkinson, Padma and Paravati Patil, Dudley Dursley) and (Godric
Gryffindor, Helga Hufflepuff, Rowena Ravenclaw, Salazar Slytherin). This
is in addition to names of foods and objects from the magical world like
(Cauldron Cakes, Pumpkin Pasties, Quick-Quotes Quill)
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4.3.2.3. Anagrams, 'words, phrases or names formed by rearranging the letters of
another' (ibid: 22) (e.g. the mirror of Erised is reverse for 'desire' and 'Tom
Marvolo Riddle' rearranges as 'I am Lord Voldemort')
4.3.2.4. Antonomasia, 'an epithet or other indirect description is substituted for a
proper name' (ibid: 22) (e.g. referring to 'Lord Voldemort' as 'He-Who-
Must-Not-Be-Named', 'the Dark Lord' or 'You-Know-Who')
4.3.2.5. Epithet, 'adjectival phrases that define characteristics of a person' (e.g. the
statues of 'Barnaby the Barmy', 'Wilfred the Wistful' and 'Gregory the
Smarmy')
4.3.2.6. Exoticism, this is used extensively in the Goblet of Fire when the foreign
schools are introduced and the Quidditch World Cup takes place. (e.g. the
Bulgarian Minister of Magic 'Mr. Oblansk', Egyptian referee 'Hassan
Mostafa', 'Victor Krum', and 'Fleur Delacour') in addition, this is used with
names of Hogwarts students with different ethnic backgrounds (e.g, Cho
Chang, Paravati Patil), as mentioned in 4.2.2 above.
4.3.2.7. Inversion, as in the name of the school, 'Hogwarts', which is an inversion of
the syllables of 'warthog'.
4.3.2.8. Irony, 'a subtly humorous perception of inconsistency, in which an
apparently straightforward statement or event is undermined by its context so
as to give it a very different significance.' Examples are names of authors of
some magical books like 'Arsenius Jigger' author of Magical Drafts and
Potions, 'Phyllida Spore' author of One Thousand Magical Herbs and
Fungi, and 'Quentin Trimble' author of The Dark Forces: A Guide to Self-
Protection.
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4.3.2.9. Onomatopoeia, 'the formation of words that imitate sounds'. Used for
naming trolls, giants and other 'less articulate creatures' , e.g. 'Grawp' very
similar to 'grow up' (McDonough: 26)
4.3.2.10. Parallelism, 'when a similar structure is used between the parts of a
single sentence or between two or more sentences. It often occurs in
conjunction with repetition of sounds, words or constructions (Arcand 1991:
130-132). This is used in names of characters that come from similar
backgrounds or families or even careers (McDonough 2004: 26). (e.g. 'Sirius
Black' named after the Dog-star constellation, has a brother called 'Regulus',
a star name in the constellation Leo, and a cousin called 'Andromeda Tonks'
named after the constellation between Perseus and Pegasus) (ibid: 27).
Another example is the repetition of 'hog' in 'Hogwarts', 'Hogsmede', and
'Hog's Head', all names of places in the magical world.
4.3.2.11. Pun, 'the contrast of linguistic structures with different meanings on
the basis of their formal similarity'. According to Delabastita (1996: 128) a
pun can take one of four forms, namely 'homonymy, homophony,
homography, paronymy.'
i) Homonymy, when the pun results from linguistic structures with 'identical
sounds and spellings', e.g. 'Magical Me' the autobiography of 'Gilderoy
Lockheart' where 'magical' could be interpreted as having magical powers
as well as being charming.
ii) Homophony, when the 'linguistic structures have identical sounds but
different spelling', (e.g. 'Floo Powder' homophonically punning on 'flew'
and 'flue').
iii) Homography, 'different sounds but identical spellings', example provided
by Delabastita (1996: 128) 'How the US put US to shame'.
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iv) Paronymy, where there are 'slight differences in both spelling and sound',
(e.g. 'Spellotape' pun on 'Sellotape' and 'Diagon Ally' pun on 'diagonally')
4.3.2.12. Spoonerism is the accidental transposition of the initial sounds or
letters of two or more words. McDonough also includes here examples
where such transposition occurs within a single word. (e.g. 'fellytone' for
telephone).
4.3.3. Procedures for dealing with wordplay in translation
Delabastita (1996: 134) provides a list of possible procedures that could be applied
to the translation of wordplay. Although his procedures focus on puns, they seem
applicable to other forms of wordplay as well. Delabastita's eight procedures are:
4.3.3.1. Pun .....pun: the ST pun is translated by a target-language pun, which
may differ more or less widely from the ST pun in terms of formal or
semantic structure or of textual function;
4.3.3.2. Pun ..... non-pun: the ST pun may be replaced by a non-punning phrase
which can relay both meanings of the source pun or just one.
4.3.3.3. Pun ..... related rhetorical device: the ST pun is replaced by a wordplay-
related rhetorical device (repetition, alliteration, rhyme, irony, paradox,
etc.) in order to recreate the effect of the ST pun.
4.3.3.4. Pun ..... 0: the ST fragment where the pun occurs is omitted.
4.3.3.5. Pun ST = pun TT: the translator relays the ST pun in its original
formulation, i.e. without actually "translating" it.
4.3.3.6. Non-pun .....pun: the translator introduces a pun when translating a ST
passage where none occurred, possibly in order to compensate for a
previous or subsequent loss, or for some other reason.
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4.3.3.7.0-+ pun: new textual material is added which includes a pun, probably
also to compensate for a loss.
4.3.3.8. Editorial techniques: such as explanatory footnotes or endnotes,
translator's comments in a prologue or foreword, etc.
Delabastita's procedures will be used as a guide in the analysis of wordplay in
the translations under study.
4.4. The Functions of Onomastic Wordplay in Harry Potter
The importance of wordplay used in the names of Harry Potter is further
emphasized through the work of Nilsen and Nilsen (2005), who investigate the
functions of this wordplay in the series. They distinguish six important roles. We
illustrate them with examples, some of which have appeared as illustrations of
different ideas above. Their re-use here demonstrates the multilayered nature of
names in the Harry Potter books.
• Creating a parallel world
Through her use of regular words and giving them altered spellings or 'tweaking'
them to make them different, Rowling 'establishes a world that exists side-by-side
with the everyday world of her readers' (2005:66) e.g. Diagon Alley (playing on
'diagonally') and Knockturn Alley (playing on 'nocturnally' and probably on
'knockdown' and 'turndown'), the Knight Bus (for the bus that operates at night),
Spellotape (rather than 'Sellotape'), Kreature (an altered spelling for 'creature'),
Little Whinging (very close to 'whingeing').
• Providing efficient characterization
Rowling carefully chooses the names of her characters, which in most cases reflect
at least one side of the characteristics of the character. So, for Professor Minerva
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McGonagall the wise and strong character, her first name is also the name of the
goddess of wisdom in Roman Mythology. The first name of 'Sirius Black', who can
magically change into a great black dog, is the name of the brightest star, the Dog
Star; his second name reflects the family he comes from which is mostly connected
with the dark side. 'Remus Lupin', the werewolfprofessor, has the first name of one
of two brothers raised by wolves in Roman mythology and the second name means
'wolf-like' in Latin. This applies to the majority of the wide range of characters.
• Aiding the memory of her readers
The most memorable names are often the ones that are also most descriptive of a
character. This aids the reader in recalling the role of each of the huge number of
characters in the books. Thus, it is very helpful for readers that the name of the
biology teacher is Professor Sprout, and the charms teacher Professor Flitwick.
Memorable names are also given to some of the magical animals in the books, like
the phoenix' name Fawkes which sounds like 'hawk' and alliterates with 'phoenix',
and the magical animal Hippogriff (which is half bird half horse) is called
Buckbeak, which plays on the combination of a buckskin or a bucking horse and a
fierce bird (ibid: 70). The choice of nicknames is also another example of the way
Rowling helps her readers remember two or more names for the same character by
creating a link between the different names. Sirius Black, who can change into a
dog, is nicknamed Padfoot; both his first name and nickname are linked to dogs.
Remus Lupin, who is a werewolf, is nicknamed Moony, a clear reminder that he
changes into his wolfish state during full moon. Another technique Rowling uses to
aid the reader's memory is the use of different language families through which she
groups items into similar sets (ibid: 71). For example, the use of French-sounding
names for the French participants in the Triwizard Tournament in Harry Potter and
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the Goblet of Fire helps keep the group together, Fleur Delacour, Madam Maxime
can easily be related to the Beauxbatons School, while Viktor Krum, Professor
Karkaroff and the Durmstrang (a play on the eighteenth century Sturm und Orang
movement in Germany) can also be grouped in the German team.
• Efficient plot development
The use of spells and charms which are mostly derived from Latin words help move
the plot on especially when their meanings are already established for the child
reader. The same may apply to the names of potions and some transport devices
used in the magical world. For example, the Veritaserum potion (from 'veritas' -
Latin for 'truth' - and 'serum', which means 'fluid' or 'liquid') plays an important
role in revealing the truth about the fake Mad-Eye Moody and the return of Lord
Voldemort by the end of book four. Wordplay also serves as a tool for
foreshadowing some of the plot threads. So, Professor Lupin's secret of being a
werewolf is not revealed until a later stage of book three (The Prisoner of Azkaban).
Yet some might be able to discover the link of his first and family names to
wolfishness and therefore not be totally surprised when the truth is out. Another use
of wordplay pointed out by Nilsen and Nilsen is in revealing conflicts. For example
the word Mudblood is introduced as an 'offensive' term for wizards and witches
with non-magical (muggle) parents and 'illustrate[s] the kind of inner-group conflict
that often arises among people who are similar but not identical to each other' (ibid:
73). It could also be a reminder of 'the underlying idea in the cliche "Your name is
mudl'". Some of the most important plot threads are dependent on wordplay to a
large extent. For example, the main plot in book two (Chamber of Secrets) revolves
around the mysterious identity of the former student at Hogwarts called 'Tom
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Marvolo Riddle'. By the end of the book it is revealed as an anagram for 'I am Lord
Voldemort' .
• Providing 'smart' allusions that intrigue both adults and young readers.
One of the more obvious uses of word and name play in Harry Potter is the literary
references and allusions to legends and myths and the use of a variety of languages
in addition to Latin. These allusions and references serve as a bonus to the adult and
more literate readers and add to the pleasure already available through the story.
Children might not be able to catch on to some of the more sophisticated hints, but
this is probably one of the reasons for the popularity of the books among adults as
well as children. For example, most readers including children would know that the
name of Harry's mother 'Lily' implies the idea of purity, but only a few would be
able to catch onto the symbol of anger and resentment in the name of Harry's
horrible aunt 'Petunia'.
• Creation of humour
Humour could be considered the 'most easily recognized aspect' in Rowling's
wordplay. Nilsen and Nilsen (ibid: 78) believe that 'Rowling uses her skill as a
wordsmith to bring smiles to readers in between the scary parts'. Rowling plays on
elements of surprise and incongruity which are 'among the features that many
scholars agree are necessary conditions for humour. Not all surprises are funny, but
virtually anything that is perceived as funny will have an element of surprise to it.'
(ibid: 76) Thus, names like 'The Whomping Willow', the 'Burrow', where the
'Weasleys' live, 'Dr. Filibuster's Fabulous Wet-Start No-Heat Fireworks Shop', and
'St. Brutus's Secure Centre for Incurably Criminal Boys' are some of the examples
that reflect the incongruity that results in a humorous effect. The extensive use of
alliteration also plays on the surprise and humour side, as in the names of the ghosts
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'Moaning Myrtle' and 'Nearly Headless Nick'. Using another theory of humour,
'the superiority theory' which is based on the notion that people get pleasure from
feeling superior to others, Rowling uses 'Dudley Dursley' as an opposite to Harry.
Although the Dursleys believe that their son is perfect, readers cannot but be amused
by how superior Harry is to Dudley, who is more of a 'dud'. Most of the names
connected to the Dursleys play on this idea, for example, Dudley is sent to the
"prestigious" school called 'Smeltings', 'which sounds like a school of fish.' (ibid:
77)
4.5. Summary
This chapter covered in detail the elements of proper names and wordplay in
translation. In the first section, the nature of proper names, their types and their
treatment in translation were covered. In the second, similar steps were taken to the
study of wordplay, whereby a definition, a typology and translation procedures for
dealing with wordplay were presented. The last section was focused on the role of
onomastic wordplay in the Harry Potter series in particular. This section is a
demonstration of the multilayered importance of the names in the series and the
variety of references exploited in them, whether literary, historical or mythological.
This also reinforces the considerable loss if these elements are ignored in the
translation of the names. In fact, fans of the Harry Potter books have spent
considerable effort, devoting themselves to the investigation of the names in the
series and compiling lists of information on these names, their etymology and the
various references embedded in them. It is worth noting that these fans' websites are
very reliable and comprehensive sources of information. Therefore, they will be
consulted repeatedly in the discussion of names in the three books under study.
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The models of analysis constructed in chapters two, three and four above will
be applied in the following three chapters, which will be dedicated each to one of
three books under study. In chapters five, six and seven, the analysis will first
investigate the application of translation procedures discussed in 2.5 to the cultural
references discussed in 3.5. They will then discuss the treatment of names in each
book and the procedures (discussed in 4. 2.3) applied in their transfer from English
into Arabic. The treatment of wordplay (discussed in 4.3) in each book will then be
investigated. The findings from each book will be reported in each chapter with the
aim of uncovering the translation trends and norms at work.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone
5.1. Introduction
This chapter is an application of the theoretical models discussed in Chapters two,
three and four above. It provides an analysis of the ST cultural references and the TT
translation procedures for the first book in the series, Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone, first published in 1997 in Great Britain by Bloomsbury
publishing and translated into Arabic by the Egyptian translator Sahar Jabr
Mahmoud. The Arabic version is published by Nahdet Misr publishing group in
Egypt. As stated in Chapter 3.5, the elements that will be under examination are; i)
cultural references, ii) names, and iii) wordplay. Each element is discussed in a
separate section accordingly.
5.2. Cultural References in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone
In the first category, it was also stated in Chapter 3.5 that the categorization of
cultural references devised by Klingberg (1986) will be applied in the analysis of the
Harry Potter books under investigation. Initial analysis of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone (details in Appendix 1) showed, however, that, while most of
the categories are easily applicable, some might need some revision. For example,
there do not seem to be any obvious religious references in the book. In fact, the
Harry Potter series has received criticism on the basis that it is anti-religious for
supposedly promoting sorcery=. Thus, unless a contorted analysis to find 'Biblical
33 C.f. Woodrum, Emily Anne. The Harry Potter Controversy. East Carolina University. [online]
[accessed 23/06/2011] <http://www .ecu.edulcs-lib/reference/instructionlharrypotter.cfm>
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references'34 is performed, the inclusion of this category seems unnecessary.
Likewise, political references are very subtle and require deep analysis to be
recognized", Historical references seem to be present mainly in the choices of
proper names. These will, therefore, be mentioned in the discussion of names rather
than in a separate category of their own.
On the other hand, the category of 'buildings and home furnishings, food' can
be expanded and divided into two. For example, references including clothing items
and other objects were found. These could be added to the category of 'building and
home furnishing', while references to food are abundant and appear to require a
section of their own.
In view of these initial observations, the categories of cultural references that
will be explored in this chapter are included in this revised set:
• Literary references
• Foreign language in the source text
• References to mythology and popular belief
• Buildings and home furnishings, objects and clothes
• Food
• Customs and practices, play and games
• Flora and fauna
• Weights and measures.
34C.f. Biblical Symbolism in the World oj Harry Potier. [online] [accessed 23106/2011]
<http://www.mugglenet.com!editorialsieditorialsiedit-amandahO l.shtml>
3sC.f. Bryfonski, Dedria ed. 2009. Political Issues in J.K. Rawling's Harry Pouer Series. Farmington
Hills, MI: Greenhaven Press.
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As was stated in the Introduction (0.3) the frequency of the appearance of
items from each category against the use of different translation procedures is
calculated for each book under analysis. To this end, Table 5.1 below provides the
number of references found and the number of times each translation procedure is
used for each category in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone;
~
8 5 5 5 5:::s 5 B 51 'i :~ :~ :~ 5 ',c I~f)l ,_'! ] ij 1 1 '1$ I ifI!I. ~ ~ =1-~ ! :2< u ~
til Z U !-o
Literary References 1 1
Foreign Language 5 1 6in the Source text
Mythology and Popular
10 1 1 12Belief
Buildings Furniture 9 2 3 15objects and Clothing
Food 22 1 3S 1 12 9 81
Customs and Games 8 1 S 3 6 23
Flora and Fauna 12 1 3 1 2 19
Weights and measures 13 1 3 18
Total 79 6 49 7 14 0 17 0
Table 5.1 Frequeney of eultural references and translation proeedures in
HPPS
5.2.1. Literary references
Most of the literary allusions exploited in the book relate to proper names. As names
are discussed separately (5.3 below), this section will look at examples of literary
references outside names. As explained by Klingberg in 3.2.1, literary references
can include titles of books, newspapers and magazines. However, other references
like titles of songs and works of art could also fall under this category. In the
Philosopher's Stone a reference to a song that was popular in the 1920s and later in
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the 1960s is made in the following example when Uncle Vernon is boarding up
cracks in the doors;
(1) He hummed 'Tiptoe through the Tulips' as he worked, and jumped at
small noises. (HPPS: 34)
(HPPS TT: 35) .~ ",I f.:t.- ~ ~.>- Jii:! ~ i..lAli ~ wtS ~
BT. He seemed very nervous and jumped with fear at any noise.
The reference to the song is completely deleted in the Arabic translation.
5.2.2. Foreign language in the source text
Latin and sometimes other foreign words are used in the Philosopher's Stone
especially for spells and some passwords used to enter the different houses of the
school. There is one case where the Spanish word 'amigo' is used when Harry Potter
visits the reptile house in the zoo and sets a Brazilian Boa Constrictor free. The
snake says:
(2) 'Brazil, here Icome ... Thankssss, amigo.' (HPPS: 26)
(HPPS TT: 26) "!~ l:I i~ ...J.,jl~1 ~! ~Ij UllA"
This is the only case where a TT translation is provided for the foreign word.
Although 'amigo' is found in English-English dictionaries (e.g. OED) and in fact in
English-Arabic dictionaries (e.g. Al-Mawrid), the entry clearly states that it is
originally Spanish. Therefore, translating it into standard Arabic could be considered
a case of standardization as the foreign flavour is lost, even though the level of
understanding is similar between source and target readers.
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With the formation of spells in the series, Rowling makes more use of Latin
and other languages, although with some liberties as she herself states36, where she
also describes the Latin in her spells as being an imitation rather than real Latin. All
four spells mentioned in The Philosopher's Stone are preserved in transliterated
forms in the Arabic version (see Table 5.2 for page numbers). The use of Latin -
even though imperfect - carries the connotation of classical education in the UK and
Europe until the twentieth century, and its restriction to public schools in the modern
days is a symbol of elitism and tradition which is associated with the boarding
school system. Even though not all children in the English-speaking world know
Latin, some do, and the rest can still deduce some meaning or association from the
Latin words. In many cases adults are also involved in the reading of the book and,
depending on their level of education and knowledge of Latin, they might provide
clues as to the meaning of the spells. Each spell is, of course, explained in the book
through the context. Yet the case is considerably different for the Arab child reader.
The transliterated utterances make no sense whatsoever. The connotations
mentioned above are completely lost, as Arab children cannot be expected to know
any Latin, or what its use implies. The only slightly similar effect that can be
conveyed is that the spells have a mysterious connotation in their Arabic
transliteration, and magical spells in Arabic are usually associated with ambiguous
uttering. Thus at some level Arab children share some of the mystery Latin provides
for English children. Examples of the use of Latin include one password to the
Gryffindor Tower 'Caput Draconis' (HPPS: 96), Latin for 'Dragon's Head', and
spells like 'Petrificus Totalus' (HPPS: 198) which is described as 'the full Body-
Bind' curse (HPPS: 199), 'Locomotor Mortis' (HPPS: 162) the 'Leg-Locker Curse',
36http://www.jlqowling.com/textonly/enlnews yiew,Cfm?id=80 [Accessed 12/10/10]
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and 'Wingardium Leviosa!' (HPPS: 127) which is used for levitating objects. The
last spell in the book, 'Alohomora!' (HPPS: 119), is probably derived from the West
African Sidiki dialect meaning: 'Friendly to thieves?", Transliterations of these
spells, used in the Arabic translation, are provided in Table 5.2;
English Page No. Arabic Page No.
Alohomora! 119 !'').JA_,. )1 136
Wingardium Leviosa! 127 !Ij~ t"~.)4J.J 146
Locomotor Mortis 162 ~.).JA .)j'J.JA_,s.) 189
Petrificus Totalus 198 U".,tuj'J U".AA~ 231
Table 5.2 Spells in HPPS
5.2.3. References to mythology and popular belief
Rowling borrows creatures from different mythological sources. Most of these
supernatural beings mentioned in Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone have
established equivalents in Arabic. The translator accurately uses these equivalents
where available. Examples of these mythological references are shown in Table 5.3.
English Page Arabic Page
centaur 184 .)_,.1..l 214
dragon 64 U:!!i 73
giant 39 ~ 41
vampire SS .l..~1~t...- 61
phoenix 64 .tilc. 73
troll 130 u,.,c. 150
Table S.3 Mythological creatures in HPPS (preservation)
Where the mythological creature is not especially wen-known a dictionary
equivalent seems to be used, as in the following two examples (Table 5.4), both of
which could be considered cases of explicitation.
37http://harrypotter.wikia.comlwikilSpells [Accessed 13/10/10]
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English Page No. Arabic Page No. BT.
Goblin 50 4jJ.JJ. ...81rJill 54 The mythological dwarf
Poltergeist 96 .. .. 110 An evil ghost');..J*'l ~
Table 5.4 Mythological creatures inHPPS (explicitadon)
One exception here is the unicorn. Although the concept of a one-homed
horse-like creature is not unfamiliar in the Arab culture, it does not have a ready-
made equivalent in Arabic. Therefore, a literal translation of the English - originally
Latin - name is used to refer to this mythological creature (w.).11~.J wl.....-ll). The
unicorn appears in Harry Potter and the Philosopher IS Slone and is mentioned
several times (see Table 5.5). The Arabic translator, lacking a single-word
equivalent, inconsistently uses at least six different forms of this literal translation
on different occasions.
Unicorn
.l.:io.I)Iw.).11.J~wl.....-ll p. 70
w.).114j.l6.1 p.90
w.).11~.J wt..-JI p.212,215,218,219
w.).11",.l6.1 wt..-JI p.213
w.).11~.J p.213,214,216,217
w'w...:.. p.212,214
J~ p.216
Table 5.5 Translation of 'Unicorn t in HPPS
At least two of these choices can be considered a little confusing for the child
reader; 'w.).11 ~.J' (wahld al-qarn) could easily be misunderstood as a 'Rhinoceros'
as this is the Arabic term for it. 'w'w...:..' (hisan) and 'J~' (khuyul) are simply
'horse' and 'horses', which could be considered a case of standardization.
5.2.4. Buildings and home furnishing, objects and clothes
The building system of England present in the book is somewhat different from that
in the Arab world, and especially Syria. Therefore, some aspects of building may
create a little confusion for the Syrian child. For example, the two-storey house is
not very common in the Syrian cities. Most people live in flats on one floor. Larger
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houses with two or more storeys are actually villas and only a few people live in
villas. Thus, such a building system might give the impression of wealth in the TT,
which is not necessarily true. It is true that the Dursleys, in whose house Harry lives,
are well off, but their house looks like most British houses except for its size and
location, which also enhances the connotations of suburban boredom discussed in
5.3.3 below. So, when Uncle Vernon decides to move Harry from the cupboard
under the stairs into Dudley's second bedroom he snaps at him 'Take this stuff
upstairs, now.' (HPPS: 32), the translator preserves this conversation' J-I ..~
!..,kl ~J .la....ol .J &I..,.,t.I' (HPPS TT: 33). There is, perhaps, little that could be done
about this, and children are left to understand depending on the context as well as
their knowledge from the films and other TV programmes.
Another aspect of the British house that may need a little explanation is the
letter box, an object unfamiliar to Syrian children. In the following example:
(3) They heard the click of the letter-box and flop of letters on the doormat.
(HPPS: 29)
(HPPS TT: 33) ..~I~I..,k 1!l4t.J.iJI.l._fo... ..>.U1.J 1!l4t.J.iJi J~ ea I!l",- I."......
BT. They heard the sound of the letter-box being opened and the flop of
letters dropping on the doormat.
The translator provides a literal translation without any added explanation and the
context does not provide any either. The post system in Syria is different and people
either own P.O. boxes at the post office or receive their letters through postmen who
simply knock on the door. Children in Syria might also be familiar, from TV shows,
with the American letter-box type, which is usually located outside the house.
The 'ticket barrier on the Underground' (HPPS: 53), where Hagrid gets stuck,
is another concept that is slightly strange to Syrian children. Tickets for buses,
coaches and trains - there is no underground in Syria - are usually collected by
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ticket collectors rather than automatic ticket barriers. The term is preserved in literal
translation 'J\.i.i~' .Jfoa ~ .fi'~'J:L..~' (HPPS TT: 58) while the 'Underground' is
standardized into 'J\.i.i~' .Jfoa' ('Metro subway'), a term used in several countries
other than England.
Two items of furniture at Hogwarts School also seem to create some difficulty
for the translator. The first one is the 'four-poster' bed (HPPS: 97), which used to be
very popular in Syria in the first half of the twentieth century and often appears in
historical TV shows of that period. It has similar connotations of antiquity in English
as well. Nowadays the connotation has probably changed into one of luxury.
Nevertheless, there is no single word equivalent for this type of bed in Arabic. The
translator opts for standardization (see 2.5.3 above) and changes it into '~.J"M'
('bed') (HPPS TT: 111), thus losing the connotations of this item of furniture.
Explicitation (2.5.2 above) might have been a fairer technique to convey these
connotations, as in 'i~~' ~4.J ,J;..J"M' or 'i~1 e;U4 ~.J"M' for example. The second
item is 'grandfather clock' (HPPS: 189). The translator uses a literal translation
'~' ~t.....' ('grandfather's clock') (HPPS TT: 230), which gives a completely
different impression from the item in question. Again, there might be the need for
some explicitation like the one provided by the Al-Mawrid Dictionary (2006) , ~t.....
i~4-- ~.)~' ~ W\i.J.j~' ('a wall clock standing on the floor').
Clothing items also fall into this category. Some traditional English attire
appears in the book. Examples of these include;
(4) A ghost wearing a ruff and tights had suddenly noticed the first-years.
(HPPS: 86)
(HPPS TT: 99) ~,KtS. ~ .J ~ ~ IJ~~ iJts .J
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The translation provided could be considered a form of explicitation (2.5.2) as the
translator provides a description of the clothing items, though not completely
accurately, 'ruff' ('ruffled collar') and 'tights' ('tight clothes'). However, the
connotations of this type of clothing, that of formal dress during the late 15th, early
16th centuries, will most probably not be recognized by Arab children.
Another example is the 'Smeltings' school uniform where Dudley is sent
which comprises of;
(5) ...maroon tailcoats, orange knickerbockers and flat straw hats called
boaters. (HPPS: 29)
(HPPS TT: 29) ...~, 0-0 t.-i' J ~~ J'JJowI J ~\t. ~~) J;"l. ~t;.. ...
BT.... a maroon long jacket, orange trousers and a straw hat.
The 'long coat' rendering might be an attempt at explicitation. However, the end
result cannot be immediately related to the tailcoat. Therefore the effect is more of
standardization. The change of 'knickerbockers' into 'trousers' is also an obvious
case of standardization. This standardization slightly undermines the dramatic look
of the uniform, which is supposed to be prestigious. The only effect remaining
probably comes from the clashing colours. The deletion of the name of the 'boater'
also adds to the undermining effect as 'straw hats' might suggest someone working
in a field, while a 'boater' has upper class connotations.
Some of the objects that appear in the book, especially those related to the
magical world, are invented by Rowling. Examples of these items in the
Philosopher's Stone are the 'Put-outer' (HPPS: 12), which looks like a normal
cigarette lighter but has the ability of absorbing light from, and then return it to,
lamps; and the 'Remembrall' (HPPS: 108) a ball-shaped instrument used to remind
the owner of forgotten things. Standardization was used in the first case in the
Arabic translation. '~';J' (HPPS TT: 9) which means a simple ('lighter') is used for
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the 'put-outer'. In the second 'Remembrall' is rendered as '~I o.fi' ('the
reminding ball') (HPPS TT: 123) which could be a double case of explicitation and
standardization, since the function of the item is explained in the name but the play
on words (remember + ball) to form the portmanteau name (see 4.2.2) is lost.
Examples of objects from the real world are also present. For example,
'parchment' (HPPS: 30), which is used instead of paper in Hogwarts is translated as
'~I ~ J.).l (leather-like paper) (HPPS TT: 31). This is a case of unnecessary
explicitation. A perfect equivalent exists in Arabic; 'J)I' (arraq) which preserves
not only the denotative meaning but also the connotations of historicity. In Ancient
Egypt there was also '''.l~I' (papyrus), which looks like parchment but is made of
plant leaves rather than animal skin. This could also be a possible translation
because it is familiar to Arab children and has similar connotations.
5.2.5. Food items
As explained by Klingberg in 3.2.5 and Davies in 3.4.1, references to food play an
important role in children's literature. Rowling seems to understand this importance
well, as over eighty food items appear in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone
alone.
About a quarter of the food items in the book are preserved in translation.
Some foods are very easy to translate and create no problems at all, like 'cold tinned
tomatoes' (HPPS: 36), 'roast turkeys' (ibid: 149) and 'apple pies and strawberries'
(ibid: 93) which were correctly translated as 'oJ.)4 4.:l- ~LJ.' (HPPS TT: 37), ' Io!l.j:iJlI
~I c,r'I.J)I' (ibid: 173) and 'tl.JI.;iJ1 .J Cl.i:ill .;I.l.i' (ibid: 106). Others are given literal
translations, especially those created for the magical world like 'Cauldron Cakes,
Chocolate Frogs and Pumpkin Pasties' (HPPS: 67) translated as ' .J ~I_;.JI ~
t.;ill _;jl.l.i .J t.lt.t....;.J1'J.J"'i~' (HPPS TT: 87). Some of the preserved foods have
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become loans in Arabic as discussed in 2.5.1. Examples of these include 'toast'
(HPPS: 36) 'hamburger' (ibid: 66), 'ketchup' (ibid: 92), and 'jelly' (ibid: 93)
translated respectively as '~j3' (HPPS TT: 37), 'Y/".)-*,'i.A' (ibid: 75), 'y\.!.j\S' (ibid:
105) and '~' (ibid: 106).
The majority of the food items are, however, standardized (2.5.3) in the Arabic
translation. Some specific types of English or western foods are changed into a more
generic type in Arabic. For example a 'bun' (HPPS: 9) is translated as ',;ll.ill~'
(HPPS TT: 5) which could be any kind of pastry. A 'Knickerbocker glory' (HPPS:
24) becomes 'I.S~~' ('a piece of sweets') (HPPS TT: 24), although ice cream in
a tall glass is not uncommon in the Arab world, but its name varies in different
restaurants and cafes. A 'large doughnut' (HPPS: 9) is completely avoided and
changed into '~w.' ('his food') (HPPS TT: 5). More examples of standardization
shown in Table 5.6, and a full list in Appendix 1.
P. English P. Arabic Back Translation
8 Cereal 4 "'W- His food
92 ){orkshirepuddlng 105 _;ll.iI1 Pasties
93 jam doughnuts 106 ,,"..,...11_;Ll.i Jam pasty
93 meringue 107 Li,.,LJI~~ A piece of sweets
97 Treacletart 111 ,,"_;.JI ,;u.a Jam pasty
113 Steak-and-kidneypie 130 '..»I-ill~ The piece of pastry
127 Jacketpotato 147 t'1..J.l1 food
Table 5.6 Food items in HPPS (standardization)
Some cases of standardization could, however, be considered ideological
adaptations (see 2.5.7). Some foods and drinks popular in the western world are not
widely accepted in Arab culture, especially those prohibited by Islam like pork and
alcohol. Generally speaking, references to such items are usually changed in some
way or another in children's books. For example, the consistent change of 'bacon'
(HPPS: 19-92-154) and 'pork chops' (ibid: 92) into '~' ('meat') (HPPS TT: 18-
105-178) is motivated by the fact that pig's meat is forbidden in Islam, and therefore
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rather unacceptable in most Arab societies. The same applies to alcoholic drinks;
thus, a 'large brandy' (HPPS: 26) becomes '.WI u.- 4."s' ('a glass of water') (HPPS
TT: 26) and 'sherry' (HPPS: 54) become '~4.J~I ~' ('some drinks') (HPPS TT:
59).
Deletion. of 'bacon' (HPPS: 121). was also applied on one occasion for the
same ideological reasons. However, most deletions (table 5.7) are applied to culture
specific foods which are difficult to reproduce, or as a way of shortening long
menus.
P. Food Item
30 whelk
31 porridge
76
Liquorice Wands
Mars Bars
boiled potatoes
92 carrotschips
peas
93/150 trifle
146 marshmallows
150 crumpets
Table 5.7 Food items in HPPS (deletion)
One case of explicitation appears in the Example 6:
(6) On Hallowe'en morning they woke up to the delicious smell of baking
pumpkin wafting through the corridors
&WI.; I!.I.its ..~I.;.-11~ ~ WI.; ~ I~I ,~I ~ C4- "'" .J
(HPPS TT: 145) .~I I~ ~WI t.;ill
BT. On Halloween morning, they woke up to a delicious smell filling the
corridors. It was the smell of pumpkin cake that is special for this
celebration.
A case of naturalization (2.5.4) is also seen when 'treacle tart' (HPPS: 93) is
changed into '~' (HPPS TT: 106), a popular Arabic dish which is more like a
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blancmange than a tart. In addition, a case of change related to misunderstanding
rather than any other reason, appears when translating a 'bogey-flavoured bean'
(HPPS: 78) as '~I ~' (HPPS TT: 89), where 'bogey' is taken in the sense of
'ghoul' rather than the childish name for nasal discharge. This cannot be an
ideological choice because another, 'vomit flavoured bean' (HPPS: 217), is
preserved in translation. Besides, when 'troll bogies' (HPPS: 130) appear again, a
correct translation is provided 'J,.,-ll Ull .l.t.:....' (HPPS TT: 150) and is clearly
explained in the context. It is unfortunate that the translator did not link it to the first
case.
5.2.6. Customs and practices, play and games
There are several areas where differences in customs and practices may arise,
especially when the cultures are so far apart like English and Arabic. The translator
treats cases of culture specific customs and practices through a range of procedures
from preservation to ideological adaptation.
The school system, a major structuring element in the story, is one of the areas
where some differences can be found. Hogwarts is a boarding school, a concept not
very familiar for Arab children. In Syria, there are a few schools where students
study and live during the school year. However, the prestige connected with English
boarding schools is not a characteristic of Syrian 'Internal Schools' as they are
called. Students in these schools come from far away villages and disadvantaged
areas of the country or are foreign students who come from different countries to
learn Arabic and Islam. Most of the old internal schools teach Islamic studies, while
modern ones are being established for children of the Bedouin society. All are
completely free and depend on government or charity funding. The majority of
children are not familiar with the 'internal school' system.
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In Harry Potter, however, the school is a typical English boarding school and
some aspects are inevitably unfamiliar for the target reader. For example, the
'common room' (HPPS: 96) is given a literal translation as '~WI ~.;a.ll'(HPPS TT:
Ill). It is left to the children to understand the function of this room through the
context. The concept of the 'prefect' (HPPS: 72) is not completely unfamiliar to
Syrian school children, but it is slightly different. In Syria, each class has its own
'prefect' ('u....J1 U:!..,;c.') whose main role is to keep order when the teacher is away
and between lessons and whose authority is restricted within the class. In the Arabic
translation, 'prefect' was translated as 'J.,.ill ~I.;' (ra'id al-fasl) (HPPS TT: 82)
which is the Egyptian equivalent for 'u....J1 U:!..,;c.' ('arlf as-saft) in Syria, as the
Syrian and Egyptian school systems are quite similar. This could be considered a
case of naturalization (2.5.4 above) as Syrian children will still be able to understand
the term in Arabic and relate it to their own school system. However, another issue
arises with the concept of 'Head boy and girl' (HPPS: 45). This does not have an
equivalent in the Syrian, or even probably the Egyptian schools system, as the
translator fluctuates between two renderings. At one point, it is given the same
translation given to 'prefect', '~_,..i c) ~IJ)I' (HPPS TT: 48), which could result in
some confusion. At another, it is changed into 'c).lJI~I' (HPPS TT: 86) which
translates back as 'the ideal student'. There is no such title in Syrian schools and the
impression it gives is of a gifted student rather than one with authority.
Another concept that the translator seems to struggle with is 'detention'. At its
first appearance, when Professor McGonagall catches Draco Malfoy out of bed in
the middle of the night, she shouts 'Detention!' (HPPS: 175). The Arabic translation
reads'~ ~I' (HPPS TT: 204) ('Got you!') Later on, Hermione says:
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(7) 'Malfoy got detention! I could sing!' (HPPS: 176)
(HPPS TT: 205) "!~I wi ~I .. (c;.JiL) jt;.:i:a.I~"
BT. "Malfoy will be detained .. I want to sing!"
Another instance occurs in the same scene,
(8) - Malfoy in detention - what could spoil their happiness (HPPS: 176)
(HPPS TT: 205) !fi.:lt.....JIw.- ~ c;:UIl.. ..(.)AI~ (c;.JiL) .J ..
BT... and (Malfoy) is detained what could stop them from being happy?!
In these two examples, 'detention' is rendered in the sense of 'imprisonment' which
sounds inappropriate for school children. It takes a few pages for a closer translation
to appear, 'yli.JI' ('punishment', HPPS TT: 210). This could be considered a case of
standardization.
Explicitation is attempted with the treatment of the role of the 'gamekeeper'
(HPPS: 60), another concept unfamiliar for Syrian children. The function rather than
the name is given in the translation 't..a~I ~I) 1Jil.)6..' (HPPS TT: 67), which
translates back as 'guard of school grounds' and which is chosen over the literal
translation ',ljlJr:JI 1Jil.)6..' provided by Al-Mawrid dictionary. It was presumably
considered easier for the child to understand than the dictionary definition.
Another example of customs and practices aside from the school system is the
use of some gestures. In the following example:
(9) At the end nearest him sat Hagrid, who caught his eye and gave him the
thumbs up. (HPPS: 91)
(HPPS TT: 104) ...;--ill t..~ y+-J~.) c;:UI(-\lj;r.tAH.1.lp ~I 4.l.~.).).J ..
BT.... at one corner of it, his eyes met Hagrid who raised his two fingers in
the sign of victory ...
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Although the 'thumbs up' gesture is not alien to Arabic culture, the V for victory
sign is probably more familiar. However, it might be too strong for the situation as it
is usually connected with war and political struggles.
Some references to customs and practices that are normal for the English child
could be considered unsuitable for children from the Arab culture, like drinking and
kissing for example. Importantly, references of this type are generally ideologically
adapted. For example, on several occasions the references to Hagrid's habit of
drinking are deleted; 'every now and then he gets drunk' (HPPS: 60), 'cause he kept
buyin' me drinks' (HPPS: 193), 'once he's got Hagrid drunk' (HPPS: 194) and 'I'll
never drink again' (HPPS: 219) were all left out in translation.
Where not completely deleted, these references are changed into other, more
acceptable actions. This could be considered a form of standardization.
(10) Mr. Oursley ... pecked Mrs. Oursley on the cheek (HPPS: 8)
(HPPS TT: 4) 4.JJ..u.. ~ 1!.4.J.J
BT. He patted his wife's cheek
(11) Harry watched Hagrid getting redder and redder in the face as he called
for more wine, finally kissing Professor McGonagall on the cheek who,
to Harry's amazement, giggled and blushed, her top hat lop-sided.
(HPPS: 150)
~.ll.J (J4J_fit..) o~~YI ~~ ... i1l1••..yl ;~t.. ~ \....J4. (~..»\A) (lj.J\A) ~U.J
(HPPS TT: 173) .~.uu ,.~ ~ C.JAoi~ \A.lAU
BT. Harry watched Hagrid sitting at the teachers' table, talking to
Professor McGonagall. To his amazement, he saw her laughing merrily
at something he said to her.
One could also include culture-specific events and celebrations under the
category of customs and practices. Several of these events take place in Harry Potter
and the Philosopher's Stone, some of which are quite familiar to Arab children,
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others are less familiar but not completely unknown. And some are totally
unfamiliar.
Christmas and Easter are public holidays in Syria. Some people celebrate them
too, but not as prominently as in western culture. Many people, including Muslims,
celebrate New Year's Day; therefore, these celebrations are quite familiar for the
Arab child. The translator uses the equivalent of 'Easter holidays' (HPPS: 167)
correctly as '~I *' (HPPS TT: 194), but for an unclear reason chooses to
transliterate 'Christmas' (HPPS: 143/147), although a valid equivalent exists ( *
.l~I). It could be that the translator, being Egyptian, is using the name 'Christmas'
as it is used in the colloquial dialect in Egypt, due to the exposure of Egypt to the
English language during the period of colonization. However, this does not justify
using a foreign or colloquial term when a serviceable Arabic equivalent is available.
On one occasion, however, a standardization of the name 'Christmas' is used,
providing a functional equivalent by replacing the term by its time of the year.
(12) '_ and you'll be in that cupboard from now until Christmas.' (HPPS: 23)
(HPPS TT: 21) "!fW1~4J ~ tily.ll c} ~I u_"" ..."
BT. I will hold you in that cupboard until the end of the year!
Halloween (HPPS: 45/126), on the other hand, is not an event that Arabs
celebrate. Yet many people, including children, might have an idea of what it is
through TV programs and movies. Al-Mawrid dictionary provides '~I ~ *'
('All Saints Day') as an equivalent, but it refers to the Christian feast of 1
November, the day after 'Halloween' in English. This translation is probably even
less familiar than the English name which is kept in transliteration in the Arabic
version: '~.."ltA' (HPPS TT: 49/145).
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The last event mentioned in the book, and which is quite unlikely to be
familiar to Arab children, or even adults probably, is 'Bonfire Night' (HPPS: 11), 5th
November. The translator tries explicitation here.
(13) Perhaps people have been celebrating Bonfire Night early - it's not until
next week, folks! (HPPS: 11)
(HPPS TT: 7) ..~.JUlIyW\'I Y~ ~I ~'i~ 'il I,$ola.} 4J\s .J
BT. Looks like it is one of those celebrations where fireworks are set off.
The translator here chooses to explicate one aspect of the event (how it is celebrated)
but not the other (when and why it is celebrated). As a result, the time reference is
lost. This time reference does, however, have its significance, as it indicates the day
Lord Voldemort was first defeated as well as Harry's approximate date of birth.
As for the treatment of games in the book, preservation seems to be the trend
whether the game is real or invented. For example, 'tenpin bowling' (HPPS: 77) is
translated as '._;..WI ~4.ll1 ~~', where 'bowling' is preserved in transliteration and
'tenpin' is given a literal translation. With the wizards' game 'Quidditch' (HPPS:
60) and the balls used in the game, 'Quaffle' and 'Bludger' (HPPS: 124),
transliteration is also used as '~' (HPPS TT: 67), 'Jil~' (HPPS TT: 142) and
'~.:.~' (HPPS TT: 143). One exception applies to the last ball called 'the Golden
Snitch' (HPPS: 125), where a transliteration of the name 'Snitch' along with an
added explanation '~~I •..fill' ('the golden ball') (HPPS TT: 144) is provided.
5.2.7. Flora and Fauna
One of the main animals that play an important role in the story is the owl. The
owl in Arabic culture is usually viewed as a bad omen in contrast to the
characteristic of wisdom attached to it in English. However, this does not seem to
appear in the translation at all. This is probably due to the changing perspective on
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the owl among the young Arabs particularly. Most Syrian children these days may
not recognize the association of the bad omen in the owl. Besides, they are exposed
to western TV programs where the owl plays the role of the teacher or the wise and
thoughtful character most of the time, which also plays a role in the change.
Interestingly enough, there seems to be a process of cultural standardization and
growing acceptance of western associations through the child's exposure to TV
programs and shows.
Another animal that is viewed in different, even contrasting, ways between
Arabic and English is the dog, as the dog in Arabic is seen either as a wild animal or
a trained guard rather than a pet. There are not as many breeds of dogs as are known
by English children and the names of the different breeds are not familiar for Arab
children. Therefore, the translator resorts to standardization when rendering the
'boarhound' (HPPS: 104) breed of Hagrid's dog 'Fang' as '~ yIS' ('big dog')
(HPPS TT: 119).
The most controversial animal dealt with in this translation is the pig. The pig
is probably the most despised animal in Arabic culture. It is connected to several
ugly characteristics like dirtiness and lack of honour. Pork is prohibited in Islam as
shown in section 5.2.5 above. On two occasions in the translation the translator uses
ideological adaptation when the pig is mentioned;
(14) A pink-faced girl with blonde pigtails stumbled out of line (HPPS: 89)
(HPPS TT: 101) W'- J;j \.A~ ,.1';": '~.JlI ~).J iUi u....J1 w.. ~_;a.
(15) Never mind that - pig snout, pig snout,' panted Harry (HPPS: 120)
(HPPS TT: 137)."~1 J;all r"l._;a. ... ~I J;all .."l._;a. .. (+J '1" :u.'J 1./.;1... JU
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In the first example the 'pigtails' are changed into a 'ponytail' even though it is used
metaphorically, and in the second the password 'pig snout' is changed into 'huge
elephant's trunk'.
There are a few examples, however, where the pig reference is preserved
including in the name of the pub 'Hog's Head' (HPPS: 193) translated literally as
' ...Hjli.ll (,)'11./ (HPPS TT: 224) and the following two examples;
(16) Harry often said that Dudley looked like a pig in a wig. (HPPS: 21)
(HPPS TT: 19) .~IJ ~ ~JJ4 ~ i..>.!~ ~ 4..i11.S.>:' tJJv. 1....1
(17) Then she changed her desk into a pig and back again. (HPPS: 100)
(HPPS TT: 114).. I.S~I.JA ~\.c.1 J ....>.!~ ~J ~ u1~ ~
As for plant names, most of the plants mentioned in the book do not seem to
create translation problems and are, therefore, preserved; e.g. 'oak, beech,
mahogany, maple, ebony' (HPPS: 63-5) which are used in the making of magic
wands. There are a few exceptions though as in the case of 'willow' which is
mistranslated as '~' ('hazel') and the typical British tree 'yew' which is deleted.
'Holly' appears twice, once (HPPS: 65) as a source of wood for magic wands, where
an attempt of explicitation is made. Here '~I ¥- .~' (HPPS TT: 74), which
literally means 'Christmas tree', is given as a translation. The translator does not use
the scientific name of the plant and probably bases the translation on the role of
'holly' as Christmas decorations. This very point is missed when 'holly' is
mentioned again in Example 18 where standardization is used for both 'holly' and
'mistletoe' .
(18) 'Festoons of holly and mistletoe hung all around the walls' (HPPS: 144).
(HPPS TT: 167}la.i1_,:aJ1J~ J.".jll J ~I tJ.J .;..~_,l.....J1 ~jll J4:.. ~ ~ J
BT. Festoons made of tree branches and flowers hung all around the
walls.
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5.2.S. Weights and Measures
When dealing with the translation of currency units in the Philosopher's Stone, the
translator does not seem to have a clear strategy, as she applies different procedures
for different cases. Preservation is used with the names of magical currency units,
which are also neologisms or words borrowed from other domains: 'Galleons'
(HPPS: 59), 'Sickles' (HPPS: 56) and 'Knuts' (HPPS: 50) were all transliterated as
'w~' (HPPS TT: 66), '~' (HPPS TT: 62) and '~\j_,i' (HPPS TT: 54)
respectively. It is worth noting here that the transliteration of the plural 'Knuts' uses
the affix '~I' (at), following the standard Arabic rule for pluralizing foreign nouns.
Standardization and naturalization are both attempted in the translation of real
currency units, as the 'pound' and 'pence' in the following examples:
(19) He didn't have to know how many Galleons there were to a pound to
know that he was holding more money than he'd had in his whole life-
(HPPS: 59)
~ t- pi ~ ~I .lpl wiU.H ~I J w~1 U:H u...J1 J,) yW ~~ ~ r1
(HPPS TT: 66) ~1.;a. JI_,J.
In this example, 'pound' is translated as '~', which is an accurate rendering of the
term, but which is also slightly generic as it does not specify which pound it is; i.e. it
does not state that it is a sterling pound. In this case, and for Syrian children, the
example could be considered a case of standardization as '~' is a currency used in
several countries. However, for Egyptian readers this would be a case of
naturalization as the '~' is actually the local currency of Egypt.
(20) Sellotaped to the note was a fifty pence piece ....
Ron was fascinated by the fifty pence.
"Weird!" he said. "What a shape! This is money?" (HPPS: 147)
IU.J:' . ,.LJ:.ld.i~u..... .11. '! .r.• J' W.,.- "t"""':I" ..r- j'~ ~ .J •••
(HPPS TT: 170)."f.l_,il.~ ~ !i~ ~ ~" :Jti J ..>1+.U4 .lp,~} (WJ..»Ji.l
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In this case the 'fifty pence' is naturalized into 'U.J w.,.-a.' ('fifty qirsh'). The unit
'JM.J' is used in several Arab countries to refer to a hundredth of the main currency.
However, most of the 'JM.J w.,.-a.' ('fifty qirsh') coins do not have a particularly
special shape. Thus, the surprise at the strange shape that follows will not be
associated with the heptagonal shape of the 'fifty pence'. It could be justified though
by the fact that Ron comes from a wizard family and does not know much about the
'Muggle' world.
Inconsistency also marks the treatment of non-metric measures in Arabic.
Preservation, in the form of literal translation, is used in some of the cases here.
Although the names of the measurement units have linguistic equivalents in Arabic,
they are not commonly used, so children will not be able to realize the size properly.
Thus, the use of't.._H' (HPPS TT: 71), and '~' (HPPS TT: 127) as equivalents of
'inch' (HPPS: 63), and 'foot' (HPPS: 111), though accurate, will not make much
sense especially for children. On one occasion, when Harry Potter was trying to
catch the Remembrall after Malfoy threw it high into the air, the action goes;
(21) "- a foot from the ground he caught it, just in time to pull his broom
straight" (HPPS: 111).
(HPPS TT: 127) "\.e.} ~I ~I.J~ ~}il ~ wi J+i i'
The translator resorts to naturalization and replaces 'foot' by 'meter'. The result is a
little unfortunate though, as in this particular example a correct realization of the
distance is important for the understanding of the dramatic move. The 'foot'
distance from the ground here plays a role in creating suspense. Changing it into a
'meter' is easier to visualize for Arab children; yet, it does not give the accurate
sense, as the meter is at least three times the foot. The idea is that Harry Potter
almost crashed into the ground. Changing the 'foot' into 'half a meter' would have
probably created a closer effect.
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Still discussing the same event, however, Professor McGonagall describes
what happened as;
(22) He caught that thing in his hand after a fifty-foot dive... Didn't even
scratch himself." (HPPS: 113)
The Arabic translator decides to keep the 'foot' here as 'U ~ Ut...-, (HPPS TT:
129). She could have given the approximate equivalent in meters (15 meters), thus
keeping the figure round and easier to estimate for the Arab child.
On one occasion, 'ounce' is rendered as 'J.J. . lwhich is the equivalent of a
'pound' weight rather than 'ounce'. Thus an inaccurate measure is given, even
though children might not notice it as they would probably not know the difference
between a pound and an ounce anyway.
(23) A plump woman ... saying, 'Dragon's liver, sixteen Sickles an ounce,
they're mad...' (HPPS: 56)
(HPPS TT: 62) "'~ ~.~ ~ ~~, lfS. J.J.J" :Jji:i ...~ .1.>")
5.3. Names
The category of names covers personal names, nicknames and titles, in addition to
names of pets, animals, and objects and toponyms. The procedures proposed by
Coillie (2006) that were discussed in Chapter 4.2.3 will form the guide for
investigating the way names in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone are
handled in the Arabic translation.
Table 5.8 below represents the frequency of the six types of names against the
procedures for dealing with names mentioned above.
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fj til
h j [ til ~fj caJ ~.~ ';:I gZ ~ ~ Eo-
Non-translation 0
Non-translation+ additional 4 3 7explanation
Replacementby a commonnoun 1 3 1 S
morphologicaladaptation 110 17 11 2 140
Replacementby a counterpart 0
Replacementby a morewidely 0knownname
substitution 5 1 6
Translation 6 1 4 4 2 17
Replacementby a namewith 0anotheror additionalconnotation
Deletion 1 1
Total 120 6 7 27 11 S 176
Table S.8 Frequency of names and translation procedures inHPPS
5.3.1. Personal names, nicknames and titles
As Table 5.8 shows, 120 personal names appear in Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone alone. Virtually all of these names play more than the
identifying role as was explained in Chapter four. Extra associations, like literary
and mythological references, can be found in many of them. In addition, the element
of wordplay that was discussed in section 4.3 is inseparable from the category of
names as many examples showed in 4.3 and 4.4. Such extra associations always
create a difficulty for the translator, but if no effort is made to transfer or recreate
them in the target there will be considerable functional loss. The six functions
discussed in 4.4 - creating a parallel world, providing efficient characterization,
aiding the memory of the readers, efficient plot development, providing smart
allusions that intrigue both adults and young readers, and the creation of humour -
will be seriously affected.
In the Arabic translation of the Philosopher's Stone, the function of the vast
majority of personal names is limited to mere identification of the characters as the
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most frequently used procedure is Coillie's 'morphological adaptation' (4.3.2) or
transliteration. All names that are transliterated are placed in parentheses to highlight
their foreignness according to the general practice in Arabic translation. A few
examples are given in Table 5.9. Full list available in Appendix 1.
P. English P. Arabic
10 Jim McGuffin 7 UJi.fi.L. ~
12 Albus Dumbledore 9 ').J~.l U"411
13 Didalus Diggle 10 ~ U"",ll.l;.l
16 Sirius Black 14 ~~U"~~
40 Rubeus Hagrid 42 ~lA U"~.J')
43 Minerva McGonagall 45 JI.;.J.fi.L. ti~
51 Cornelius Fudge 56 ~ .l_,i U"."N.).fi.
90 Neville Longbottom 103 rl~)J;i;l
94 Madam Hooch 108 ~.JA rl.l.e
99 Argus Filch 113 ~ 1J'I4'o.;l
Table 5.9 Transliterated names from HPPS
For the Arabic reader, it would be very difficult to recognize that 'McGuffin'
and 'McGonagall' are typical Scottish names, or that' Albus Dumbledore's' first
name is Latin for 'white' and family name is old English for 'bumblebee'v. The
Arab child will not appreciate the humour in using 'Fudge' or 'Longbottom' as
family names and will not associate 'Minerva' with the Roman goddess of wisdom
and war or 'Argus' with the Greek hundred-eyed mythological guard>, It is, of
course, clear that many of these associations might not be understood by the source
child reader either, but, as we noted in the Introduction, the books are also popular
among adults and are read on different levels. In this case, probably not even the
Arab adult will be able to catch most of the mentioned connotations. Even the
38 http://www.angelfire.com/mi3/cookaramalnamemean.html#staff
39 ibid
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alliteration preserved in transliterated names like 'Didalus Diggle' and 'Minerva
McGonagall' may not be appreciated because alliteration is not one of the rhetorical
devices commonly used in Arabic.
In some cases, a slight modification of the name is applied to conform to the
Arabic tradition, like rearranging the order of family name-first name in the list of
class register read out by Professor McGonagall at the beginning of the year. Thus,
'Abbott, Hanna', 'Bones, Susan' and 'Boot, Terry' (HPPS: 89) become '~~I UtA',
'j.i.Jo/w1j_,....' and '~~t.iJi3' (HPPS TT: 102).
CoilIie's second method (4.3.2), where an additional explanation is provided
alongside the transliterated name, is also used occasionally as the frequency table
shows. For example, the word "jwll' ('family') is added to the transliteration of 'the
Dursleys' (HPPS: 7), 'the Bones', 'the McKinnons', and 'the Prewetts' (ibid: 45).
With names that contain an epithet (see 4.3.2), a translation is provided for the
descriptive part, while the name is transliterated. For example, 'Emeric the Evil'
(HPPS: 99) becomes '~_;..:JI ~>-I' (HPPS TT: 114) and 'Uric the Oddball' (HPPS:
99) becomes '~I ~..;I' (HPPS TT: 114. Likewise, 'The Bloody Baron' (HPPS:
93) and 'The Fat Friar' (ibid: 87) are translated as \,..I.lll w.J.)41I' (HPPS TT: 106),
and '~I .)Y..)' (ibid: 99) where 'Baron' and 'Friar' are treated as proper names and
transliterated. Only 'The Fat Lady' (HPPS: 115) is given a full translation "~I
~¥I' (HPPS TT: 132).
A few cases of incorrect transliteration appear: the first name of 'Hermione
Granger' (HPPS: 79) is transliterated as '.»ll~ w.»-JA' ('Hermion Granger') (HPPS
TT: 90) throughout the book. Interestingly enough, though, the correct
pronunciation is provided on one occasion and without the use of brackets, '~L..)A'
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(Hennaini) (HPPS TT: 235). One transliteration also creates a case of unintended
substitution. 'Fred' (HPPS: 70) is transliterated as '.liJi' (HPPS TT: 79) which,
without the use of any diacritics, would normally be pronounced in Arabic as Farid,
a common Arabic name.
The translator seems to put more effort into recreating nicknames. 'Nearly
Headless Nick' (HPPS: 92), the ghost who was inappropriately beheaded and whose
head is still connected to his neck by a piece of skin, is given a literal translation
except for the 'Nick' part which is transliterated '1J'l1)I t_,J- ~ ~' (HPPS TT:
105).
Some terms of endearment also appear in the book especially when the
Dursleys refer to their son Dudley. His mother calls him 'Popkins' (HPPS: 21),
'sweetums' (ibid), 'Dinky Duddydums' (ibid: 22) and 'Icke Dudleykins' (ibid: 29),
and his father calls him 'Little tyke' and 'Atta boy' (ibid: 21). These affectionate
names are completely changed in Arabic, however, into functionally equivalent
diminutive forms which also preserve the humorous effect of the original. ',,~jt;.'
('darling'), \,r.:!+=,-' ('sweetie') (HPPS TT: 19), '~~ .. ~_,.. .. ~' ('dudli .. mudli ..
budli') (HPPS TT: 21), 't"s.fi .. ~IJ .. ~J ~jall ltJrl' ('her dear son dudli .. dadli ..
kuki') (HPPS TT: 29) are the names used by Aunt Petunia. While '~ ~ .\Ii
('little naughty boy') (HPPS TT: 19) is given for 'little tyke', 'Atta boy' is deleted.
As for titles, the English 'Mr.' and 'Mrs.' are translated throughout as '~'
and '.~'. 'Madam' is however, treated inconsistently, transliterated in 'Madam
Pomfry' (HPPS: 14) and 'Madam Hooch' (ibid: 94), but translated in 'Madam
Pince' (ibid: 146) as '~ .~I' (HPPS TT: 168). 'Professor' is also translated as
'~u...,I' ('teacher') which loses part of the eliteness associated with the boarding
school system. 'Sir' in 'Sir Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington' (HPPS: 92), the real
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name of 'Nearly Headless Nick', is transliterated with the whole name as ' .»"
~ t.jJ 1J'l'i.fo.) w~.)~' (HPPS TT: 105). As for invented titles from the magical
world, several techniques are used as in Example 24 where there is literal
translation, substitution and deletion.
(24) Order of Merlin, First Class, Grand Sore., Chf. Warlock, Supreme
Mugwump, International Confed. of Wizards' (HPPS: 42)
J ~~ ~ YI ~I ~.) ".,lUJI ya.t... _;I.YI ~t..J1 ,~» ~4
.y:wJl ~~I uWl (HPPS TT: 45)
BT. Merlin's Group, the greatest sorcerer, His Excellency, chief of the
high council for warlocks and international confederation of wizards.
The neologistic title Rowling creates for non-members of the magical world,
'Muggles' also falls into this category. On its first appearance, Uncle Vernon sees
groups of wizards in the street celebrating;
(25) 'Even Muggles like yourself should be celebrating this happy, happy
day!'
(26) He also thought he had been called a Muggle, whatever that was. (HPPS:
10)
"!I~ .J~ ..~I r.,,;lll~ I~ wi ~ .. t..WI ~I r:ul~ J"
(Hajar Al-Failasuf 6) ..t..WI w-- ~~ ~J
The term 'Muggle' is replaced by a common noun 't..WI' meaning ('the commons').
This replacement obviously loses the suggested 'foolishness and lovability'40
connotations of the term as well as its unfamiliarity.
5.3.2. Names of magical animals, pets and objects
Names of pets and magical animals received similar treatment (transliteration) to
most personal names, as Table 5.10 shows.
40JK Rowling's World Book Day Chat, March 4,2004. (online)
http://www.accio-quote.orglarticlesl2004/0304-wbd.htm
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Some of these names work ironically, like the name of the three-headed
monster dog 'Fluffy' and the name of Hagrid's rather cowardly boarhound 'Fang'.
'Mrs. Norris' is a literary reference to the character of the same name in Jane
Austen's Mansfield Park which is described as a 'busybody, always into everyone's
business and trying to run things the way she wants to, even though she's not really
in a position of power'<. 'Mrs. Norris', the cat, shares these characteristics with
Jane Austin's character as well. These lost associations may not be understood by
many child readers of English origin either, but again the ST here can clearly be read
on more levels than the TT.
P. English P. Arabic
22 Tibbles 20 ~
Snowy r.jiw
MrPaws lJIl.j4~'
Tufty ~jJ
67 Hedwig 76 ~
75 Scabbers 86 J..>i'$-
84 Trevor 96 J~_JJ
99 Mrs. Norris 113 IJ'Io:IJ~o~'
104 Fang, boarhound 119 ~..,.JS~li
141 Fluffy 163 ~
167 Norbert the Norwegian 194 ~.J.;.il' ~I ~.Ju~
Ridgeback
Table 5.10 Names of animals and magical creatures in HPPS
Some objects in the book have given names. Named objects include Harry's
broom 'Nimbus Two Thousand' (HPPS: 56), the school train 'Hogwarts Express'
(ibid: 71), and 'The mirror of Erised' (ibid: 143) which all received a combination of
techniques in translation. In the first '2000 1JIl~~' (HPPS TT: 62), 'Nimbus' is
transliterated and 'two thousand' written as a number plus an added explanation
('broom'). In the second, 'Hogwarts' is transliterated and 'express' translated with
addition as 'express train'. In the third 'mirror' is translated and 'Erised'
41 http://www.mugglenet.comlbookslname_origins_characters.shtml.
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transliterated, losing the wordplay (anagram) (see 3.4.3), probably unnoticed by the
translator as it is easy to reproduce. Other names are completely translated like 'The
Daily Prophet' (HPPS: 51) as '~.J:!ll tr.IW1' (HPPS TT: 56), and on one occasion, the
name is replaced by a common noun, 'The Great Humberto's on' (HPPS: 36) is
translated as '~WI ~ tl~ J..;..WI~Uy.' ('My favourite program is on this
evening') (HPPS TT: 38), which is a case of standardization.
5.3.3. Toponyms
Transliteration is also the most frequently used procedure in the treatment of place
names. In Example 27 the weatherman reports that;
(27) ''viewers as far apart as Kent, Yorkshire and Dundee have been phoning
in ... " (HPPS: 10)
J (.>.IUS)"",) J (~) ~.~ ~t...I0-- ~_,i;l:i.ll ~W\S..JI 0-- ~I ~J"
(HPPS TT: 7) "(,,~~)
BT: I received a lot of phone calls from far away places like Kent,
Yorkshire and Dundee.
The names of the cities are retained in translation. However, the names are not
important in themselves, rather the suggestion is that people from all over the
country have witnessed the events. The Arabic translator keeps the areas' names but
fails to keep the suggestion above. In her attempt she even creates a different effect
from the one desired. Instead of using the adjective '.~' ('far away') the translator
could have used '.,lC.~' ('far apart'), thus keeping the effect. She could have also
added some reference to the locations of these cities in the UK, which will help the
Arab child understand it further.
'Bristol' (HPPS: 16) also appears in Hagrid's dialogue with Professor
Dumbledore. 'He fell asleep as we was flyin' over Bristol'. The Arabic also keeps
the name of the city transliterated without any added explanation' J f_,lll"" Jfol ~
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(J.fo.a:!y,) J_,i ~ WaJ' (HPPS TT: 14).An Arab child would not be expected to know
immediately that 'Bristol' is the name of a city. Therefore, the addition of the word
'ti;~' ('city') would also be helpful. Such explanatory additions are used
occasionally (only three times) with transliterated place names. For example, the
name of the street where Harry Potter lives with his aunt and uncle 'Privet Drive'
(HPPS: 7) is translated as '(u;'.J.l ~) t.;u' (HPPS TT: 3) adding ('street') to the
name. However, this explanation is not enough to transfer its associations. A Drive
has the connotation of middle-class suburbia associated with boring 'respectability',
while Privet is 'a very common shrub planted as hedges in suburbia, and those with
privet hedges are said to conform to the suburban identity'. Privets are characterized
as 'boring and unimaginative'. These connotations are part of the characterization in
the book, as they give some insight to the image of the people living in this place.
Other examples of added explanation include 'King's Cross' (HPPS: 66)
translated as '(iJ'lJ..f. ~) U:.a...' ('Kings Cross station') (HPPS TT: 75).
Some toponyms received different treatments on different occasions. For
example, 'Smeltings' (HPPS: 28), the name of the school Dudley is sent to, is first
transliterated \)"? \4i~."" (HPPS TT: 28), then replaced by a common noun with
added explanation of its connotations 'It-J ~ ~, V')' ~.;.l.J1' ('the prestigious
school he will be attending') (ibid: 29). Replacement by a common noun was also
used with 'Blackpool pier' (HPPS: 93) which was replaced by '~4-J' rL-.l..i..' ('the
swimming pool springboard') (HPPS TT: 107) removing any association with the
city of Blackpool and the connotations of cheap and traditional working-class
seaside holidays.
A few place names are translated, e.g. 'The Leaky Cauldron' (HPPS: 53) as
'~')I J,:,...,>JI'(HPPS TT: 59), 'the Forbidden Forest' (HPPS: 165) as 't..~1 ~WI'
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(HPPS TT: 206) and 'The Hog's Head' (HPPS: 193) as '.):!JliJI (,)'II,;' (HPPS TT:
224).
5.4. Word-play
Obviously, most of the wordplay in the book is employed in the names (see 4.3
above), and most of it is lost in the transliteration of these names. However, there
are some cases of wordplay outside names. In example 28 below a pun is used;
(28) The owls are nothing to the rumours that are flying around. (HPPS: 14)
(HPPS TT: 11) ..):!\.b:i:it....;1 ~WL!JI •• r.",.ll ~ c,;ll '*.,,11 ~ r~I .;,,;J. w)
BT. The owls are not the only things flying today, rumours are also flying
around.
The pun on the verb 'flying' is recreated successfully in the Arabic translation.
Although the Arabic translation does not use a one-word pun, the repetition of the
two similar (but not identical) verbs of '~' and '.):!\.b:i:i' creates an aesthetic effect
similar to the original. This conforms to Delabastita's (1996) fourth procedure of
translating pun; 'pun --+ related rhetorical device', discussed in 4.3.3.3.
Another example of successful recreation of rhetorical devices appears in the
translation of the rhyme that Ron believed to be a real spell, but was only a joke by
his brothers.
(29) 'Sunshine, daisies, butter mellow,
Turn this stupid, fat rat yellow' (HPPS: 79)
~). '~j l:I~.".., l:I~ l:I"
(HPPS TT: 90) "~I ,).ill .~ .;I.;&-~I ~) 1.,,1~
BT. Oh sun, iris, soft butter
Change to yellow, this stupid mouse.
Although some of the words and their order are slightly changed, the rhyme is
preserved and so is the humorous effect of the joke.
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The translator was not always so successful, however. For example, the joke
about the difference between 'stalagmites' and 'stalactites' made by Hagrid who
tells Harry that 'Stalagmite's got an "m" in it' (HPPS: 58). The whole passage is
avoided, as 'stalagmites' and 'stalactites' are translated as ' ~ u.-.,.,.. .J Ui...J1 ~ ~,lj
.)_p......J1 ~ ~~ ~I ,JA}il' (strange rock formation hung from the ceiling and came
out of the floor) (HPPS TT: 64) and the question asked by Harry about the
difference between them is deleted along with Hagrid's answer. However,
'stalagmites' and 'stalactites' also have parallel names in Arabic '~I_""" (Sawa'id)
(derived from 'going up') and '~I.JA' (HawabiO (derived from 'going down'). Thus,
a similar joke might be made using this parallelism. This corresponds to
Delabastita's (1996) fourth procedure 'pun-» 0' in 4.3.3.4.
Another example of wordplay that could easily be recreated, but was not, is the
anagram in the name of the mirror of'Erised' mentioned in 5.3.2 above, and also the
sentence written on the frame of the mirror; 'Erised stra ehru oyt ube cafru oyt on
wohsi' (HPPS: 152) which gives the impression of a foreign language, but really is
'I show not your face but your heart's desire' spelled backwards. The translator,
most probably, did not realise this as it is easy to reproduce in Arabic, and only
provided a transliteration as in the name of the mirror itself. These two cases are
examples of Delabastita's (1996) second procedure 'pun-+ non-pun' in 4.3.3.2.
s.s. Summary
This chapter presented the analysis of cultural references, names and wordplay in
the translation of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone into Arabic. It analysed
the different translation procedures applied by the translator when dealing with each
set of cultural references looking at trends of the frequency of use of each procedure.
As the analysis shows, the most prominent trends in the translation are: (i) The
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frequent use of preservation of cultural references in general as shown in the
frequency Table 5.1. (ii) Standardization, ideological adaptation and deletion come
in second, third and forth places respectively in the frequency of use. (iii)
Explicitation and naturalization are used less frequently, while examples of
compensation and cultural transplantation are virtually absent. (iv) With the
treatment of names, morphological adaptation appears to be the overwhelming
procedure applied mainly to personal names, names of animals and toponyms as
seen in Table 5.8. (v) A few attempts at the recreation of wordplay outside names
appear. However, most cases of wordplay are exploited in the names and are
accordingly lost in the frequent application of morphological adaptation of names.
These trends will be further discussed in Chapter eight (8.2).
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Chapter6
Analysis of Harry Potter and the Goblet 0/ Fire
6.1. Introduction
This chapter provides the analysis of cultural references, names and wordplay in
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire published in 2000 in Great Britain by
Bloomsbury Publishing and translated into Arabic by Ahmad Hasan Muhammad.
The Arabic version is again published by Nahdet Misr publishing group in Egypt.
The translator is also Egyptian. The model of analysis established in Chapter five
will be applied again in this chapter. The cultural categories established in 5.2 are
used here in addition to the categories of names and wordplay. A different issue also
arises in this book on the macro-level. That is, the translation is an abridgement of
the original. Extensive, unexplained deletions are applied in translation.
6.2. Abridgment
The translation of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire is abridged, and in this case it
is a 'hidden abridgment', as Gote Klingberg (1986: 73) terms it, as there is no
reference by the translator or the TT publisher to its being an abridgment. As was
mentioned in 2.5.5, Klingberg (ibid) considers a hidden abridgment to be a case of
'falsification, especially when the source text is a work of high literary quality' as
well as a 'serious translation problem'.
Klingberg devises two methods for discovering a hidden abridgment. The first
method is to estimate the number of words in the source and target text, and then
calculate the percentage of words retained in the target, taking into consideration the
difference in the number of words needed by different languages to convey the same
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idea. For a rough estimation of the number of words in the text, words in a sample of
twenty pages are counted and the average number of words per page multiplied by
the number of pages. This method, however, fails to take into account the style of
the translator, which may be circumlocutory, and systemic differences between the
languages which may affect word count. If this is the case, raw word count will not
reveal a significant percentage of reduction. To avoid such issues, Klingberg's
second method proposes randomly choosing 200 sentences from the source and
looking at their treatment in the target. The aim is on the one hand to estimate the
number of complete, shortened and deleted sentences and, on the other hand, to
calculate the number of words in the target sentences as a percentage of their
number in the source. This method, however, runs the risk of overlooking places
where whole sections or even chapters might be omitted. Therefore, its applicability
is limited to small scale deletions.
In the translation of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, a page by page
manual analysis of the cultural references was performed on the whole book.
However, due to the size of the book, and for the purpose of calculating abridgment
the first six chapters are reported as a sample, whereby a detailed analysis of the
cases of abridgment is performed providing the number of sentences and words in
the original and the number of words deleted or changed in translationv. It is worth
noting that deletions are generally focused on scenes rather than the odd word here
and there. For full details refer to Appendix 2.
42 The change here does not include cultural references discussed in the rest of the chapter. Care has
been taken during the manual analysis of the whole book to look for drastic abridgments (whole
chapters or pages).
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The official word count for the ST of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire is
190,63743• In the absence of a word-countable electronic version of the Arabic
translation+', my estimate for the number of words in Ka 'su AI-Nor is 117, 1244s•
A calculation of the percentage of the word count of the TT compared to that
of the ST shows that the TT total is only 61.44% of the number of words in the ST.
However, consideration should be given to general differences between Arabic and
English in sentence length. A machine assisted corpora study46 shows that the
average sentence length for Arabic is about 25 percent shorter than that for English.
However, the data used for this study covers journalistic material only. Therefore, it
may not be totally accurate for literary texts. In addition, as Klingberg (1986: 76)
notes, the translator's style, which could be circumlocutory, should also be taken into
consideration. Thus, in order to estimate the difference between Arabic and English
in the number of words needed to convey the same meaning in the text under study,
a sample of fifty sentences that are complete in translation is used. The number of
words in the original and translation are counted, and the difference calculated by
subtraction. The fifty sentences are divided into groups of tens in order to obtain an
average. The process is illustrated in Table 6.1 below'";
43 http://www.hp-lexicon.org!aboutlbookslg£'book_gf.html
44 The version available online <http://abooks.tipsclub.comlindex.php?act=view&id=1918> is
scanned as images, which does not enable automatic word-count.
45 This was calculated by counting the words in the first chapter (2839), dividing this number by the
number of pages (16) to get the average number of words per page (178). The average number of
words per page (178) is then multiplied by the total number of pages of the book (658) to get the
estimate total number of words (117,124).
46 Badr, Ibrahim, Rabih Zbib and James Glass. 2009. "Syntactic Phrase Reordering for English-to-
Arabic Statistical MachineTranslation". Massachusetts Institute of Technology: USA.
http://www.mt-archive.infoIEACL-2009-Badr.pdf
47 It is important to note that the calculation of the difference in sentence length is inevitably rough as
there is a considerable difference between our calculations and the machine study of journalistic
texts. A similar study on literary texts would have been more helpful.
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Sentences complete in Number of words Number of words Difference Percentage
translation (sample) English ST Arabic TT
First 10 258 245 -13 -5%
Second 10 232 202 -30 -12%
Third 10 213 187 -26 -12%
Fourth 10 175 144 -31 -17%
Fifth 10 131 117 -14 -10%
Total of 50 1009 895 -114 -11%
Table 6.1 Difference innumber of words used by English and Arable in
50 complete sentences from Goblet of Fire
The sample of fifty sentences shows that the Arabic translator uses
approximately 11 percent fewer words than in the original. Taking this into
consideration, the estimated number of words in the Arabic translation should be
increased by 11 percent of the ST word count - that is 20,970. Thus, the corrected
word count of the TT becomes 117,124 + 20,970 = 138,094. Accordingly, the
percentage of the TT word count to that of the ST rises to 72.43% from 61.44%.
Further illustration provided in Table 6.2.
Number of Number of Total number Words of target text as
words on a page pages of words a percentage of words
(average) in source text
Goblet of Fire 190,637
Ka 'su AI-Nor 178 658 117,124 61.44 %
Corrected for 136,187 72.43 %
sentence length
difference
Table 6.2 Percentage of words retained in the Arabic translation of Goblet
of Fire
The calculations, although approximate, suggest that about a quarter of the
book was deleted in translation. Such large scale omission will inevitably have its
consequences on the target text. The effects encountered here will be further
investigated in the analysis of cultural references in the translation.
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6.3. Cultural References in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
Like Table 5.1 presented at the beginning of Chapter five, Table 6.3 below presents
the frequency of each type of cultural reference and the translation procedures
applied to each in the whole book.
5 s 8 'j5 8 :~ :~ 'j '5 8·i 'j ]iJ 'u I 1 5 ! '~'j;a_ '13 at lI< ~ "Ei !'-"l til Z :9< Ufo-
Literary References 2 2
Foreign Language 23 1 4 28in the Source text
Mythology and Popular 5 6 8 20Belief
Buildings Furniture 6 1 20 2 13 3 51objects and Clothing
Food 7 1 33 34 6 81
Customs and Games 6 1 8 1 7 2 25
Flora and Fauna 1 5 7 14
Weights and measures 12 3 4 19
Total 60 3 78 3 77 0 11 0
Table 6.3 Frequency of cultural references and translation procedures in
HPGF
6.3.t. Literary references
As was stated in 5.2.1 of the previous chapter, literary references discussed in this
category do not include those exploited in names and wordplay. Some references to
songs and newspapers appear in the Goblet of Fire.
For example, uncle Vernon reads the Daily Mail in the morning (HPGF: 29),
the name of the newspaper is standardized in translation as 'C4-l1 i.l.:l»' ('the
morning newspaper') (HPGF TT: 31). However, the name of the Christmas carol
'Oh Come, All Ye Faithful' (HPGF: 344), which was sung by the bewitched empty
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suits of armour in Hogwarts on Christmas Eve, is deleted. The whole scene is in fact
condensed and the singing armour is replaced by Christmas trees singing carols.
6.3.2 Foreign language in the source text
Foreign languages are mostly employed in the formation of spells. Although Latin
words form the basis for the majority of the spells in the Goblet of Fire, a few other
languages are also used here. For example, the killing curse 'Avada Kedavra'
(HPGF: 190) is Ancient Aramaic for 'let the thing be destroyed'r". The majority of
spells in the Goblet of Fire are transliterated in the Arabic translation. Some
examples are provided in table 6.4 below, which also includes the meaning of the
spells (full list in appendix 2).
p. English p. Arabic Use Etymology49
64 Accio 70 ~I summoning Latin for "I call" or "I
charm summon"
72 Obliviate! 82 ~."I memory form Latin 'ob/Mum'
modifyingcharm meaning"forgetfulness"
121 Prior Incantato! 133 .J~ Reveals last Latinprior meaning
1.JoI~' spell performed "former" and Latin incanto
bya wand meaning ''to enchant"
262 Fumunculus! 290 (")IA).,,p. jJ.".) curse that causes Latinforunculus originally
boils to appear meaning"petty thief' but
later used to mean"boil" in
English
Table 6.4 Transliterated spells from HPGF
Some of the names are quite difficult to pronounce in Arabic, like the last two in the
table.
A few spells were deleted in translation, like 'Rennervate!' (HPGF: 120),
'Relashio!' (ibid: 430), 'Expelliarmus!' (ibid: 548) and the incantation for the
48 Harry PotterWild. [online] [accessed01/07/2001]
<http://harrypotter.wikia.comlwikiIKilling_Curse>
49 List of spells in HarryPotter [online] [accessed01/07/2011]
<http://en.wikipedia.orglwikilList_of_spells_in_Harry_Potter>
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'Imperius curse' 'Imperio!' (ibid: 188), whereas its description is preserved ,.~
rWl1' (HPGF TT: 208)
One spell that appears in this book is an ordinary English phrase 'Point Me'
(HPGF: 540), which is used to make the wand act as a compass. This was translated
literally as '~~.;I' (HPGF TT: 569).
One occasion where a foreign language is used outside spells is when Hagrid
tries to impress Madame Maxime, the head teacher of the French school, by trying
to speak in French. He greets her saying 'Bong-sewer' (HPGF: 285), a play on
'bonsoir'. This was standardized in Arabic as '~J ~.;i i}.w:.' ('a weak French
phrase') (HPGF TT: 318), thus losing the wordplay and humorous effect of the
original.
6.3.3. References to mythology and popular belief
As mentioned in the section 5.2.3 of previous chapter, mythological and folkloric
creatures are used extensively by Rowling. Some of the mythological creatures'
names are preserved in translation like 'Goblin' (HPGF: 90) as '11.;.,1-1 f':}' (HPGF
TT: 171) and 'Werewolves' (HPGF: 532) as '~~I y~I' (HPGF TT: 561).
'Unicorn' (HPGF: 270/379), which was given a literal translation in the first book
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, is given the same translation again in this
book; \).;1I~.J ut-' (HPGF TT: 302/422)
However, 'poltergeist', which was translated as ' .):I.,>.!. ~' in The
Philosopher's Stone (110), is standardized into a more general term as 'C~I ~I
t.....;.l.JI' ('one of the school's ghosts') (HPGF TT: 171). Standardization is also
applied with the reference to the Irish Folkloric 'Leprechaun gold' (HPGF: 152).
This is changed into simply '~.J-"~' ('magical coins') (HPGF TT: 511), since
all previous references to the 'leprechauns' had been deleted. Whole scenes of the
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leprechauns' cheering act during the 'Quidditch World Cup' final between Ireland
and Bulgaria were left out in translation as part of the abridgment discussed above.
Deletion was also the technique used with 'gnomes' (HPGF: 60), 'vampire'
(ibid: 113) and 'Sphinx' (ibid: 546). It is ironic though that, although the translation
was commissioned in Egypt and performed by Egyptian translators, the translator
chooses to delete the name of one of the most popular Egyptian mythological
creatures while keeping its description. Although the description is incomplete,
children will be able to identify this creature, which has a name in Arabic 'J."..II ~I'.
(1) It was a sphinx. It had the body of an overlarge lion; great clawed paws,
and a long yellowish tail ending in a brown tuft. Its head, however, was
that of a woman. (HPGF: 546)
(HPGF TT: 575) .il..>-I V'JI,) ~ ~ .l.wI1.w:p. wlS .lil
BT. It was the body ofa giant lion with a woman's head.
One case of mistranslation also appears in this category and involves 'Goblin',
which was elsewhere translated using a standard equivalent, as mentioned above. In
this example 'the Goblin Liaison Office' (HPGF: 79) is translated as ' ~ti~ y:iS...
~» ti;.,w' ('the City of Goblin Liaison Office') (HPGF TT: 89), perhaps a
confusion between Goblin and Dublin.
6.3.4 BuDdings and home furnishing, objects and clothes
Under the category of buildings, a reference to 'cathedrals' is made in the
description of the size of the stadium for the 'Quidditch World Cup'. The reference
was removed and replaced by a functional standardization;
(2) he could tell that ten cathedrals would fit comfortably inside. (HPGF: 87)
(HPGF TT: 97) .~Wl~ ~;JI l.w ~ wlS
BT. He knew well that it was a gigantic stadium.
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As for items of furniture, similar to what was observed in the Philosopher's
Stone translation, the 'four-poster' (HPGF: 169) is also standardized as 'Jd.)M'
('bed') (HPGF TT: 186). 'Grandfather clock' (HPGF: 135) again creates translation
problem. This time it is rendered incorrectly as 'IA~ rJc. 4ZJJ ~I ~t...JI' ('the clock
she inherited from her grandfather') (HPGF TT: 150).
Some household objects are also standardized, like the 'tea-cosy' (HPGF: 328)
Dobby, the house elf, wears for a hat, translated as '~' ('hat') (HPGF TT: 364),
and the 'hipflask' (HPGF: 163) Professor Moody uses for his drinks, which is
changed to '~4-j' ('bottle') (HPGF TT: 128). The second case could be
ideologically motivated because the object is related to alcoholic drinks.
Example 3 is possibly a case of ideological adaptation. The word
'chamberpots' is changed, when Professor Dumbledore explains how he discovered
a room he did not know about in the Hogwarts castle and which later disappeared;
(3) I took the wrong turning on the way to the bathroom and found myself in
a beautifully proportioned room... , containing a really rather magnificent
collection of chamberpots ... Or it may only appear ... when the seeker
has an exceptionally full bladder.' (HPGF: 363)
U. ~JA1'-'I ~ "foa'J ... i.".... Ji..I.l~"J C4-l1 I~ .~I iJJ.ll JJ)JI uU..:. .aA
(HPGF TT: 404) ...~I ~'il
BT. I lost my way to the bathroom this morning, only to find myselfin a
room... containing a collection of beautiful pots ...
The 'chamberpots' are changed into 'pots' and the reference to the full bladder is
deleted.
Some objects are deleted in full lists; especially the invented ones that belong
in the magical world, like 'Screaming Yo-yes, Fanged Frisbees and Ever-Bashing
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Boomerangs' (HPGF: 162), which the caretaker Mr. Filch bans the students from
having in school.
As for clothing items, a variety of these appear in The Goblet of Fire during
the 'Quidditch World Cup' in England. All wizards and witches are asked to dress in
'Muggle' clothes when attending the matches, as a kind of disguise so as not to
attract the attention of real Muggles. Apparently most of them do not know how to
dress like Muggles, especially those who have no Muggle origins. The result of their
attempts is often amusing. For example, when Harry and the Weasley family arrive
at the Quidditch World Cup final they are met by two wizards.
(4) Both were dressed as Muggles though very inexpertly; the man with the
watch wore a tweed suit with thigh-length galoshes; his colleague, a kilt
and a poncho. (HPGF: 70)
~ JI.). 0.& tb.lj~..>J. ~L.JI J-.; lj~I ~)I wlS ,L.WI u4J.-.lj~..>J. t....~ wlS J
(HPGF TT: 79) .i~ i.1,c. J ~;\ihs,,!1i.)~ 4J~..>J. wl.S.i 4J \...1
BT. Both were dressed in commoners' clothes. The man who was
holding the watch was wearing an old fashioned outfit while his
colleague was wearing a Scottish skirt and a short cloak.
In this example, two unlikely combinations of clothing items appear. The first set
'tweed suit with thigh-length galoshes' is changed into 'an old fashioned outfit'
which could be considered a case of standardization, as the specific components are
generalized. With the second outfit, however, the translator resorts to explicitation
by providing descriptions of the clothing items rather than their names. As both
treatments of the clothes in this example lose the humorous effect intended, the
translator probably found it necessary to delete the reference to the lack of expertise
revealed in wearing such clothes together.
The 'kilt and poncho' reappear shortly after this in a comment by the campsite
manager, who is a real 'Muggle'; 'Weirdos, you know? There's a bloke walking
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round in a kilt and a poncho' (HPGF: 72). On this occasion, the translator changes
his translation into 'oJ.J!i t.SJj~ rA~1 t.S.iJ ~IJ.lil ,~.;AJI dJt.';t~ll.J' (HPGF TT: 81)
where the 'poncho' is deleted and the 'kilt' becomes simply 'a skirt'. The 'Weirdos'
comment is, however, retained in translation as the strangeness of the sight of a man
in a skirt is probably clearer for the Arab child than that of the combination of a kilt
and a poncho. It might still miss out on the humorous side, though, because the
connection to the previous reference is not quite clear.
In the same scene, another type of English attire is mentioned when a 'wizard
in plus-fours appeared out of thin air' (HPGF: 72). The 'plus-fours' disappear in the
Arabic translation as there is no mention of the wizards clothing at all.
Other items of clothing are also deleted. After the Quidditch match is over, the
followers of Voldemort lift the campsite manager 'Mr. Roberts' and his wife and
children into the air and march through the camp.
(5) One of the marchers below flipped Mrs. Roberts upside-down with his
wand; her night dress fell down to reveal voluminous drawers; she
struggled to cover herself up as the crowd below her screeched and
hooted with glee. (HPGF: 108)
~ LIJ "~~.JJ" ~I ~.~ rl~4 Ji.,.a~4w.J.»wJ ~I i.;:wJ1 ~I r1J J
(HPGF TT: 120) .C_;" "" W.JAoJWI:I~ LJ..t • .;:wJ1~ yic.
Bt. One of the wizards walking below used his wand to flip Mr. Roberts
upside down while the wizards below her screeched with glee.
The translator completely avoids the scene of uncovering, thus deleting the 'night
dress' and 'drawers' along with the struggle to cover up. The deletion here can be
considered a case of ideological adaptation as the scene might be considered
inappropriate for Arab children. There is also what seems to be a typing error here,
as Mrs. Roberts is changed into Mr. Roberts, while 'below her' is unchanged.
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Another case of deletion also involves underwear, and is related to the
previous scene:
(6) 'Granger, they're after Muggles,' said Malfoy. 'D'you want to be
showing off your knickers in mid-air? Because if you do, hang around ...
they're moving this way, and it would give us all a laugh.' (HPGF: 110)
The second and third sentences are completely deleted in translation; again, most
probably a case of ideological adaptation.
Some deletions however, do not seem to be ideologically motivated, for
example, when Harry is told he had to have the opening dance to the Yule ball;
'Harry had a mental image of himself in a top hat and tails' (HPGF: 338). In the
Arabic version Harry simply imagines himself wearing a generic 'hat'; a case of
standardization, and the tails disappear. The connotations of eliteness and formality
of the clothing collection also vanish.
A case of mistranslation also appears with clothing items, where the item is
changed into a completely different one, clearly due to misunderstanding. 'Jumper'
is mentioned several times in the book, sometimes alternated for 'sweater', and the
translator seems to believe that a jumper is a type of footwear despite the clues
appearing in the co-text. Hence the examples below; (italics mine)
P. English P. Arabic Back Translation
62 He was wearing what appeared to 69 • 11.,JI~ l.. "'~ Jd u'IS. He was wearing what
be a golfing jumper and a very old t.,....1.1 ':/1.1.,.,...J UjiaJi looked like light shoes
pair of jeans, ... ~I' and a big pair ofjeans ...... U"
333 'Dobby is going to buy ajumper 371 .Ila.~.J<l "'~ Dobby is going to buy
next, Harry Potter!' he said .;~ ",.;lA l:I IJ;.l+ new shoes, Harry Potter
happily, pointing at his bare chest.
333 I'll give you the one mum knits me 372 ",jJi ~Ila..tl..l..1...a I'll give you the shoes
this Christmas .l"-F I~ ",,'~4....; my mum sends me for
~I Christmas
356 And here's your jumper.' He threw 396 ",jJi 4.:!1 jlla. .JA lA J And here are the shoes I
Dobby ... the hand-knitted sweater ~~J promised you...
Table 6.5 Mistranslation of 'jumper' in HPGF
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6.3.5. Food items
The effects of abridgment become very clear in the case of references to food items.
Over 45 percent of the references are deleted in many cases the deletions occur
when there are lists of food items, in which case the lists are shortened. For example,
when the Dursleys decide that Dudley should follow a special diet,
(7) The fridge... had been emptied of all Dudley's favourite things - fizzy
drinks and cakes, chocolate bars and burgers - (HPGF: 30)
However, Harry, who is forced to follow the diet with Dudley, sends his friends
messages telling them that he is being starved, and receives an 'enormous fruitcake
and assorted pasties' (ibid) from Mrs. Weasley. The 'assorted pasties' and 'fizzy
drinks' in example 7, are deleted from the lists in translation although they do not
create any particular problems.
Deletions also include some classical English foods like 'Yorkshire
Pudding', 'Treacle tart', 'Spotted dick' (HPGF: 162), 'Steak-and-kidney pudding'
(ibid: 221) and 'Cornish pasty' (ibid: 537) which could create translation problems,
but are not completely untranslatable as 5.2.5 of the previous chapter showed.
Some of the deleted food items are invented and belong to the magical world.
Table 6.6 shows all the magical food items deleted in translation. Some of these
items appeared in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Slone where they were
translated. For example, 'Berti Bott's Every Flavour Beans' was translated literally
as 'l!J\.tS.ili ~ I!J~ ~~ y~' (HPPS TT: 87), and 'Chocolate Frog' as ' ~"'J#
t.)li....A11· (HPPS TT: 87) as seen in 5.2.5. However, The Philosopher's Stone and The
Goblet of Fire are translated by different translators and there seems to be no
consistency between the different books.
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p. Food item
93/502 Bertie Bott's Every Flavour Beans
250/366/466 Butterbeer
502 Chocolate Frog,
502 Cockroach cluster
502 Droobles Best Blowing Gum,
502 Fizzing Whizzbee,
502 Liquorice wand,
161 Pumpkin juice
502 Sugar quill
Table 6.6 Deleted magical foods in HPGF
The loss caused by these deletions is multilayered. On the one hand, the
stylistic and humorous effect created by the wordplay in the names of these foods is
wasted. On the other, the level of balance between the magical and normal worlds in
Harry Potter is also affected. The magical sweets served on the train lunch trolley or
in magical sweet shops stand as a parallel to those existing in the non-magical
world. Harry finds these items strange on first encounter, but then becomes fond of
them, and they become a source of delight. On many occasions Harry has these
sweets as presents for birthdays or Christmas. In The Goblet of Fire, Hagrid sends
Harry for Christmas
(8) ...a vast box of sweets including all Harry's favourites - Bertie Bott's
Every Flavour Beans, Chocolate Frogs, Drooble's Best Blowing Gum
and Fizzing Whizzbees. (HPGF: 357)
The list of Harry's favourites is deleted again and replaced by \s):J' w. ,~ \l.J~
~_,ll.J" ('a big box of different sweets') (HPGF TT: 397), which is an evident case
of standardization.
Some of the deletions are, however, ideologically motivated. These are notably
related to pork produces and to alcohol as in the case of 'Butterbeer' in Table 6.6
which was deleted on three occasions, and items in Table 6.7.
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P. Food Item
132 whisky
210/469 Bacon
210 Bacon rinds
216 Single-malt whisky
221 Black pudding
272 Wine
282/341 Mulled mead
296 Wine gums
Table 6.7 Food items deleted inHPGF for ideological reasons
The second most frequently used technique for dealing with food references is
standardization (discussed in 2.5.3). A considerable number of the cases of
standardization involve changing the names of the food and drink items into the
superordinate terms 'food' and 'drink' without any specification or description of
the foods and drinks in question, as in the following examples:
(9) ...said Mr. Weasly, now spooning large amounts of treacle onto his
porridge. (HPGF: 63)
(HPGF TT: 70) ft..lJI ~ .l:fj.JI ~ ~ .JA .Ju.~ ~~I
BT. He replied simply while dishing himself more food.
(10) ... said Hermione briskly, buttering herself some toast ... add liberal
amounts of jam to her buttered toast. (HPGF: 171)
(HPGF TT: 189) rt..lJI ~ .l:fj.JI J.JUi:i ...
BT.... having more food.
(11) 'Why don't we go and have a butterbeer in the Three Broomsticks ...'
(HPGF: 280)
(HPGFTT: 312) "..."~I~I" ~""Y.J~J.JU'ilyA~'J I~W... "
BT. Why don't we go and have a drink in the "Three Broomsticks"
cafe...
More examples are provided in Table 6.8 below.
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P. EngUsh P. Arabie Back-translation
59 through a mouth full of potato. 66 t'~ i".t... 4..i J His mouth full of food
62-63 and starting to ladle porridge into 69 JJi .U),I ~ .,. J... While she put the pot on
bowls. ~~I~J~I the table and started
...~ pouring its contents out
79 cooking eggs and sausages 90 ~IIJ.)Ji They started cooking.
80 their plates of sausages and eggs 90 t'la.lJ1 The food
106 Cup of cocoa 117 ~YJ~ A light drink
160 Mashed potato 178 ..la.lJ1 Food
175 and helped themselves to lamb 193 t'w.J1 J.Jtm Have food
chops and potatoes
175 with her mouth bulging with 194 ~ t'w.J1 vw ~ ~I She was busy stuffing her
sprouts. It-.i mouth with food
183 Hermione began doling beef 203 J.J\.lj«~JI"» ~I~ Hermione started eating
casserole onto each of their ~\a.l., her food
plates
297 He finished his bacon with 331 ~~·.,)l..I..tl~1 He finished his breakfast
difficulty with difficulty
334 Loaded their pockets with cream 372 JS IJ)A J 4.J.J")4.J.A JS J- Ron and Harry took as
cakes and pies ~l...t.a~~\.o much as their pockets
could take
384 ladling chicken casserole onto his 427 ~I..J. JJ\.lj ~ I~ .» J Starting to eat his food
plate and splashing it everywhere
in his anger
451 They had sneaked a dozen 490 ~ 1J.l11t'w.J1 ,JS. The food Serius asked for
chicken legs. a loaf of bread and • ~ «v-J:IJ1o""» was in Harry's bag
a flask of pumpkin juice from the «IJ.,)IA»
lunch table
468 he shoved a large ham, a dozen S04 ~~WlvMI~'~ Some of the kitchen
cakes and some fruit into Harry's t'w.J1 vMI ;.:-)' workers went to get some
arms. food
474 started serving themselves roast 512 .I.-JI JJUil To have dinner
beef and Yorkshire puddings
Table 6.8 Standardization of food items in HPGF into the generic 'food'
Other standardizations involve replacing the specific type of food by the more
general category of the item in question, such as changing 'cauldron cakes' into
'cakes', 'pumpkin juice' into 'juice', 'mince pies' into 'pies' and 'roast potatoes'
into 'potatoes' in the following examples (Table 6.9).
The same standardization techniques are also used in some of the ideological
adaptation cases. Examples 12-13 illustrate this.
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P. Enelish P. Arabic Back-translation
60 before they had their pudding 67 ~4JW' '.h~,;;1 ~ Before they had ice-cream
(home-made strawberry ice-cream)
148 Cauldron Cakes 167 ~IS..S Cakes
233 Beef casserole 257 "pJl'~~Jl Some sort of meet
318 There were mountains of cakes and 354 ,;u...:J' ~ "',,sI ~ There were piles of pastries, cakes
flagons of pumpkin juice and ,;t..-l, J ..&sl' J and juices.
Butterbeer on every surface;
335 Now starting on a chocolate eclair 373 ~1.S..Sl1 c,S'-'! J"lIi ..,i l.ll He started eating one of the cakes
351 The house-elves down in the 391 ,;;~jW'~'~ The house-elves working down
kitchens were outdoing themselves JS J;,....\'4 ,;;_,I..W' did their best to provide hot
with a series of rich, warming ~4J.;J..J' ~ ~ ~~ drinks
stews and savoury puddings ~'.ll'357 Home-made mince pies 398 " '+t"'J _,sf... ,;;.. ~ ."....... An assortment of her delicious
~, 1A';1J.i foods and pies
474 Ron speared a roast potato on the 512 ';;"~'~JI'J helping himself to some more
end of his fork 4..t..I~I..l...J' potatoes
Table 6.9 Standardization of specific food items in HPGF into more
general types
(12) Should I send for some mulled wine from the kitchens? (HPGF: 226)
(HPGF TT: 249) f~I w.- YJ~ ",I ~ ~I JA
BT. Should I ask for some drink from the kitchen?
(13) Hagrid, ... ,was keeping Madame Maxime's horses well provided with
their preferred drink of single malt whisky. (HPGF: 321)
(HPGF TT: 357) ~I yI~I J fl.a..l..14"~l.." fl~ J~ ~I~J~ fJI~ "~Y1"IA"
BT. Hagrid was keeping Madam Maxime's horses well provided with
the appropriate food and drink.
However, some dishes are transformed clearly due to a misunderstanding
rather than any ideological or cultural reason. In Example 14 below, the translator
mixes two of the Christmas dinner dishes (turkey and Christmas pudding) and
creates a rather unlikely food item for a typical English Christmas dinner.
(14) A magnificent lunch, which included at least a hundred turkeys and
Christmas puddings, and large piles of Cribbages Wizarding
Crackers. (HPGF: 357)
.)UJ J ~JiI1 ~.,Hli lS.,l:. o- ~ ~l.. ~ JiYI ~ ~I ,,~I .I~I
(HPGF TT: 398) .~I .~
BT. The lunch that included at least a hundred Turkish pudding
sweets and large pies.
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In this example 'large piles' is misunderstood as 'large pies' as well, and the
Christmas crackers disappear along with their innovative brand name.
6.3.6. Customs and practices, play and games
Some of the western cultural customs and practices could be considered either
unfamiliar or inappropriate for the Arab child reader. In most cases, such references
receive special treatment in translation.
In The Goblet of Fire a range of techniques are used to deal with references to
customs and games as the frequency table shows. Some of the deletions in this
category, however, seem unnecessary, as in the case of 'Father Christmas' (HPGF:
206/360) and 'Easter Eggs' (ibid: 476). 'Father Christmas' is completely familiar for
the Arab child and, although 'Easter Eggs' may be slightly less commonly known,
the tradition is not totally alien to the Arab culture since most of the Arab Christian
population celebrate Easter and decorate eggs. Other deletions, however, could be
ideologically motivated, as in the example of Fleur kissing Ron on the cheek as a
sign of gratitude for helping save her sister:
(15) Fleur swooped down on him, too, and kissed him. (HPGF: 439)
Still within the same scene, Fleur also kisses Harry for saving her sister;
(16) Fleur bent down, kissed Harry twice on each cheek (he felt his face
bum and wouldn't have been surprised if steam was coming out of
his ears again) (HPGF: 439)
(HPGF TT: 478) .Jlli ~ ~ JWl.....:il._,aJ Ul:aJ1 ".;."li" ~ J
BT.... but Fleur bent down to shake his hand and thank him for that.
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In this example the translator changes the kiss into a hand shake, because kissing is
considered inappropriate for the Arab child reader. On a different occasion
Hermione kisses Harry goodbye:
(17) 'Bye, Harry!' said Hermione, and she did something she had never
done before, and kissed him on the cheek (HPGF: 636)
(HPGF TT: 658) .".. "4.j.)l.A l:! ftilll c.,r1}" :~ c)i ~ J "w..»"...>;A" u1\l
BT. Hermione waved at him and said 'goodbye Harry'
Again, the kiss is changed, this time into waving.
Other ideological adaptations include betting and drinking, also generally
unacceptable practices in the Arab culture, which are deleted in the following
examples:
(18) 'We'll bet thirty-seven Galleons, fifteen Sickles, three Knuts,' said
Fred, as he and George quickly pooled all their money...' (HPGF: 81)
(19) They murmured his name, as they had murmured Cedric's, and drank
to him. (ibid: 627)
By contrast, references to drinking are preserved in the following examples,
which show lack of consistency on the part of the translator. This preservation
might, nevertheless, be explained by the fact that drinking here is associated with the
followers of Voldemort who represent the evil side, in which case it would also be
an ideological choice.
(20) 'I mean, how do they expect to get away with it? Do you think
they've been drinking, or are they just _' (HPGF: 115)
(HPGF TT: 126) "~I.Jl1S JA I.S'; fJ-lI ~ IorIJ.;tllw_,..JA ~ ... "
BT. How do they expect to get away with this? Were they drunk?
(21) I suppose they had a few drinks tonight and couldn't resist reminding
us all that lots of them are still at large. (HPGF: 128)
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t._,1.&.. ,~ rl _,~, .~ .~, ~ ~',;.!J'c) I_')'.JI .li ~I uJal
(HPGF TT: 141) ~I.;~!
BT. I think they overdrank a little tonight and couldn't resist showing
off.
Preservation is also applied in the following example which involves school
customs:
(22) They had never had a Defence Against the Dark Arts teacher who had
lasted more than three terms (HPGF: 155)
(HPGF TT: 174) .~'.;~ J_,....i ~ w.-;Sl tU~'c),..t- "I~ rl
Most Arabic school systems have two terms per year rather than three. Preserving
the example as it may give the impression of more than one school year which is not
the intended meaning. Children may, however, understand the reference from the
context of the story and other references to the same issue of teachers losing their
position after one year of teaching this particular subject.
Explicitation, on the other hand, is used in one example involving customs,
this time hand gestures:
(23) Harry gave her the thumps up (HPGF: 431)
(HPGF TT: 472) ..fi!Jl ,) . !.~.....~~ ".;u. 4.l )..!.I
BT. Harry signed to her with his thumb as a thank you sign.
In its previous appearance in The Philosopher's Stone, the 'thumbs up' sign was
changed into the 'V' sign (see 4.1.6). In the current example, the translator explains
the meaning of the sign, which is not totally unfamiliar for the Arab audience, but is
not native to the Arab culture. It is familiar among young people as part of western
influence through TV programmes and movies.
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Another custom that is not widely practiced in the Arab world appears in the
following example:
(24) Raise your glasses, to Cedric Diggory. (HPGF: 625)
(HPGF TT: 647) "'i.)~ ~~" ~.;S~ ~ ~ 1_,aLi,:;I y,.)
BT. Would all please stand up in memory of Cedric Diggory.
Here, the translator resorts to naturalization, as in Arab culture, people usually stand
up in salute to the dead. It could also be considered an ideological choice because it
involves drinking.
Standardization is used repeatedly for 'pub', 'waltzing', 'two-step', 'Boxing
Day' and 'girlfriend' in the examples below;
P. English P. Arabic Back translation
279 The Three Broomsticks 311 ~I~I~ The Three Broomsticks restaurant
pub 312 ~~I~~~ The Three Broomsticks cafe
365 Dumbledore was 406 rlJ.o ~I...llI J~ 4;15 Dumbledore was dancing with
waltzing with Madame ~La Madame Maxime
Maxime
365 Mad-eye Moody was 406 r ~ ,jlSJ I.j~".Lal Moody was doing strange steps in
doing an extremely 4..1"...) ~ ul~ front of Professor Sinistra
ungainly two-step with ((I~» ~1.:W~1
professor Sinistra
377 Everybody got up late 419 ~J..)~I~I Everybody woke up late the next
on Boxing Day. ~I t"~1 ..) Jio.\:i.. day
444 His steady girl-friend 483 ~t:A With his friend
537 Hermione's not my 566 ~J~,j*JIA Hermione is only my friend
girlfriend
Table 6.10 Standardization of customs and practices in HPGF
As for names of events and celebrations, for the first time there appears to be
consistency in translating these references between the first book and the current
one. The 'Easter holidays' (HPGF: 476) is given its established equivalent in Arabic
'~I .lp' (HPGF TT: 514). 'Hallowe'en' (HPGF: 166) is preserved in transliterated
form, and a transliteration is used again for 'Christmas Day' (ibid: 337) as 'f~
(J'IL-;.;SJI' (HPGF TT: 377) despite the fact that the day has a name in Arabic as
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mentioned before (see 5.2.6) and there is no need to use the English name, which is
not popular in most of Arab countries other than Egypt.
Whereas 'Bonfire Night' was standardized in the first book as 'a celebration
with fireworks', the reference to 'bonfires' (HPGF: 285) in the Goblet of Fire is
deleted along with a whole scene involving dragons for no clear reason.
Another event that was partially deleted is 'April Fools Day' in the following
example:
(25) 'No wonder they were glad to get shot of him at the ministry, did you
hear him telling Seamus what he did to that witch who shouted "boo"
behind him on April's Fools Day?...' (HPGF 205)
"(,)'I~" ~ .JA .J ~ ~ ,',;!j..,,11 ~ ~ ~ I~ ~I ~ 'i
(HPGF TT: 226) .. f~WI J.u~l~ ~IJ ~I '_poUI ~ t...i 0C-
BT. No wonder they were glad to get shot of him at the ministry, did
you hear him telling Seamus about the story of that witch who joked
with him last April?
'April Fools Day' is reduced to 'April', with a partial compensation in the
mention of 'joke', since the concept is similarly familiar in the Arab world. It is
called 'April's Lie' in Arabic.
Alongside these real-life events, there is an essential magical event around
which the whole book is set; namely, the 'Triwizard Tournament' (HPGF: 152),
which involves three schools of magic. The name of this event is given a literal
translation as '~I i~I '.;.J.l' (HPGF TT: 171), which preserves the meaning, but
perhaps inevitably loses the alliteration.
6.3.7. Flora and Fauna
Animals and plants in Harry Potter can be divided into two groups; magical and
real. 'Blast-Ended Skrewts' (HPGF: 173) are magical animals that look very much
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like scorpions with armour, They are mentioned several times in the book as Hagrid
teaches the fourth-year students how to breed them. The translator avoids the name
by deleting it repeatedly, until Hagrid is asked by Rita Skeeter, a journalist, about
the name of these creatures. The translator uses standardization and transliteration to
recreate the name as 'stinging Skrewt animals' in the example below;
(26) 'What are these fascinating creatures called?' she asked, beaming still
more widely.
'Blast-Ended Skrewts,' grunted Hagrid. (HPGF: 323)
"fi..):lroUI I!.lUi\.Sli.~ ~~ I~t.." :bl.....:il;SI t..~1 ~ J~U
(HPGF TT: 359)."~)ll "I!.IJ~" I!.llilJ:!o="~}" :"..l:iJ;i"I.A" ~t:,..1
Transliteration is used for the name of the magical plant 'Bubotubers' (HPGF:
172) as 'j.;:.fJ~'4' (HPGF TT: 189), while 'Flutterby Bush' (HPGF: 302) and 'The
Whomping Willow' (ibid: 536) are deleted. 'Gillyweed' (ibid: 426), a plant that
Harry eats to help him breath under water, is changed into '~ Vd.)' ('a small
tablet') (HPGF TT: 469).
With plants from the real world, 'belladonna' (HPGF: 138) and 'honeysuckle'
(ibid: 60) are both deleted.
(27) the air was filled with the smells of grass and honeysuckle.
(HPGF TT: 67) ~I ~ '.l~.".JI 'TI~ ~I WI.;: ~I .li ."..JIw\.S
Bt. The air was filled with the smell of grass from the garden.
The name of the honeysuckle flower is not very well-known in Arabic ',,~I ~J-'.
However, the translator could change it for a familiar fragrant garden flowers in
Arabic. In Syria, jasmines have a very similar function.
Deleted animals include 'lion-fish' (HPGF: 138), 'boomslang' (ibid: 448), and
'scarab beetles' (ibid: 447), all of which are used as ingredients of certain potions.
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Some animals' names are reworded or paraphrased for no clear reason as they
do not create any particular difficulty, like changing 'rhinoceros' into 'wild animal'
in the following example;
(28) He couldn't stand watching Aunt Petunia peer out through the net
curtains every few seconds, as though there has been a warning about
an escaped rhinoceros. (HPGF: 41)
JS tJUlI ~1 ~ .J _;j\:i..JI ~ji ~ .J "\.;lfo." UoiJI ,~u... ~ .J .".i
(HPGF TT: .Uaji.JI c.:"lll~I ~I Y..>A IJ.t lAJ1:.. .li b:..1 wi ; L.S. wi; ~
46)
On another occasion, Professor Moody transfigures Malfoy into a 'white
ferret' (HPGF: 180) as a punishment. Throughout the scene, the name of the animal
is used repeatedly. For some reason, the translator does not use the Arabic name for
a 'ferret' ('~.fo. 011'), although it does not create any cultural or linguistic problems.
Instead. he alternates among three paraphrased forms; '~~I ~I' ('white body').
'~~I ~~I' ('white thing') and '~~I ~l.SJI' ('white creature') (HPGF TT: 199-
201). This could be considered an unnecessary case of standardization.
Another example of standardizing animal names appears in;
(29) they had finished their work, the guinea-fowl they had been changing
into guinea-pigs had been shut away ... (HPGF: 336)
(HPGF TT: 376) ..>i-..):I~~} J,J:!lrJI~I Ju4 ~ 1.,..\1,,~I U"J.lli ~.,.. ~I+llI
BT. the end of the lesson where they had been changing a bird into a
small pig.
The change of 'guinea-pig' into 'small pig', however, contradicts the trend of
deleting or changing references to pigs generally followed in the previous chapter
section 5.2.7.
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6.3.S. Weights and Measures
With non-metric measures, the translator preserves most of the references by
providing the Arabic equivalents of the non-metric units. As discussed in 5.2.8,
although the names of the units are understandable, they will not be easy to estimate
for the child reader.
P. English P. Arabic
19 Two hundred miles away 18 J.i...~L.~~
21 Fifty-foot-high hoop 21 U~ U~ ~.;'il ~ ~Ji J.,l.
22 Only last year Harry had fallen fifty 22 J_,iw.- «iJ.)IA».l.i.... ~I fWI ~ J
feet from an airborne broomstick. U· ',f:_1.&i I~' ~L...c:.• ~ .) V"
47 foot-long 55 4.t.>Li~ ~.,l.
50 Four foot lone 58 fl.~l~)
70 A quarter of a mile 80 J.i...N.JUI....&..
88 Fifty feet hi2h 98 ~~fl.i.i.;l~
173 About six inches long; 191 ~'--'l~ _,aJ.,)) ltl.. i.l:l.I)I J.,l.J-;
175 They'll be six feet long 193 ...Iolil~.,)) ~ J-;
270 Nine and a half inches 302 ~..,Hli U.-.i J ~'-"" ~
271 Twelve and a Quarter inch 302 ~..,Hli ~.) J ~"" ~ ~I
271 Ten and a quarter inches 303 ~..,Hli ~.) J ~'-"" ~
Table 6.11 Preservation of non-metric measures in HPGF
Consistency seems to be maintained in this category, with only a few cases of
standardization. In Example 30 below, Mrs. Weasley sends Harry's uncle and aunt a
letter by post, and as she is not familiar with the 'Muggle' post rules, she uses too
many stamps;
(30) Every bit of it was covered in stamps except for a square inch on the
front, into which Mrs. Weasley had squeezed the Oursleys' address in
minute writing. (HPGF: 33)
I. .1~ .. ,~IWl.· ~t........ ~I I -LI1. t.w L! - U .Id, 'lS ~"t':t" ~":: ~ u-e .~.J-"'t ~ J~ u
(HPGF TT: 36) "~Jol JIll w',jlc. "c)Ju" i~I
The 'square inch' is replaced by 'a very small space', which could be considered a
functional equivalent. The same is applied to the two examples in table 6.12 below;
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P. English P. Arabic Back Translation
87 On every inch 97 ~~'" everywhere
149 ... both of whom 168 ~ l...t.l.o ~ ~I ,~~ J... Looked like each of them has
appeared to have ..~'~~,)I,)jl grown in size during the
grown at least a foot summer.
during the summer.
Table 6.12 Functional standardization of non-metric measures in HPGF
A few examples of deletion also appear in this category. The 'pint' unit is
deleted on two occasions. It is probably a little more difficult to translate as there is
no ready equivalent for it in Arabic. Al-Mawrid Dictionary (2006) provides a
transliteration of the term, but it would sound unfamiliar for the Arab child, whereas
it is supposed to be an ordinary word with no particular significance. The translator
could have opted for naturalization by changing 'pints' into 'litres', especially in
example 31 below, where the amount is not specific and the idea is that the students
collected a considerable amount of the liquid.
(31) They caught it [Bubotuber pus] in the bottles as Professor Sprout had
indicated, and by the end of the lesson had collected several pints.
(HPGF: 172)
(HPGF TT: 190) '''-::J.)I.J:'oWI''i~\'l.}~,,~) lAS~'+4-j ~ ~ I"..li
BT. They caught it in the bottles as Professor Sprout had indicated.
In Example 32, however, 'pint' is used in a different sense in the disrespectful
epithet 'pint-sized' . Professor Snape, as usual, tries to intimidate Harry and
humiliate him. In this example Snape is mocking the fame Harry enjoys during the
Triwizard Tournament by describing him as a 'pint-sized celebrity'. The expression
is deleted in translation.
(32) 'So I give you fair warning, Potter,' Snape continued, in a softer and
more dangerous voice, 'pint-sized celebrity or not - if I catch you
breaking into my office one more time -' (HPGF: 448)
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6.4. Names
This section discusses personal names, nicknames, titles, names of magical animals,
pets and objects in addition to toponyms. Table 6.13 below shows the frequency of
names in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire as opposed to the translation
procedures applied for them.
J
Cl)- ~ Cl)~ ~ ta ~
~ ~
rJ ! J '3(,) ';::l g.... E= ~Z
Non-translation 0
Non-translation + additional 1 5 6explanation
Replacement by a common noun 2 1 6 9
morphological adaptation 115 3 14 6 138
Replacement by a counterpart 0
Replacement by a more widely 0known name
substitution 0
Translation 3 1 1 2 1 8
Replacement by a name with 0another or additional connotation
Deletion 24 5 1 9 39
Total 145 4 2 26 7 16 200
Table 6.13 Frequency of names and translation procedures in HPGF
6.4.1. Personal names, nicknames and titles
As in the translation of the Philosopher's Stone, the majority of names are
transliterated. However, as with most other elements of the Goblet of Fire,
abridgment seems to affect a considerable number of names. Thus, over twenty
names are deleted, including 'Stan Shunpike' (HPGF: 113) the conductor on the
'Knight Bus', which was also deleted (see 6.4.2 below), 'Madam Rosmerta' (ibid:
282) the landlady of the 'Three Broomsticks pub', 'Madam Pince' (HPGF: 419) the
librarian among others. A full list of deleted names appears in Appendix 2.
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Some names are not completely deleted but shortened, like the name of
'Mundungus Fletcher' (HPGF: 618) which shrinks to '~ .J~_"" ('Mondo
Fletcher') (HPGF TT: 641). This is also applied with names that have an epithet, so
'Professor Mad-Eye Moody' is shortened to "i~_"" ('Moody') throughout the book,
and 'Boris the Bewildered' (HPGF: 417) becomes '4..W..).Jf' ('Boris') (HPGF TT: 417)
only. However, with 'Moaning Myrtle' (HPPS: 400) partial translation is applied as
'~41' "J:j.;;..e'" ('Crying Myrtle') (HPGF TT: 443)
A few names are replaced by common nouns. For example, 'Ernie Macmillan'
and 'Justin Finch-Fletchley' (HBGF: 257) are replaced by "'u4lilA" w.- 4j.)lA .ti~I'
('Harry's friends from Hufflebuff') (HPGF TT: 284) losing the upper-class
connotation in the family name 'Finch-Flechley'. Only a few additional explanations
are used, such as 'the three Dursleys' (HPGF: 29) translated as "\,l.aJ~"Jl' ('the
Dursley family') (HPGF TT: 31).
Some errors of transliteration, perhaps typographical, occur, like 'Ron'
changed to 'w.J~' ('Don') on several occasions, and 'Remus Lupin' (HPGF: 618) into
'W:H.,,1IJ'l~' ('Demus Lupin') (HPGF TT: 641). Errors also appear in translating
'Bodrod the Bearded' (HPGF: 537) as '~..>.H .J ~.JJ~.Jf' ('Bodrod and Bearded')
treating the epithet as a proper name and transliterating it, and the name of Hagrid's
mother 'the giantess Fridwulfa' (HPGF: 381) rendered as ' U1L.c. w.- ;,),a.I.J ~I ~l.S
"lil.J.l:I1_;i'" ('his mother was one of the Fridwulfa giants') treating the name of the
person as a name of a tribe or species.
The problem of loss of exoticism discussed by Manini (1996, see 4.2.3), when
the exotic name is transferred into its source culture, appears here with the names of
the wizard merchant 'Ali Bashir' (HPGF: 83), who wanted to smuggle flying carpets
into Britain during the Quidditch World Cup, and the Egyptian Quidditch referee
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'Hassan Mustafa' (ibid: 96). These two are clearly Arabic names and will lose their
exoticism in the Arabic translation. Nevertheless, this loss might be partially
compensated for by the amusement children might experience from finding Arabic
characters in an English environment.
There is one case where the English name 'Basil' (HPGF: 70) might sound like
a familiar Arabic name 'J...4' ('Basil') in transliteration. However, the translator
seems to deliberately avoid this by adding an extra vowel \ ..\1....4' (basn) (HPOF TT:
79) to differentiate it form the Arabic form, although the correct transliteration
should have the (z) sound instead of (s).
6.4.2. Names of magical animals, pets and objects
Transliteration is applied throughout with names of animals and pets. Thus,
Voldemort's snake 'Najini' (HPGF: 12) becomes \.,,*li' (HPGF TT: 10),
'Buckbeak' (HPGF: 26) the Hippogriff becomes '4 .!14' (HPOF TT: 28) and
Hermione's cat 'Crookshanks' (HBGF: 60) becomes \)~~Jfi' (HPOF TT: 67).
Ron's new owl is called 'Pigwidgeon' (HPGF: 54), but Ron does not like the
name and shortens it into 'Pig' (ibid: 37). When Harry receives a letter by the owl
stating its name as 'Pig' he becomes confused:
(33) Harry stared at the word 'Pig', then looked up at the tiny owl ... He
had never seen anything that looked less like a pig.
~'JI ~ ~~I J ~ ~ y,)tA:i JI.S:i ~I i~I t..,HlIpJ "",,)'t.A" I!W}IJ
(HPOF TT: 41) .\+,;le. ~ "WJ,)"t,)t:ia.I",~I
BT. Harry looked up at the tiny owl which was nearly the size of his
hand, and was amazed at the name that Ron chose for her.
The puzzlement of Harry at the name does not seem justified as the name is
transliterated as '~' (HPOF TT: 41) and does not convey the intended, or else any
meaning at all. When the full name of the owl is introduced (HPOF: 54), the passage
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is deleted, and the name 'Pig' is used throughout the book with no reference to the
full name.
With names of objects, transliteration is hardly ever used. Instead, replacement
by a common generic noun seems to be the norm for both real and invented names.
For example, 'Ford Anglia' and 'Ferrari' (HPGF: 40-41) are replaced by '~.)~'
('their car') and '~I tli.A4 o.)~' ('an expensive car') (HPGF TT: 46). Likewise,
'The Marauder's Map' (HPGF: 398) is rendered as 't..a.)~ ~yJI J.)JIUa;_,p.' ('the
school's secret passages map') (HPGF TT: 441) and 'Sleekeazy's Hair Potion'
(HPGF: 377) is changed into 'L.c.u t.~ u~ ~ ~u...,,11~~}' ('a potion that makes
hair sleek') (HBGF: 419).
A number of names of objects are deleted, most of which contain wordplay.
Examples are found in Table 6.14
P. HPGF
82 Mermish and Gobbledegook and Troll.. (languages}
113 The Knight Bus
267 Mrs Skower's All-Purpose Magical Mess-Remover
341 WWN (Wizarding Wireless Network)
382 Skele-Gro potion
439 Pepper-Up Potion
445 Wit-Sharpening Potion
Table 6.14 Deleted names of objects in HPGF
Only the name of Harry's broom 'Firebolt' (HPGF: 59) is translated, as '4j.)IJJI rt-il'
('the fire arrow') (HPGF TT: 67)
6.4.3. Toponyms
Again deletion affects a portion (about a fifth) of the place names, some of which
were translated in the Philosopher's Stone, like 'the Leaky Cauldron' (HPGF: 113),
while some are also preserved elsewhere in the Goblet of Fire. For example,
'Beauxbatons' was deleted on one occasion (HPGF: 111) and then transliterated on
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another (ibid: 147) as 'W~~~' (HPGF TT: 166). 'Azkaban' (HPGF: 26) was also
transliterated as 'w4\Sjl' (HPGF TT: 27) but later deleted (HPGF: 127). These
deletions are mostly the result of abridgments.
However, as in the case of the Philosopher's Stone, transliteration is the
main procedure used. Thus, the names of the French school 'Beauxbatons' and the
German school 'Durmstrang' (HPGF: 147) completely lose their intended exotic
ring as well as their connotations since Arab children will not be able to differentiate
between the original languages of transliterated names. 'Beauxbatons' means
'beautiful sticks' in French and 'Durmstrang' is a play on 'Sturm und Drang', the
name of the German literary movement.
Added explanation is used occasionally as well, as in the addition of '~,;i'
('village') (HPGF TT: 3) to the transliterated name of 'Little Hangleton' (HPGF: 7)
and ,~~, ('family') (HPGF TT: 3) to the transliterated name of 'The Riddle House'
(HPGF: 7). The latter addition, however, only furthers the loss of the pun in the
name 'Riddle' already eliminated in transliteration.
'The Hanged Man' (HPGF: 8). the name of the village pub, and 'The
Forbidden Forest' (ibid: 40) are both translated literally as '~I J;.)I' (HPGF TT:
4) and '~~I ~WI' (ibid: 46) respectively.
6.S. Word-play
As was the case in The Philosopher's Stone, the majority of wordplay cases appear
in the names. However, some examples of puns that are not associated with names
appear in the Goblet of Fire. As in examples 34, 35 and 36 below;
(34) 'We could have modified her memory? But Memory Charms can be
broken by a powerful wizard, as I proved when I questioned her. It
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would be an insult to her memory not to use the information I
extracted from her, Wonntail.' (HPGF: 16)
Wp. uI..::..J..i u.. 'I.jI _,..t... c.lI,).,;" ~ ~ i.filjJl ~\,U ~ J ~.fil~~"
."JjJ..JJJ" I:I~.."... ~I Le.,l.:. ~ J.-I J ~I us
BT. "Erase her memory? But memory charms can be broken by a
powerful wizard as I did when I was questioning her and getting all I
wanted to know "Wonntail".
In this example, the pun on 'memory' is lost although it could have been easy to
reproduce using two words with similar forms from the same stem \$fi~' (dhikra)
and '.fil~'(dhakirah). This is an example of Delabastita's (1996) fourth procedure
'pun -+ 0' (in 4.3.3.4).
(35) 'Oh, Professor, look! I think I've got an unaspected planet! Oooh,
which one's that, Professor?'
'It is Uranus, my dear,' said Professor Trelawny, peering down at the
chart.
'Can I have a look at Uranus, too, Lavender?' said Ron. (HPGF: 178)
."!.~\l...iI\.;I~ ~fi 'il .. uJJ- Ji:.lPfi u. 'i.l! wi wlial''i)i..il 'i~u...I...I"
."~~;y.. \.;(.)Jl~IJJI~)" :Ua;yUl J_,i ~ ~ J "";~ ..jJ" ~~I
(HPGF TT: 196) "fJ~'1\.; (.)Jl~IJJI~ i)i..i c)ll wi ~ JA" :"WJJ"J\i J
The Arabic counterpart for the name of the planet 'Uranus' is used in both sentences
'(.)Jl~I JJt'. This is definitely a difficult pun to recreate both linguistically and
culturally, as it would be considered inappropriate because of its vulgarity.
However, the following sentence ('Most unfortunately, Professor Trelawney heard
him, and it was this, perhaps, which made her give them so much homework at the
end of the class' (HPGF: 178) is preserved, leaving the cause of the punishment
unexplained. This may have been a case where deletion was acceptable. This
example is an application of Delabastita's (1996) second procedure 'pun --+ non-pun'
(in 4.3.3.2). Another example of this procedure appears in;
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(36) 'I think I'm nearly there with the egg ... couple more days should
crack it.' (HPGF: 389)
I~ 0-0 ~t..... 0.+-.J:l ~ .J •• ~I .~ ~ J:,J J-I wi ~ ~I uJial"
(HPGF TT: 431) "..)A";I
BT. 1 think I'm close to the solution with this egg .. I will be finished
with this in a couple of days.
The egg in this example is a golden one containing a puzzle that will give Harry a
clue to the next task in the Triwizard Tournament. The pun on 'cracking it' is lost in
translation. However, like Example 35, this is not easy to recreate in translation.
Also problematic in Arabic are acronyms, especially when they form a
meaningful word. Acronyms are not popular in the Arabic language and meaningful
acronyms are very rare. Therefore, the translator resorts to deletion of the acronym
and only provides an explanation of what it stands for, although sometimes
incorrectly. Thus, 'O.W.Ls' (Ordinary Wizarding Levels) (HPGF: 52) is translated
as '~WI _;.:w.J1~~ .J~I' ('ordinary wizarding levels tests') (HPGF TT: 61).
However, 'S.P.E.W' (Society for the Promotion of Elfish Welfare) (HPGF: 198)
was translated as "'~I ~ ~jlJl ~I J~" yt:iS.' ("'The rights of house elves in
society" book') (HPGF TT: 218) where society is misunderstood and the name as a
whole is referred to as a book-title.
Examples of spoonerism (discussed in 4.3.2) can also be found especially in
the vocabulary Mr. Weasley uses when he talks about Muggle objects.
(37) 'They run off eckeltricity, do they?' He said knowledgeably. (HPGF:
45)
(HPGF TT: 52) "'~ ~I L.:.;I.4~ ~ 4J}"
BT. "They work by electricity too, don't they?"
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In this example, the wordplay is standardized, although it is very easy to reproduce,
as it is not uncommon in Arabic, by inverting two letters in the word e.g '.4A.;S'.
The ironic adverb 'knowledgeably' is also deleted in the translation.
6.6. Summary
This chapter covered the analysis of the translation of cultural references, names and
wordplay in Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire in its Arabic version. It also
discussed the issue of abridgment in the translation, which is the most striking
finding of the analysis. Other trends identified in the book include: (i) The most
frequently used procedures as Table 6.3 shows are standardization and deletion,
applied to virtually all types of cultural references and especially food items. (ii)
Preservation comes in the second place in the frequency of use, while ideological
adaptation follows in fourth place. (iii) Explicitation and naturalization are applied
only rarely as Table 6.3 shows, while compensation and cultural transplantation are
totally absent. (iv) When it comes to names, Table 6.13 shows that the most
prominently applied procedure is morphological adaptation, applied mainly to
personal names, names of animals and toponyms. Deletion comes in second place.
(v) No attempts at the recreation of wordplay have been noted at all neither in names
nor outside them. These findings are discussed in further detail in Chapter eight
(8.3).
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Chapter 7
Analysis of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
7.1. Introduction
This chapter will apply the model of analysis applied in the previous two chapters,
to cultural references, names and wordplay in the translation of Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince, published in 2005 in Great Britain by Bloomsbury publishing
and translated into Arabic by Dr. Abdul Wahab Aloob, the third translator featured
in our study. The Arabic official version is again published by Nahdet Misr
publishing group in Egypt. As mentioned in the introduction, this book was also
translated by Arab fans of Harry Potter, published online by AI-Maktaba Al-
'Arabya (The Arabic Library) website'", Thus comparisons are also conducted
between the procedures applied by the official translation Hdri Butar wo 1-'Amiru 1-
Hajin (HPHBP TT) and the fan translation Hiiri Butar wa 1-'Amir Khalitu Ddam
(HPHBP FAN TT) when dealing with the same references".
7.2. Cultural References in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
Table 7.1 below presents the frequency of each set of cultural references and the
translation procedures applied for each set. It includes both TIs mentioned above.
Data from the fan translation is shaded.
SO Al-Maktaba Al-Arabyya. [online]. [Accessed 20/03/09].
<http;//abooks.tipsclub.comlindex.php?act=search&process>
SI It is worth mentioning that the fan translation is presented online in three separate files with page
numbers starting at 1 in each section. Therefore, when reference is made to the page number the
number of the section is also provided in the form (Section/Page).
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0 0 ~ '::: '::: ] § s'::: '::: ] ,~ ~ _ la'" .s c [ 'Gil':::e :g "§ 0 o .s ~lu -0 ':::P.. ~ u a -t:>-oo ~ as cau "0... &:l 0 ~~0.. rn z Cl U Ufo...
Literary References 0
Foreign Language
35in the Source text 26 31 8 4 1
Mythology and Popular
Belief 13 13 1 2 4 2 1 18
Buildings Furniture
objects and Clothing 7 6 5 4 8 10 I 21
Food 32 19 7 13 30 2 I 2 4 1 1 57
Customs and Games 4635 7 2 4 5 10 4 1 14
Flora and Fauna
111 12 4 4 6 3 2
Weights and measures
5 5 I I 6
Total
129 103 27 18 38 S6 6 I 2 8 0 1 1 IS 0 0
Table 7.1 Frequency of cultural references and translation procedures in
HPHBP
7.2.1. Literary references
Literary references found in this book are mainly those exploited in character names.
These are covered in a separate section 7.3 below.
7.2.2. Foreign language in the source text
Most of the spells are transliterated in the official a well a the fan tran lati n with
slight variation in spelling. Transliteration of pelts j als th t chniqu u ed in 11
of the Harry Potter books under study with very few xcepti n a n in 5.2.2 and
6.3.2. As mentioned before, these spel1s ar derived mainly fr m tin and
sometimes Greek, with meanings that relate to their functi n . Th tr n lit rated
forms do not, of course, give any clues to th ir meaning and in m ca es are
difficult to pronounce in Arabic.
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P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT P. HPHBPFAN
TT
138 Anapneo 151 'UI 1153 'UI~ ~
146 Petrificus Totalus! 160 U")1.:ij U".AA~ 1156 uJUji~~
150 Episkey 164 ~ 1158 ~150 Patronus 165 U"UJ.>''''4 1158 U"UJ.>''''4
152 Alohomora! 166 I.,;.,..JA )1 1159 I.,;.,..lA)1
155 Tergeo! 170 !~.; 1160 , ~• .»?-..»J
171 Protego! 189 , ~ 1166 MJ~.YHJJ~
183 Specialis revelio! 203 ~.,;~ 1171 J~";~
199 Relashio! 222 ~..) 1178 ~..)
208 Diffindo! 231 ~ 2/3 J.li;.i;.l
224 Levicorpus (n-vbl) 250 (..-lliU".Ju.Ml 2/10 1.)1:1 ~..)fiW
224 Muffliato 250 .JoI1;li .,.. 2/10 ji;li..
225 Liberacorpus! 251 U".JUfil~ 2/10 ~..)fil~
283 Oppugno! 319 Y+~JI 2/33 ~JI
419 Sectumsempra 469 I~ ..~ 3/11 I..)~-; '''~!S:I I
520 lumos 579 U"""."l 3/49 U"""'J
525 Accio Horcrux 584 !~Jfi..)JA -*,,1 3/51 U"fi..)JA~I
537 Aguamentil 597 ~I.JII"I 3/56 ~.J:I;oo1
538 Impedimenta! 598 !~l 3/56 \:ij~l
538 Incarcerous! 598 U"J~..)\Sjl 3/56 ~..)\Sjl
545 Expelliarmus! 606 !U".,....)~! 3/60 U".,....)~l
555 Reducto! 617 IjiS .J.l:I..) 3/64 jiS.l;..)
Table 7.2 Transliterated spells inHPHBP
One exception is seen in the case where the incantation 'Accio Wand!'
(HPHBP: 148) was actually translated into Arabic as 'I......lI ~I 'i_;...;-.I' (,Come,
wand') (HPHBP TT: 163). This could be considered a case of explicitation as it
provides the target reader with more information than the source reader, unlike
transliteration, where there is only a possibility that the target reader might be able
to deduce meaning from the foreign words even without a knowledge of the
language. In the fan translation, 'Accio Wand!' is transliterated altogether as'! ~I
.l.ill (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/57), although 'wand' is generally translated throughout the
book.
Latin and foreign words are not used for coining spells only. Other items in the
books, such as names of potions, magical abilities and devices, also have foreign
origins. Some of these items are transliterated, like the name of the potion that
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brings its drinker good luck 'Felix Felicis' (HPHBP: 177), both parts of which are
derived from the Latin word for 'lucky' 'Felix's2, and the love potion' Amortentia'
(HPHBP: 175), also derived from 'Amor', Latin for 'love's3. 'Veritaserum'
(HPHBP: 343), which forces its drinker to tell the truth, may be derived from the
Latin word for 'truth', 'veritas' and 'serum' which is Latin for 'liquid'54. The name
of this potion is transliterated on one occasion in the official translation and
explained on another as '~I J.-' ('truth serum') (HPHBP TT: 194). The fan
translation uses a similar explicitation '~I Jjl....a' ('truth liquid') (HPHBP FAN TT:
1/68). The magical ability of mind-reading is called 'Legilimency' which could be
derived from Latin for 'read' and 'mind'; 'lego' and 'mens' respectively", This
term is transliterated in both official and fan translations. However, the name of a
practitioner of this ability, a 'Legilimens', received different treatments in the two
TTs.
(1) The Dark Lord, the greatest wizard, the most accomplished Legilimens
the world has ever seen? (HBP: 31)
~ ~ ~Ij4J! ~I y:..t.....a .J 'J~)'I u-lc- i.;:wJI ~I .lao.1t ..~1 ~
(AH: 29)!.;:wJI
(AK.D: 1111) !wfill ~).j "" ,;c.l.Wl ~~ tJiI ye J ..~I »1
In the official translation, an alteration of the meaning takes place as 'Legilimens' is
rendered as 'the one with the greatest accomplishments in the magical world'. The
fan translation attempts an explicitation of the term as 'the most skilled extractor of
feelings' . This translation, although close to the intended meaning, is a
circumlocution and it limits the meaning of the original to a certain extent, as a
'Legilimens' in the book can extract thoughts and memories as well as feelings.
52 http://harrypotter. wikia.comiwikilFelix _Felicis
53 http://harrypotter. wikia.comlwikil Amortentia
54 http://harrypotter.wikia.comlwikWeritaserum
55 http://barrypotter .wikia.comiwikilLegilimency
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The opposite of this magical skill is 'Occlumency' (HBP: 61), which is the
ability to lock one's mind against 'Legilimency'. This term is also derived from
Latin 'occlude' and 'mens', meaning 'conceal' and 'mind's6 respectively. On its first
appearance in the book, the official translation attempts an explicitation as 'i~
~' ('a concealing charm') (HPAH: 61), but later resorts to transliteration, which
is also the technique used by the fan translators.
7.2.3. References to mythology and popular belief
Ready equivalents available in Arabic for some of the mythological references are
used consistently, as we also saw in Chapters five and six. Thus, 'centaur' (HPHBP:
166), 'vampire' (ibid: 295), and 'demons' (ibid: 526) are translated as '.;_,l..ii'
(HPHBP TT: 183) (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/64), '.l...l ~t...-..' (HPHBP TT: 333)
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/38) and '~.;\#.' (HPAH: 585) (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/52)
respectively in both official and fan translations. The 'unicorn' stands as problematic
again. In this case, the official translation uses transliteration 'u,;H.JI.' (HPHBP TT:
508) rather than the literal translations provided by translators of the two previous
books and the fan translation of this book Half-Blood Prince. Transliteration is used
for the 'Hippogriff (HPHBP: 55) and 'Sphinx' (ibid: 14) in both translations (see
also 6.3.3). The latter could cause a little confusion for children in Syria. Whereas it
would sound completely familiar to Egyptian children, it might give the impression
ofan unfamiliar creature for Syrians, where the word used for 'Sphinx' is the Arabic
equivalent 'J*' ~I'. 'Kelpies' (HPHBP: 526) are probably the least familiar
mythological creatures for Arab children as they are specific to the Celtic culture.
This could be a case where explicitation is called for. However, the official
translation resorts to standardization as 'M' ut:.,.' ('sea genies') (HPHBP TT: 585),
while the fan translation uses transliteration.
56 http://harrypotter. wikia.com/wikiiOcclumency
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Alongside creatures borrowed from actual mythological sources, in the Harry
Potter world thrive magical creatures with some mythological characteristics, and
others completely created by the author. These creatures usually pose more
translation problems than the previous group. In many cases the official translator
uses transliteration as probably the easiest, though not necessarily the most effective,
technique. Among the transliterated magical creatures are those in Table 7.3
P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT
118 Pigmy Puffs 127 u~~
149 Thestral 163 JI~I
138 Nogtails 151 ~Joill
134 Wrakspurt 146 ~.)~~I.)'~
209 Veela 232 ~I ~t;:ii
538 Inferi 598 4i.,#J'11
19 Dementors 16 ~I.)~I
Table 7.3 Magical creatures in HPHBP
Of the above list, the transliteration of 'Wrakspurt' and 'Veela' are
accompanied by a brief generic gloss each. 'i~' ('insect') is added to the first and
'~t;:ii' ('girls') to the second. These additions could be considered a case of
explicitation because although this information is provided by the context of the
original, it remains implicit in the names. The last two items in Table 7.3 were also
standardized on other occasions as 'l.4' ('corpse') (HPHBP TT: 598) for 'inferius'
and '~I W"'IJI"' ('the prison's guards') (ibid: 10) for 'Dementors'.
Transliteration is also the choice of the fan translation in some of the
references above. However, in some cases the fans seem to put more effort into them
and try explicitation, as in the case of translating 'Pigmy Puffs' as '~I fjill' ('the
puffed dwarf) (HPHBP FAN TT: 1145) and 'Thestrals' as '~I ~YI' ('winged
horses') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1157).
Standardization is used with Rowling's play on the known mythological
'mermaid' to create 'Merpeople' (HPHBP: 599) and 'Merchieftainess' (ibid: 600).
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In the official translation, the first is translated as '~I vwul' ('sea people') (HPHBP
TT: 662) and the second as '~I vwul ~.i ('chieftainess of sea people') (ibid: 664).
In the fan translation, however, compensation may have been created as they also
play on the Arabic equivalent of 'mermaid', 'MI ~.)~'by pluralizing the first half
in the masculine form. The result '~.)_,aJI' (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/80) is not an
established Arabic form, yet does convey the meaning in a creative way. With
'Merchieftainess', however, they use standardization as '4)1 ~.)_,aJI' ('the chief
mermaid') (ibid: 3/81).
7.2.4 Buildings and home furnishing, objects and clothes
In building and architecture, the 'Gargoyle' (HPHBP: 510) is translated as '~I
~I' ('the ugly statue') (HPHBP TT: 568) in the official translation. This could be
considered a partial explicitation as one aspect of the item's description is provided.
In the fan translation it is preserved in a slightly inaccurate transliterated form as
'w..,l».)l;..\I' ('gargolon') (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/46).
One part of the building in the Hogwarts castle, 'the Room of Requirements'
(HPHBP: 424), is noteworthy. The name of the room is translated literally in both
translations as '1!Jl;.\;:la.'Ji U_j:.' (HPHBP TT: 474) and (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/12).
However, the fan translation also provides a footnote which gives the English name
of the original.
With furniture items, a variety of techniques are employed. Some of the items
mentioned in this book appeared in the previous two books, Philosopher's Stone and
Goblet of Fire, such as 'trunk' (HPHBP: 45), 'grandfather clock' (ibid: 64) and
'four-poster' (ibid: 271) for example. 'Trunk' is once more standardized into '~'
('a bag') (HPHBP TT: 44) in the official translation. and 'J~' ('box') (HPHBP
FAN TT: 1/16) in the fan TT. The 'grandfather clock" which previously created
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some confusion, is explained in the official translation as ' ,~~ II~I t_,.ill u.- ~L..a
~ .la.iWI' ('a clock of the type that stands against the wall') (HPHBP TT: 65). By
contrast the fan translation uses a literal translation rather similar to the one used in
the Philosopher's Stone translation (see 5.2.4); 'J#."il ~I ~L..a' ('the great
grandfather clock') which does not make much sense to the target reader. In the case
of the 'four-poster' there is a case of mistranslation.
(2) Harry lay awake for a long time, looking up at the canopy of his four-
poster (HPHBP: 271)
~J"il J_,...JlJ J:I.,.>..Jlmu l.-...i:i.. ~ i ji&1 ~ .J" J~ (IIJI.A) JlD
(AH: 305) t4:!lc- lit .j'.l1
BT. Harry lay awake for a long time examining the canopy of the bed
and the four posters stuck on it.
The fan translation, on the other hand, provides an explicitation of the four-poster
bed as 'fJlj tu"il J~~I oJ:l.J"'l' ('his high bed with four posters') (HPHBP FAN TT:
2/28).
Another item of furnishing which did not appear in the previous books is the
'Axminster' (HPHBP: 13). Both translations resort to standardization as '~1 .l~l'
('the expensive carpet') (HPHBP TT: 9) and '~"il ~1 i.l~l' ('the old handsome
carpet') (HPHBP FAN TT: 113).
With items of clothing, explicitation is the most frequent technique:
(3) He was also wearing the strange assortment of clothes so often chosen
by inexperienced wizards trying to look like Muggles: in this case, a
frock-coat and spats over a striped one-piece bathing costume. (HPHBP:
189)
w.Jtl:!J:I ~li~1 ~ i.;-JII.AJ~ Le i.l\.c. ~~I u.-~"........ II~J:I wlS
~ J."i 0f0.S)l J-; ~ .l"",,1 tu.... IIJ.1J:1 w'lS. ~ ,l...Wl ~ J."..JiJ1
(HPHBP TT: 209) .~ ~~ ,Il.J i.).:a.IJtJ.i ~ ta.4w
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In this example, the 'frock-coat' is described in the translation as 'J.,_,l. .l.".....1u.J..-
~)1 J...:!' ('a knee length black coat'). The colour of the coat is not actually
mentioned in the original, so an addition is also provided here. The 'striped one-
piece bathing costume' is translated without additions or omissions, and the 'spats'
are standardized into '~ ~y' .Ih' ('boots'). In the fan translation, the whole
outfit was condensed into 'I"l-.:i...YI .I.~fiWi.. .I.l.".....oji...' ('a striped black coat like a
bathing costume') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1174). Again, the colour black is added, the
spats disappear and the rest is mixed together in a rather incomprehensible way,
which also loses the function of eccentricity in the original.
(4) The gnome now wearing the tutu at the top of the Christmas tree.
(HPHBP: 322)
(HPHBP TT: ~I o~I o.)_,l:ill~.>- ~I '* o~ J."i ,:;'11Ui:I !I.lli ~I 1":)
364)
The 'tutu' here is explained as 'u.w.. 0.;:.-1 o.)_,l:i' ('a short puffed skirt'). In the fan
translation, however, it is standardized into 'o.)_,l:i' ('skirt') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/47)
only ..
(5) Her papery skin hung off her frame just like the crisp linen sheet she
wore draped like a toga. (HPHBP: 406)
~tS ~I o~I ~~I o.~1 ~.l!i t...s ~ ,:;.. ~ u4JI ~)I tA~ ,:;tS -
(HPHBP TT: 454) .~L..J)I (·)4jiltS ~ji
4jiltS 4:!,ljji ~tS ~I o~I ~~I o.~1 ~ t...s ~ ,:;.. J~ tA~ ,:;tS.J -
(HPHBP FAN TT: 3/5)~L..J)I
Both official and fan translations give an added explanation to the 'toga' as a
'Roman toga'. However, the official translation goes even further and includes a
footnote explaining the 'Roman toga' as '~u...:..i ~L..J.) '-:J;' ('a loose Roman
garment') (HPHBP TT: 454).
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As for objects, literal translation is used occasionally, so 'thumbscrews'
(HPHBP: 152) is rendered as '~~'il t.,.I,}' (HPHBP TT: 167). This is, however,
standardized in the fan translation giving its function instead as '~I' ('torture')
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1159). 'Spark plugs' (HPHBP: 84), on the other hand, is
incorrectly standardized in the official translation as '~Lc:. '1J' ('lighters') (HPHBP
TT: 88) but translated literally as '.).,;-hll ~ta.~I.i' (HPHBP FAN TT: 1131) in the fan
TT.
A wide variety of magical objects appear in the book; most of these items are
neologisms and usually contain wordplay (see 4.3). In the majority of cases
standardization is used which eventually loses the play on words, as in 'Metamorph-
Medals' (HPHBP: 86) translated as 'Jp:ill ~\;ll~' (,transformation medals')
(HPHBP TT: 90) and (HPHBP FAN TT: 1132). The 'Pensieve' (HPHBP: 187), a
magical device used to store and review thoughts and memories, which puns on
'pensive' and 'sieve', is standardized in the fan translation as '~.;:wJI i.foJI' ('the
magical diary') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1173), but transliterated with a small addition in
the official as '(~I) j~' ('the pensieve device') (HPHBP TT: 208). The same
techniques are also used with the 'Floo Network' (HPHBP: 327), the magical means
of transportation using fire and fireplaces. This is transliterated in the official as
'(",li)~' (HPHBP TT: 369) and standardized in the fan translation as 'wl.;;lJ1 ~'
('Flight Network') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/49), using one of the two meanings of the
pun 'flew' and 'flue'.
A case of mistranslation appears when dealing with the invented device
'Sneakoscope' (HPHBP: 69), used to detect untrustworthy actions. The official
translation provided is '".;:wJI w4-l\I)liJ' ('the magical snake alarm') (HPHBP TT:
70). Apparently, the translator misunderstands 'sneak' as 'snake'. The fan
translation deletes the item name on this occasion, but later translates it as ' .)ll.:J..
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~I' ('spying telescope') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1131),which is closer to the intended
meaning.
7.2.5. Food items
As the students of Hogwarts, as well as the intended readers of the books, grow into
their late teens, a wider variety of alcoholic drinks start to appear on the menu in the
Half-Blood Prince. Interestingly enough, the official Arabic translator chooses to
keep most of the references to these drinks. This is unlike translators of previous
books in the series and contrary to the trends of translation for children in the Arab
world, as alcohol is forbidden by Islam and therefore generally not accepted by Arab
society, let alone in children's books (see 5.2.5). However, despite the tendency to
keep as much as possible of the source text aspects in translation, the translator
fluctuates between different techniques for dealing with repetitions of the same item,
thus leading to inconsistency in some cases.
Table 7.4 below shows how some of the alcoholic drinks receive different
treatments on different occasions. 'Sherry' appears three times, the first reference 'a
whiff of cooking sherry' (HPHBP: 185) is deleted, while in the second 'Harry could
smell cooking sherry again' (ibid: 297), a brief gloss is inserted to explain that
'sherry' is a type of wine. The reference to it being 'cooking' sherry is deleted. In
the third appearance 'Several sherry bottles lying beside her' (ibid: SOS) sherry is
standardized into 'wine' only.
In the fan translation, however, on its first appearance 'sherry' is transliterated
and 'cooking' changed into 'cooked'. The result could be misunderstood by children
as they will not know what sherry is, and 'cooked sherry' could be anything. On the
second occasion, the 'cooking sherry' is standardized as simply 'drink', and on the
third, 'drink' becomes 'Spanish drink'.
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P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT BT. P. HPHBP BT.
FANTT
18S A whiff of - - 1/73 WIJ~~ A whiff of
cooking sherry t_,.J...JI IS~I cooked sherry
297 Harry could 335 ~1...l..l...4 ';;I!. Harry could 2/38 IS)A t lJ.:i...I.J Harry could
smell cooking ~,;;I ISJIA smell sherry WIJ~,;;I smell the drink
sherry again _,....;.WIJ wine again ~I~I
~~I'JAIS~I
SOS Several sherry 562 ~~ '+.U~.J Several wine 3/44 ..::44>j~ A few bottles
bottles lying JAIlu4>4>j bottles lying ~I~I~ of Spanish
beside her beside her ~'il drink
Table 7.4 Translation of 'sherry' in HPHBP
Another example of inconsistency is seen in the treatment of 'Butterbeer', an
alcoholic drink invented by Rowling, which also appeared in The Goblet of Fire but
was deleted repeatedly (see 6.3.5). Although standardization is used on the three
occasions the drink is mentioned, a different translation is given each time. In the
first reference (HPHBP: 232), 'Butterbeer' is standardized into 'drink', on the
second (ibid) into 'beer' and on the third (ibid: 265) into 'magical juice'. The fan
translation, on the other hand, standardizes the first two appearances into 'drink' and
deletes the third altogether as table 7.5 shows.
P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT BT. P. HPHBP BT.
FANTT
232 Three bottles of 259 ~u4>4>j~ Three bottles of 2/13 u4>l+j~~ Three bottles
Butterbeer ~I~I drinks ~I~I~ of drinks
232 Harry gagged 260 (ISJU.) ~I .J Harry sipped his 2/13 ISJIA ~ Harry gagged
on his ~~~Ji beer. ~I~ on his drink
Butterbeer
26S Under the 299 J.J\J:j~U.:i Under the influence 2126 - -
influence of IS..,.....JI.»-11 of drinking magical
Butterbeer juice
Table 7.S Translation of 'Butterbeer' in HPHBP
'Wine' also appears several times in the source text and is preserved in
translation as '~' on all occasions in the official translation. In the fan translation,
'wine' is standardized into 'drink' most of the time, preserved once as '~. in
example 6 and avoided once by changing the sentence in example 7;
(6) Hermione was the only one who had managed to turn vinegar into wine
(HPHBP: 481)
(HPHBP FAN TT: 3/35) ~ ~, JiJi ~ ~~I ~I .~_,11 UitS W.J:!04~
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(7) She and her friend Violet drank their way through all the wine in that
picture of drunk monks ... (HPHBP: 329)
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/50) ~J\S...JI w~)1 ~_,1 c)~.,,;i~.J ~ ~.). cl...:.
BT. She and her friend Violet lost their way in the picture of the drunk
monks.
This change, along with the standardization of most references to wine could be
considered a case of ideological adaptation. In such examples, ideological adaptation
is achieved through the application of standardization.
Explicitation is used with references to 'mead' (table 7.6), once as 'honey
drink' and once as 'honey wine' in the official translation. Although the fan
translation also uses 'honey drink' in the first instance, the deletion of the rest of the
description of the drink (that is, 'oak matured'), could be considered more
standardization than explicitation. The second instance would confirm that, as the
'mead' is changed into 'drink' as with previous examples of 'wine' removing any
reference to alcohol.
P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT BT. P. HPHBP BT.
FANTT
51 Madam SO J-lIl.roll~ Honey drink made 1/18 J-llyl~ Honey drink
Rosmrta's .1..#1Vt t.,w.JI from matured oak: flJ.e~Vt made by
finest, oak \.. J.,:.il" :Jia.JI "the best Madam t:i»jJJ Madam
matured mead flJ.e~ Rosmerta ever Rosmerta
'(t:i..)'"jJJ) made
297 Scooping up 335 ~""I~IJ They took goblets 2/38 I:I~~ Holding
goblets of J-ll ~ v- l...J.)s of honey wine on yl_,.:JIv- goblets of
mead their way ~'J.J1J.lIv- drinks off
the tables
Table 7.6 Translation of'meadt in HPHBP
The majority of other food items, which do not include alcoholic drinks, are
preserved in full detail in the official translation (table 7.7) unlike the case in the
previous two books Philosopher's Slone and Goblet of Fire where condensing or
deletion was often applied, sometimes without clear justification. Examples of
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preservation also include some loan words like 'custard', 'chocolate', 'gateau', and
'ketchup'.
P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT
26 some old fish-and-chips wrappings 21 ~I LJ.u.,JIJ ..a....JI~J \:!li!
56 The atmosphere was thicker than cold custard 56 ~J411_ji...&llIJ.o ~I (;\5 (;\S.JIYI" ~ J
155 A couple of chicken legs and a handful of 170 ~u.,JI JjuJ IJ.o ~ J ~~I .lW11J.o~I
chips
155 A large chocolate gateau 170 4.J"'i~ .u.a... .~.fot.~
164 Swallowing an entire fried egg whole 180 ~4~~~J'J
219 Roast beef 245 "".:...ll~
225 Helping himself to sausages 252 JjI.W1JS.I"" loli.li J
226 Up-ending a ketchup bottle over his sausages 252 Jl\l.ll ~..,.I&:. .....~I 44-j t~ J' J
438 Who was now shoveling mashed potato into 490 ......~ t...J.;t.J1uJau.,JI ~ J' J
his mouth
591 He now had a great liking for very rare steaks 654 .~I raJlI ~]_,.:. JJUi (.$~ (;'11~I
Table 7.7 Food items from BPBBP preserved in the official translaion
Some culture-specific food items are explicated where a ready equivalent is
not available. For example 'gravy' (HPHBP: 84 & 318), which appears twice, is
explained as '~4-.l UJA ~, ('chicken stock sauce') (HPHBP TT: 88) on one
occasion and as '~I JJA~' ('meat stock sauce') (ibid: 359) on the other, which
is a more accurate explanation. In the fan translation, the first instance is deleted,
while the second is standardized as 'stock' (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/46). 'Kipper'
(HBHBP: 206) is also explained as 'wa.~1 w_,.J...J1~, ('smoked salmon') (HPHBP
TT: 230), although not completely accurately, as 'kipper', which is a typical Scottish
breakfast, is a smoked herring rather than salmon. The fan translation also replaces
kipper by \;_,.J...JI ~, ('salmon') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/3). 'Treacle tart' (HPHBP:
156 & 174) also seems to create a translation problem. The official translator
attempts a slightly inaccurate explicitation, on one occasion as ' "J.-li ~I &e ~
~' ('a piece of honey-filled cake') (HPHBP TT: 171), but later standardizes it
into '.fi..J1 ~, ('sugar cake') (HPHBP TT: 192). The same standardization is also
used in the fan translation on both occasions.
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Examples of naturalization are also present. 'Porridge' (HPHBP: 164) is
changed into 'i~' (HPHBP TT: 180 and HPHBP FAN TT: 1164),a dish familiar
in several Arab countries with some variation. It bears some resemblance to
'porridge' in its texture and being a breakfast dish. 'Deluxe Sugar Quills' (HPHBP:
230) are also naturalized into' yio.UlI I!J~I JjC.' (HPHBP TT: 257), which is a type of
candy floss. A literal translation is provided in the fan translation 'oyio.u ~.fi... J;.;.;'
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/12).
A few standardizations are made as well. For example, 'pheasant' (HPHBP:
137) is changed into '[t.,..~' ('chicken') (HPHBP TT: 150) and '.;~I~' ('birds
meat') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1153), while 'bacon' (HBP: 164) becomes '~I ~I'
('cured meat') (HPHBP TT: 180 and HPHBP FAN TT: 1164). This could be
considered an ideological adaptation as well, erasing a reference to pork (see 5.2.5
and 6.3.5).
A case of mistranslation appears when 'mince pies' (HPHBP: 298) is
translated as '~I ~' ('meat pies') (AH: 337 and AKD: 2/39) in both TTs. This
mistake is probably easy to make if the translator is not very familiar with the
English culture as mince could easily be misunderstood for 'minced meat'.
7.2.6. Customs and practices, play and games
In this book, the most prominent customs that create cultural translation problems
are those related to romantic relationships among the students. As the students of
Hogwarts reach their late teens, crushes and love affairs start to develop. In many
cases physical expression of these feelings is involved, like kissing and hugging.
Such references are usually not accepted in children's literature in the Arab World.
Yet, surprisingly enough, the official translator preserves all of these references in
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full detail no matter how explicit they could be considered by the Arab reader, as in
Examples 8, 9 and 10 below which are all translated literally;
(8) They found themselves looking at Dean and Ginny, who were locked in
a close embrace and kissing fiercely as if glued together. (HPHBP: 268)
UI.S Jt..S. I 1_0.' __ . '.'Il.'! ..... t.:l.( . ) ("".,) 11'1 .1!.:.1.0.,~q,_
.J" .) ~ ............... U""":"':! (,),lIJ ~ J -.n- "'. U~....-:- -d
(HPHBP TT: 302) .I~ la... \i.....:ill .li
(9) There, in full view of the whole room, stood Ron wrapped so closely
around Lavender Brown it was hard to tell whose hands were whose.
(10) 'It looks like he's eating her face, doesn't it?' said Ginny
dispassionately. (HBHBP: 281)
4.)~.~ (,:lJly' .)~~) J."lo... JA J U.;a.ll ~ w.-~ w.-~ ~ Ui;
~w.-~~4-~
"f~ ~I .. 4i+J ~y wl.S ; t..S ~ ~!" :~J .;;J:. ~ (~) cllii
(HPHBP TT: 317)
The fan translation, however, uses ideological adaptation with the majority of these
references. Examples 8, 9 and 10 are translated as follows;
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/27).~ J~.l~! wl~ ~I I~J (8)
BT. They found themselves looking at Dean and Ginny .
.).lli~~ wlS~ ~)I ~! t.I.)t.J. .)i..i (9)
flo!ll~ ~I , ~ ~ ~1.,1t..S ~ ~t.:- ~ ~ cl\.i (10)
BT. Harry looked at the comer where he [Ron] was with Lavender.
Ginny said in a neutral way: "He looks like he's interested in her, doesn't he?"
Explicitation is used in the official translation in examples containing the verb
'snog' which is informal and is not found in Al- Mawrid dictionary (2006).
(11) 'Just because he's never snogged anyone in his life (HPHBP: 269)
(HPHBP TT: 303) ~ o- ~~ ~.u; t.l1~ JI JjL.; ~ ~~ -
BT. Because he never hugged or kissed any girl in his life.
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/28) ~~ ~~.) ~ ~ ~ ~~ J.ii -
BT. Just because he never had a girlfriend in his life.
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As the second translation shows, the fans resort to adaptation again. By the end of
the scene, which also includes Example 8 above, they even add a footnote saying , ~
~~I ~u... ...lAl ~I ().e .1..»1 u~, ('parts of the text have been removed for being
morally inappropriate') (ibid). The fans seem to conform more to the traditions of
translation of children in the Arab world. Ironically though, they keep the kissing
reference in;
(12) 'Harry's snogged Cho Chang!' shouted Ginny, who sounded close to
tears now. 'And Hermione snogged Viktor Krum' (HPHBP: 269)
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/28) rlft.)~ W.J$A.;;A ~J ,~~.,.:u t.$.;\.A ~
This example is also preserved in the official translation.
With school customs, 'prefect' (HPHBP: 161) is given the same translation
used in the Philosopher's Stone; 'J-i ~I.)' (HPHBP TT: 177) (see 5.2.6), which is a
naturalization of the term. The fan translation, however, uses an explicitation as
'~1 ~ ~~' ('a student supervisor') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1162).Another aspect
of the British school system, unfamiliar in Arabic schools, is 'the board of
governors' (HPHBP: 379). This is translated in the official as '0;lii1.a.J1 uJ.....' ('the
board of conservatives/mayors') (HPHBP TT: 425) which gives a political
impression. The fans use standardization which changes the meaning completely in
'i~1 uJ.....' ('the board of wizards') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/69).
Acronyms of exams 'O.W.L.s' (HPHBP: 98) and 'N.E.W.T.s' (ibid: 101) are
treated in an interesting, unusual way in the official translation. The names of the
letters are transliterated '(J)- ~ - J1} ~'}~I' (HPHBP TT: 104) and
'(~.~~."J.wl)' (ibid: 108) in addition to providing a gloss of what they stand for
'~WI ~, ~U6.:i..l' ('general magic exams') (ibid: 82) and '~I ~I ~Ula.:l..I' ('high
magic exams') (ibid: 108). The explanations provided by the fan translation are
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more precise literal translations of the English full names; \,,)WI .;a-JI4Sfo-l!J\.j~I'
('ordinary magic level exam') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/36) and ' ~I .;a-JI 4Sfo-
JlA.;'11' ('extremely exhausting magic level') (1138).
As for games, Fred and George invent a magical version of the game
'hangman' with an actual little wooden man and set of gallows. The label on the box
reads:
(13) Reusable Hangman - Spell It Or He'll Swing! (HPHBP: 114)
!~I ~ ~.;t:l; u_"" ~l .J .~I ~I_.>, 0-e )SI ~ ,,~I wl-.;ill -
(HPHBP TT: 123)
BT. The pirate that could be hanged more than once -say the
spell or he'll swing on the gallows.
(HPHBP ~.;t:l; u_,... ~1.J~I -i~ ~ ~1.AllJ~I J...)I .~ -
FAN TT: 1143)
BT. The Hanged man spell that could be reused - use it or he
will swing.
Both translations seem to misunderstand the game, although it is popular, in Syria at
least, where it is called "Gallows". Both translations make the same mistake by
interpreting 'spell' in its magical meaning rather than linguistic use.
In the case of cultural events, only a few events and celebrations appear in this
book, namely 'Christmas' and 'New Year's Eve'. With the name of 'Christmas'
(HPHBP: 130 and 284) which is mentioned twice, both the official translator and the
fan translators use the Arabic equivalent of the name ',)~I ¥' (HPHBP TT: 142
and HPHBP FAN TT: 2/34) on one occasion and a transliteration of the English
name on the other, which was the case in the Philosopher's Stone (see 5.2.6). The
Arabic equivalent for 'New Year's Eve' (HPHBP: 249) is, however, used in both
translations; 'WI W"I.;~' (HPHBP TT: 280) and 'WI W"I.;~' (HPHBP FAN TT:
2/20). Both forms are used as synonyms.
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7.2.7. Flora and Fauna
Two types of plants appear in the books of Harry Potter, real plants belonging to the
ordinary world and magical plants, which are usually invented by the author. In
dealing with real-life plants the official translator resorts to preservation and
standardization in most of the cases.
(14) They were standing in a country lane bordered by high, tangled
hedgerows, beneath a summer sky as bright and blue as a forget-me-not.
(HPHBP: 189)
J ~tiJj ~ ~L...... ~ ~UlJI ~I~I L>-- [~.lrat.:- ,-",=J J;). ~ wW:! u\S -
(HPHBP TT: 209) .(~W 'J) ~\,U J.JAj '-f.j."l ~ ~ ~L....
J ~Jj ~ ~L...... ~ 'Jl.:,...!~1 L>-- ~l!.l. [~ .l~ ,-",=J ->- ~ W:! u\S -
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1174) (JJjl JAj J~~\,U) ). •.11w~ls~~
'Forget-me-not' is translated literally in the official translation with a small addition
'~\,U' ('plant'). However, nothing is said about the colour, and as the flower in
question is not very familiar for Arab children, the simile loses its intention. The fan
translation seems to notice this issue, so the scientific name of the flower is provided
'mouse's ear' and an explanation is added between brackets ('a plant with blue
flowers').
(15) Mrs. Weasley kept watch over a pile of self-peeling sprouts (HPHBP:
126)
(HPHBP TT: ~ ~ ~ .J .;1••••a.ll L>-- ~fi ~I.>- ~ i~ (~) i~I -
137)
~ ~ c,;ll i.,;;a... ~\'u.fil' L>-- ~fi ~'.>- yoi ~~, .li u-l..>.u i~' Ul\S -
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1149)
'Sprouts', which usually need very cold weather to grow, are also not very familiar
in the Arab world. The official translation resorts to standardization and changes
'sprouts' into' JI..,;",;..' (vegetables'), while the fan translation uses explicitation again
and renders 'sprouts' as 'i~ ~\'u..fi' ('small cabbages').
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(16) 'I doubt he invented the Wolfsbane Potion without considerable hard
work!' (HPHBP: 138)
" ~Ull J-li' ..':CII II 1-:_. ~I ~.ti.~w ti.- .II! . .. ts:iJ1 ,.<l:i.1ui" _'-' ~...J:t-W 4.1". ~'""""':I. ~ • J ~ '41""'.) . "'I"" •
(HPHBP TT: lSI)
(HPHBP FAN "i~ i.lf+ J~ wi w.)ol ~J)I ti.-J tfo.l ~I &} ~I UU" -
TT: 1/53}
In this example, the name of the plant 'Wolfsbane', which is used for medical rather
than decorative purposes, might not be so familiar to the readers of the source text.
Thus the use of the scientific Arabic equivalent of the name '~I Jjti.' in the official
translation would create a similar experience for the target readers. In the fan
translation, however, the use of transliteration of the English name gives the
impression that it is probably a magical rather than a real plant name. It is possible
that it was not recognized as a plant but rather as a potion's name as there is no
reference to the plant.
When it comes to magical plants, transliteration seems to be the dominant
technique in both translations with the occasional addition of '~4-i' (,plant')
alongside the transliterated name (Table 7.8).
P. HPHBP P. HPHBP TT - official TT P. HPHBP FAN TT -
fanTT
180 sopophorous bean 199 IJI'JJ,Ji,Ji.JNA..:.4i ~ ~ 1170 V--J.)4"...JI ~~
205 Venomous Tentacula 228 fUI ('i~ IJI'J"H) .::...4l 2/2 'i_,s~I,...
261 Gnarled Snargaluff stumps 294 (...i"n...Ju...) J~I f;~ 2/25 ul.,._fo.'il'::"'4l J~
398 Gurdyroot 446 (,-/JJ.,..).ll ..:.4i ~ 3/3 ,-/J.,.. JJy,.
438 Mimbulus mimbletonia 490 I:ti~ 1JI'.,l,JiAiA 3/17 \,Il~ 1JI'.,l~I
Table 7.8 Transliterated plant names in HPHBP
A few real animal names which could pose translation problems appear in the
book. These are usually related to breeds of dogs as discussed in Chapter 5.2.7. In
Example 11 below, 'Pekinese' seems to puzzle the official translator, who renders it
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a 'Pekinese duck' probably confused by the use of the verb 'hatched'. The fan
translation provides a more correct rendering as 'Pekinese dog':
(17) 'Tiny little thing he was when he hatched. 'Bout the size of a Pekinese.'
(HBP: 454)
(AH: 508) ,,~..fo~ ~ ~ '" wts ,~~ ~ i~ U_,1a.... ~ts" -
(AKD: 3/24) "~.)~I ylSll ~ ...~I...~ i~ I~ ... '~ ~w\.S" -
The other breed of dogs mentioned in the book is Hagrid's 'boarhound'
(HPHBP: 215). In the official translation it is described as '(jy,ll ~I ~' ('wild
hunting dog') (HPHBP TT: 239), while in the fan translation it is standardized into
'~~' ('a large dog') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/6) (see also 5.2.7, 5.3.2).
Magical animals, on the other hand, like magical plants, tend to be
transliterated in the majority of cases. A few additions are occasionally provided and
a few cases of standardization also appear as Table 7.9 shows;
P. HPHBP P. HPHBPTT BT. P. HPHBP BT.
FANTT
449 Acromantula 502 ~~()O~~ A spider of the 3/22 ~'i jJJlAJ.fi~1 AkrOmlntO!llt
('ifo.oJ.fil) (AkromantOla)
type
222 flobberworms 248 ("H",1&lI)JjJ (Flober) worms 2/9 "",~I JjJll Jelly worms
206 Skrewts 229 (~J.foJI) (skrnts) 2/2 ~J.fo.~ Skrtlt stinging
"-:ll.!1 creatures
565 Bowtruckle 628 (JSJ_,1..).l1~U~ (BlltOrakil) 3/68 JS.h~ Bawtrakil
legs animals
455 Bowtruckle 508 J~I~I~I.&.J Animal 3/24 ~u.J1 Bliwtrakil
husbandry ~ husbandry .::.a\l~ creatures
JSI';~I husbandry
398 Gulping 446 i.l.).l j.J1 ~."t..J1 Gulping 3/3 ~t~ BlimbJs
Plimpies creatures gulping
Table 7.9 Magfeal animals in HPHBP
7.2.S. Weights and Measures
The majority of non-metric measurement units are preserved in their equivalent
terms in both official and fan translations. The fan translation varies between two
forms in the translation of 'inch', as 't...~' (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/530), which is the
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Arabic equivalent, and 'u~l}' (ibid: 1165),which is a transliteration of the English
term, but also known in Arabic.
One example of standardization appears in the official translation:
(18) and now Harper was feet from it, his hand outstretched. (HPHBP: 278)
(HPHBP TT: 314) .~ ~ .~ ~ .J ltle 4.1.;1 (..>ulA)~t (;'JI .J
BT. and now Harper was close to it and stretched his hand to catch it.
And another example in the fan translation:
(19) A streak of orange light flew under Harry's left arm and missed Ginny
by inches. (HPHBP: 269)
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/28)~.;I ~~ ""'* I.l..i.t.J t.j.)v. tl~ u.:i~..>1 t~ ~li
BT. A streak of orange light flew under Harry's arm and missed Ginny
by a little space.
7.3. Names
Personal names, nicknames, titles, names of magical animals, pets and objects in
addition to toponyms are discussed in their two translations under this section. The
frequency of each set of names and translation procedures applied is provided in
table 7.3 below. Data from the fan translation is shaded.
As the table shows, there does not seem to be much difference between the
official and fan TTs in their treatment of names.
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Cl>
Cl>~- j ~ Cl>~ -- Cl>en :::l (1:1 ....0 Q) Cl> 0 J ~ caen ~ Q) 0..I-< o ';:: :E' ....Q) Z ~ ~ ~p.. :::l 0
Non-translation 0 0
Non-translation +
additional 1 7 3 8 3
explanation
Replacement by a 1 4 2 0 7common noun
morphological 105 105 2 3 17 16 5 5 3 3 132 132adaptation
Replacement by a 1 1 0counterpart
Replacement by a
more widely known 0 0
name
substitution 0 0
Translation 3 3 2 1 3 3 6 6 2 16 13
Replacement by a
name with another 1 1 1 1or additional
connotation
Deletion 2 1 1 1 3
Total 110 5 3 31 5 5 159
Table 7.10 Frequency of names and translation procedures
7.3.1. Personal names, nicknames and titles
The most important name in this book around which the main theme revolves is
'Prince' and the nickname 'the Half-Blood Prince' of the title. After several
speculations in the story about the meaning of the nickname and who it might
belong to, it is revealed that 'Prince' is the family name ofPr fe sor nape's mother
'Eileen Prince' (HPHBP: 502). Professor Snape' father wa a 'MuggJe and his
mother a witch, so he called himself 'the Half-Blood Prince. he nickname is
translated in the title as '~I .):!AYI' ('the hybrid prince') in the official translati n
and 'r.lll • .):!A~I' ('the mixed blood prince') in the fan tran lati n. In b tb ca e
'prince' is used as a common rather than proper nun. Wh n the mother's name
'Eileen Prince' is introduced by the end of the book, her fir t name i transliterat d
like the majority of names in the book, but her family name i tran lated as ..»0"11'
(HPHBP TT: 559) (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/43) in accordance with the title of the book.
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However, on its second appearance, the fan translation uses transliteration ' ~I
u4!y,' (HPHBP FAN TT: 3178) leading to inconsistency.
Transliteration is applied to over 95% of the names that appear in the book in
both TTs. However, deletion is virtually absent with only one name 'Auntie Muriel'
(HPHBP: 269) deleted in the fan translation.
As in the previous two books, epithets associated with names are translated.
Thus, 'the Bloody Baron' and 'Moaning Myrtle' (HPHBP: 461 and 93) keep the
same translations given to them in previous books \, ..I..lll w.J.J41I' and '~411 Jii..»'l'
(crying Myrtle). The fan translation also uses '~Ull Jii..»'l' ('wailing Myrtle')
(HPHBP FAN TT: 2/36) on a different occasion. Likewise, 'Barnabas the Barmy'
(HPHBP: 428) is rendered as 'w~IlJ'l\.iJ.J4' ('crazy Barnabas') (HPHBP FAN TT:
3/14) in the fan translation. The official translation uses the same translation of the
epithet, but it replaces the name 'Barnabas' by its Arabic counterpart '~Uy,'
('barnabah') (HPHBP TT: 479) which is the only example of this procedure (see
4.2.3) in personal names.
As for nicknames, 'Luna Lovegood' is often called 'Loony' (HPHBP: 291) by
her fellow students. The translator of the official translation provides a
transliteration to preserve the connection to her real name and adds an explanation
of the meaning of the nickname to become 'ti~1 ~;. ('crazy Loony') (HPHBP
TT: 328). The fans only transliterate the word like most other names. Another
provocative nickname is given to 'Fleur Delacour' by her sister in law 'Ginny' who
calls her 'Phlegm' (HPHBP: 92). In the official translation the nickname is
translated as '.l.t.i...' ('mucus') (HPHBP TT: 97) which loses the alliteration that
connects it to the original name. This example will be further discussed in wordplay
below. The fan translation, on the other hand, also chooses a translation of the
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nickname, but resorts to standardization by changing 'phlegm' into '~jlll' ('sticky')
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1134).
The title 'Lord' in 'Lord Voldemort' is usually transliterated throughout the
three books; however, when it is used in his other title 'the Dark Lord' (HPHBP:
26), it is translated as 'f~1 ~' ('Master of the darkness') (HPHBP TT: 23) in the
official translation and 'f~I..»'I' ('Prince of the darkness') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/9),
probably making an inaccurate link to the title of the book.
Some invented labels used to describe groups of people could also be
discussed under titles. Examples of these are 'Muggles' discussed in Chapter 5.3.1.
Here, 'Mudblood' (HPHBP: 110) is an offensive term for wizards of Muggle birth,
and 'Squib' (ibid: 195), which is a play on 'damp squib', describes someone born to
wizard parents but who has no magical powers. The first is explained in the official
translation as '~WI ~' ('the commoners' blood') (HPHBP TT: 118) and translated
literally in the fan translation as '~.,.JI f.lll~t....' ('the one who has muddy blood')
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1141). 'Squib' is transliterated in the fan translation as '~'
(ibid: 1/76) and given a rather strange translation in the official as 'i.)~1 .;;.-I...>-ll'
('dirty cockroaches') (HPHBP TT: 216).
7.3.2. Names of magical animals, pets and objects
Names of pets that appear repeatedly in the series like Harry's owl 'Hedwig' and
Hermione's cat 'Crookshanks' are consistently transliterated as '~' and
\.~US.J.fi', which is also the rule applied by the fans. The name of Ron's little owl
'Pigwidgeon' (HPHBP: 112), which was introduced in the Goblet of Fire and
shortened into 'Pig' throughout, as was discussed in 6.4.2, reappears in the Half-
Blood Prince. This time the full name is transliterated in official and fan
translations. This, of course, leads to some inconsistency. The hippogriff 'Buckbeak'
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is rechristened 'Witherwings' in this book to protect his identity. Both names are
also transliterated.
As for names of objects, 'The Marauder's Map' (HPHBP: 363), which was
standardized in the Goblet of Fire (see 6.4.2), is given a similar standardization by
the fan translation \.~.J~_" ~1.)6AUy~' ('Hogwarts passages map') (HPHBP FAN
TT: 2/62). The official translation, however, uses transliteration •~JJl... Uy~'
(HPHBP TT: 408), treating 'Marauder' as a proper rather than common noun.
As with the name of the newspaper 'The Daily Prophet', which was
consistently translated throughout the series as ',-,"",*1~I', the new newspaper
'The Evening Prophet' (HPHBP: 591), which is introduced in this book, is translated
as '(~WI .~I) ~' (HPHBP TT: 654) with the addition of the generic
'newspaper' . The fan translation, however, chooses to replace the name by a
common noun '.WI o.l:!.,p..' ('the evening newspaper') (HPHBP FAN TT: 3/78). On
the other hand, 'The Quibbler' (HPHBP: 131), the tabloid published and edited by
Luna Lovegood's father, is preserved in transliteration '~' (HPHBP TT: 143) and
'J.+uS' (HPHBP FAN TT: 1151),making the name less transparent.
7.3.3. Toponyms
Transliteration is applied to around half of the toponyms in the book, including
shops' names like 'Flourish and Blotts' (HPHBP: 105), 'Twilfitt and Tattings',
'Weasley's Wizard Wheezes' (ibid: 112), 'Borgin and Burkes' (ibid: 120) and
'Honeydukes' (ibid: 228). These are transliterated in the official translation as
'uoU~ J ~J}.i' (HPHBP TT: 112) '~"l:i J ~' (ibid: 120), 'U'I:I..>.u~.;I..>.u;..>.u'
(ibid: 121), '~J..H J Uif.J..H' (ibid: 130) and \.~..H~~' (ibid: 255). The majority of
these are also transliterated in the fan translation except 'Weasley's Wizard
Wheezes', which is explicated as '~~I JI5JYIJ toliJI ;..>.u ~' ('Weasley's shop
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for tricks and magical ideas') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1143).Although this translation
loses the wordplay, it preserves the meaning better than the official translation
which preserves the sound patterns, but without meaning. 'The Leaky Cauldron'
(HPHBP: 106), which also appeared in the Philosopher's stone and the Goblet of
Fire and was translated literally as '~I)I ~yll', is transliterated here. The fan
translation sticks to the established translation. Other pubs like 'The Three
Broomsticks' and 'The Hog's Head' (HPHBP: 230) are translated as ' u-UlS.Jl ~b.
~I' and '.J:tj.l:iJ1(JIII./ (HPHBP TT: 257). Also translated is the name of the
Weasley's house 'The Burrow' (HPHBP: 46) as '~I' ('the burrow') (HPHBP TT:
45) and 't;..wl' ('the refuge') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1116). Another interesting
translation is of 'Elephant and Castle' in the example 14):
(20) 'No, we got wind of a nasty Backfiring Jinx down in Elephant and
Castle,' (HPHBP: 87)
(HPHBP TT: 91) (~I J J;ill) ~ '.J:t~ ~I~.;I'~ o- u-.....lil -
(HPHBP FAN TT: 1132) t~I ~I J ~ ~t...I •.lt..:.....~~) -
The official translation provides a literal translation of the name without any
reference to its being a place name, which is not easy for the child reader to guess.
The fan translation, on the other hand, misses this fact and renders the example as an
anti-spell that hit an elephant and a castle.
Added explanation that could have been useful in Example 14 is used in some
other place names like the addition of '~.J' ('village') to the names of 'Budleigh
Babberton' (HPHBP: 61), 'Great Hangleton' and 'Little Hangleton' (ibid: 189)
which are all made-up villages in the book. Similarly 'West Country' (ibid: 8) was
transliterated with the addition of ,~tl.' ('county') (HPHBP TT: 4). This was,
however, replaced by a common noun (standardized) in the fan translation as ' "'rJJi;.
.l~I' ('the west of the country') (HPHBP FAN TT: 112).
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7.4. Word-play
Some puns are lost in transliteration of the names. For example, when the Prime
Minister tries to appear knowledgeable about the magical world he refers to 'Sirius
Black' as 'Serious Black' (HPHBP: 17). The name and the adjective are both
transliterated in the official as well as fan translations. This is probably a difficult
pun to recreate and the attempt of varying the transliteration form by the addition of
a long (i) in the fan translation does not help; \)il~.>-" and '(JIl~' (HPHBP FAN
TT: 116). This example is an application of Delabastita's (1996) second procedure
'pun --+ non-pun' in 4.3.3.2. Likewise, 'The Slug Club' (HPHBP: 124), where
Professor Slughom gathers his favourite students, is transliterated, as was the name
of the professor himself. Thus, the pun on 'slug' is lost. However, when another pun
on the professor's name appears in the title of the chapter 'A Sluggish Memory'
(ibid: 327), the two translations use one side of the pun each. The official translates
the meaning of the word 'J"..6 i.;S'~'('a lazy memory') (HPHBP TT: 369) while the
fans reinforce its connection to the professor's name '~.)."..c.;'" c.G~' ('a
Slughomish memory') (HPHBP FAN TT: 2/49). A similar case appears in the title
of the chapter - 'Will and Won't' (HPHBP: 42). The official translation builds on
the intended meanings of the words as they are used in the chapter, where 'will' is
Sirius's death will which leaves Harry all his possessions and 'won't' is repeated
continuously by the house elf Kreatcher who refuses to accept Harry as his new
master. Thus the official translation reads 'W,- .J ~.J' ('will and resistance')
(HPHBP TT: 41). The fan translation keeps the play on the affirmative and negative
forms of the verb 'will' in \;1 u."....J u_,....' ('will and will not') (HPHBP FAN TT:
1115).
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One interesting pun that is definitely difficult to reproduce in Arabic is Fred
and George's play on the name 'You-Know-Who' in an advert they put in the
window oftheir joke shop (HPHBP: 113):
(21) Why Are You Worrying about You-Know-Who?
You SHOULD Be Worrying About
U-NO-POO-
The Constipation Sensation That's Gripping the Nation!
The official translator seems uncertain what to do with the word 'poo' in particular
so leaves it out and puts suspension marks in its place. This could be an ideological
deletion because of the inappropriateness of the word. The translation of the last
sentence also loses the rhyming pattern (HPHBP TT: 122).
f(v- 4.J.;&1 ~~ ~ J1b 1Ji..J
lIJI iJ.JSj"I~ w.w
•••~~/UA
The fans, on the other hand seem to play safe by transliterating the 'U-NO-POO-'
part and replacing the reference to constipation by 'depression'. This translation also
loses the pun and the rhyme. (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/43)
!w- w.,t yU- .-:uld~ w."al'i:l IjW
d~Iftwl~~
.1+-"l- ~
!~".II ~ j~ 1i~1~l,W'J4 ..)~I .y!
'U-No-Poo' is mentioned again in Example 22 when the students practice non-
verbal spells;
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(22) Harry frequently looked over at his classmates ... to see them purple in
the face and straining as though they had overdosed on U-No-Poo;
(HPHBP: 205)
w."ul ~} ul~ ~ rAy,..J 4S~ ... u-ll ~ ~liiJ ~} (liJU.) ~ i, i~.J -
~I u:... 'I . . - '1s, •.• ·'1 - ·~'I ... I~ .• I!. - ··::.11• 1.1". U_,...JIIU:I f'+l .J ""*"""'" ..)J.Y'" ~ .;eo- .J ~
(HPHBP TT: 228) ~J' •• ;",.
I~ ~ .J ~1y,.}JI ~} ul~ r+Ay,..J 4S~ ... u..... .~j ~l.l.l.fo. ~p liJ"'" ~ -
(HPHBP FAN TT:2/1) ~ r:).J~ rt-ll
The official translation provides a paraphrased explanation of 'U-No-Poo' ('as
though they were having an incurable case of constipation'). The fans also
paraphrase it but as a standardization removing the reference altogether ('they
looked like they are working hard').
A few examples of compensation could be found in the official translation.
For example, the title of the book 'The Healer's Helpmate' (HPHBP: 98) is
translated as '~I ~j'I' ('the healer's guide') (HPHBP TT: 104). The Arabic title
not only preserves the sound pattern by repeating the 'mu' sound in each word
('Murshidu l-Mu'alij'), but also imitates titles of ancient Arabic books which
enforces the effect of historicity used extensively by Rowling in the depiction of
the magical world. The fans' translation of the title as '~I b:.L.-' ('the healer's
help') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/37) also preserves the alliteration (Musa'adatu 1-
Mu'alij), but sounds banal, thus missing the historic effect created in the official
translation.
Another compensation is created in translating the chapter title 'An Excess of
Phlegm' (HPHBP: 81) which, as mentioned in 7.3.1 above, is a play on the name
'Fleur'. The official translation compensates for the loss of alliteration by creating a
rhyming title; 'lat.a...J1~la'.;il' (Ifrat fil Mukhat) (HPHBP TT: 84). The fan translation
again uses standardization, probably also an ideological adaptation, by changing the
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title into 'i~l_)l. 4.Jj1' ('an excess of stickiness') (HPHBP FAN TT: 1/29) where the
wordplay is completely lost.
7.5. Summary
This chapter covered the analysis of cultural references, names and wordplay in the
official as well as fan translations of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince.
Differences between the two translations are discussed here. The main trends
identified in the analysis are: (i) Preservation is the most frequently used procedure
by both official and fan translations as Table 7.1 shows, although the official
translator sticks to preservation more than the fans especially in the categories of
food items and customs and practices. (H) Standardization comes in second place,
but is used by the fans more often than the official translator. (iii) Explicitation is
applied in a considerable number of cases compared to the previous two books,
especially in the official translation. (iv) Contrary to the previous two translations,
there is a virtual absence of deletions and ideological adaptations in the official
translation of this book. The fans, on the other hand seem to follow some of the
trends of the other two translators of HPPS and HPGF though to a slightly lesser
degree. (v) Both official and fan translators use footnotes for the first time in the
three books. Footnotes are not only used for explicitation of cultural items, but also
as an overt statement of the translation strategy applied in the fan translation. (vi)
When it comes to the treatment of names, there does not seem to be much difference
between the official and fan translation in the procedures applied as Table 7.10
shows, nor do they deviate from the trends of the previous two translators. Again
here, morphological adaptation seems to be the default procedure. (vii) With the
treatment of wordplay, most of the puns are replaced by non punning phrases,
however, fans and official translators often apply different criteria in the
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interpretation of the pun. Attempts at the compensation for lost wordplay appear in
the official translation for the first time. These trends are further discussed in
Chapter eight (8.5) below.
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Chapter8
Discussion of the Findings
8.1. Introduction
In the Introduction (0.5), we placed this study within the framework of descriptive
translation studies, and discussed the concept of translation norms developed by
Toury (1995), whereby 'trends' of translation behaviour are sought through the
systematic analysis of 'coupled pairs' of segments in the ST and TT. Generalizations
are then attempted regarding the process of decision-making of the translator in
order to 'reconstruct' the norms adopted in the translation.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we constructed the theoretical model to be used for the
purpose of such systematic analysis of S'Iz'I'Tpairs. In this model, the items that will
be subjected to analysis are specified, since Toury's (1995) focus is on the linguistic
elements of translation, while the focus of this study is the cultural elements and
their treatment in translation between English and Arabic. As seen in 5.2, the
analysis model for the categorization of cultural references that are subjected to
analysis was a revised version of Klingberg's (1986) model in accordance with the
initial analysis of the first book, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. The
revised model was then applied to all of the books under study. Chapters 5, 6, and 7
served as an application of the analysis model to three books from the Harry Potter
series and their translations into Arabic. In Chapter five, cultural references, names
and wordplay in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone were the subject of
analysis. Chapter six covered these references in Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire, and Chapter seven Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince. Comparisons
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between the official and fan TIs of the last book under study were also made in
Chapter 7.
In this chapter, we shall summarize the findings of the analysis of each book,
where the translation trends of each translator are sought. These help in the
formation of the 'operational norms' adopted by each translator. We shall then try to
bring these findings together in order to make deductions about the 'initial norms'
(discussed in 0.5) of each translator which, according to Toury, should usually fall
somewhere on the continuum between 'adequacy' and 'acceptability'.
8.2. Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone Findings
The detailed analysis of the first book in the series resulted in the following findings.
As table 5.1 showed, preservation was the most frequently used technique for
the treatment of cultural references in general with 79 cases. Standardization is the
second most used procedure (49 cases), most of which are applied to the category of
food (35 cases). Ideological adaptation is used in 17 cases, spread across the three
categories of food, customs and practices and flora and fauna. Deletion (14 cases) is
mainly used with food items (12 cases), while explicitation and naturalization are
used only occasionally (6 and 7 cases). Compensation and cultural transplantation,
on the other hand are completely absent from the translators choices.
As seen from the analysis in Chapter 5, the majority of preservation cases are
in the form of literal translation, like preservations of mythological creatures, food
items and non-metric measures. Transliteration was, however, used with invented
games and currency as well as spells based on Latin and other foreign languages.
As seen in the discussion in 5.2.2, the transliteration of Latin and other
references affects the text on several levels as they lose their denotative as well as
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connotative roles in the book. Even though these roles may not be picked up by all
readers of the source, the levels of reading are limited and reduced considerably for
the target reader. On the other hand, even when literal translation, rather than
transliteration is used, cultural connotations tend to be lost, probably inevitably in
some cases. Clothing and building items are most representative of this loss.
The use of standardization mainly affects the detailed and specific descriptions
of items carefully created by the author. For example, food items are most
representative of this care for detail. But other examples are also seen in customs
and practices as well as other categories (e.g, tap-dance, chamber music). However,
standardization is sometimes used successfully to create functional equivalence as in
Example 12 in Chapter 5.
Ideological adaptation, which is a prevailing norm in translation for children
into Arabic, is applied especially with items that are religiously unacceptable in
Arab Islamic society (pork and alcohol, sexual references, some animals).
Standardization and deletion are used here to control what the Arab child receives.
Cultural distance plays an important role in such cases.
When it comes to treatment of names, we find the most frequently used
procedure to be morphological adaptation with 140 cases, applied mainly to personal
names, names of animals and toponyms (Table 5.8). This, of course, deprives the
target reader of enjoying one of the most important components of the Harry Potter
books. It limits the possibilities of interpretation to a great extent. Literary and
mythological references are completely lost in the use of transliteration. However,
the most affected aspect in the book is wordplay, as most of it is employed in the
names and consequently lost in the use of transliteration.
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The translation of names is only applied in the case of fantastic names and
toponyms from the magical world which are fully transparent (e.g. The Fat Lady,
The Leaky Cauldron).
Inconsistency in the treatment of items within the same category and
sometimes of the one same item has been found, as in the case of 'unicorn' and the
treatment of school customs and non-metric measures.
As seen in 5.2.6 and 5.2.8, the readership also affects the analysis of the
translation procedures. The translator is Egyptian and on several occasions this
seems to affect the lexical choices even though the translation is intended for all
Arabs. The translator's frame of reference (discussed in 4.2.4) which refers to the
translator's knowledge, ideas, experiences, literary climate, etc. comes to surface
here.
8.3. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire Findings
The most serious finding in the translation of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire is
abridgment. As seen from the analysis, it affects the translation on several levels.
As Table 6.3 shows, deletions (77 cases) affect virtually all categories of
cultural references under study. Names (table 6.13) are also deleted in 39 instances.
The other, equally most used procedure, is standardization (78 instances) also
affecting all categories of cultural items (Table 6.3).
The translator of the Goblet of Fire seems to take great liberties in his
treatment of cultural as well as other aspects of translation, probably with
permission from the publisher. The absence of any reference to the fact that the
translation is abridged reflects a rather disrespectful attitude towards the source text
as well as the target reader. The frequent deletions seriously distort the text and the
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standardizations flatten out prominent aspects of the original (e.g, food and
wordplay).
Some translation choices also reflect carelessness on the part of the translator.
In some cases it appears the translator does not know the meaning of a word and
instead of looking it up in a dictionary, he uses his own, inconsistent paraphrasing
(e.g. ferret). Some items were previously translated in The Philosopher's Stone, but
the translator does not make use of those translations (e.g, food items like 'Bertie
Botts every flavour beans', 'chocolate frogs') but uses deletion or standardization
instead. General lists, whether food menus or magical toys, are shortened.
Abridgment also affects consistency in the treatment of items within the same
category (e.g. toponyms like 'Beauxbatons' and 'Azkaban'). It is even used on a
small scale within the name itself (e.g. Mundungus ~ Mondo) (Mad-eye Moody ~
Moody), (Pigwidgeon ~ Pig).
As was the case in the first book, morphological adaptation is also applied to
the majority of names (138 instances). However, even here, typing errors (e.g. Ron
~ Don) seem to enforce the careless attitude towards the translation. This frequent
use of transliteration again affects the levels of reading discussed in the previous
section.
Again following the trend of The Philosopher's Stone, humour (e.g. names of
characters in paintings and statues which often have humorous epithets like 'Boris
the Bewildered, Urg the Unclean and Bodrod the Bearded') is seriously affected in
the translation, not only by the transliteration of names, but also by the deletions,
standardizations, mistranslations and the absence of any attempt at compensation
even of cases of wordplay that are not connected to the names in the book.
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Ideological adaptation is again used with culturally and religiously unaccepted
items. Standardization and deletion are employed for this aim. However, also
preservation seems to be used to achieve ideological adaptation as in Examples 20
and 21 (in 6.3.6) where drinking is preserved when it is practiced by the evil
supporters of Voldemort.
(20) 'I mean, how do they expect to get away with it? Do you think
they've been drinking, or are they just _' (HPGF: 115)
(HPGF TT: 126) "W:!lJ I~IS <.lA I.S"; !J-lI ~ ~_,.;tl10_,..iji; ~ ..."
BT. How do they expect to get away with this? Were they drunk?
(21) I suppose they had a few drinks tonight and couldn't resist reminding
us all that lots of them are still at large. (HPGF: 128)
t.._,t:a.. I~ rl _,~I .~ ,,~I ~ ~I~I ~ I~.JI .li (+il &lal
(HPGF TT: 141) ~1.)4Jri.}
BT. I think they overdrank a little tonight and couldn't resist showing
off.
Yet, examples of inconsistency are present, like in Example 29 (6.3.7) where a
reference to the pig was preserved;
(29) they had finished their work, the guinea-fowl they had been changing
into guinea-pigs had been shut away ... (HPGF: 336)
(HPGF TT: 376) Ji--a..):l~~} .)~I ~I ~ 4;i I_,...li Ij.lll V".).l.!1 .lI:._"" -\+U1
BT. the end of the lesson where they had been changing a bird into a
small pig.
Finally, explicitation and naturalization are very rarely used, as Table 6.3
shows. Compensation and cultural transplantation are not included in the translator's
choices at all.
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8.4. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince Findings
For this book, two TTs were analysed - the official translation and the unofficial fan
translation. The most outstanding trends in the official translation are, first, the
preservation of as many as possible of the cultural references in the source text. This
is manifested in 129 instances of preservation and the virtual absence of deletion and
ideological adaptation. This procedure is taken to an extreme here by preserving the
references no matter how unacceptable they might be in the target culture, as with
alcohol and sexual references (7.2.5 and 7.2.6). The second trend is the frequent use
of explicitation which was far less prominent in the previous two books and in the
fan translation (e.g. grandfather clock, gravy, snogging).
Another feature not seen in previous translations is the appearance of footnotes
in the official as well as fan translations of the Half-Blood Prince. Perhaps, as the
intended target readers grow older, the translators find it acceptable to use such
editorial techniques usually avoided in children's books (e.g. 'Toga', 'room of
requirements').
Standardization is used by fans more often than by the official translation. In
some cases the fans use standardization (e.g. bacon ~ cured meat) as a means for
ideological adaptation whereas the official TT does not.
With the treatment of names, there is not much deviation from the procedures
applied by the translators of the previous two books. Again, morphological
adaptation is the overwhelming trend (132 cases) in both official and fan
translations. Translation is also used with transparent names and toponyms from the
magical world, as Table 7.10 shows.
Variation in the forms of transliteration arises between the official and fan
translations. However, in the absence of a standard transliteration system between
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English and Arabic, the translators are left to their own frame of reference (4.2.4).
Each translator uses their own pronunciation of the words. Some of the vocabulary
items, especially those derived from Latin and neologisms are not established and
might therefore tolerate interpretation and errors (e.g. names of invented animals
like 'wrakspurt' and 'bowtruckle' and invented plants like 'Mimbulus
mimbletonia'). It perhaps does not make much difference for the child reader
anyway, because the words are unfamiliar no matter how they pronounce them.
However, this problem becomes more prominent in the case of names especially
when they can be compared to their English pronunciation in the films (e.g.
Hermione).
When it comes to the treatment of wordplay used outside names, competing
constraints seem to be at play in the translators' choices. Official and fan translators
often apply different criteria when such problems are at hand (e.g. 'floo network',
'will and won't', 'a sluggish memory'). As seen in the analysis (7.4), the official and
fan translators tend to choose one meaning of the pun each.
Compensation (e.g. 'Healers Help" 'Excess of Phlem' in 7.4) is used for the
first time throughout the three books for the loss of wordplay in the official
translation. Although it does not cover the considerable loss resulting from the
transliteration of names. However, these attempts reflect the translator's respect for
the source text as well as the target reader contrary to the case of The Goblet of Fire.
8.5. Discussion of Initial Norms in the Three Books
The very detailed analysis of the procedures used in the treatment of cultural
references has provided much information about the matricial and textual-linguistic
norms in operation in these TTs. In this section, the trends identified in the three
previous sections are brought together in an attempt to identify the initial norm
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applied by the translators of the three books under study, that is, whether the overall
strategy is towards 'adequacy' (i.e. ST oriented) or 'acceptability' (TT oriented) (see
Toury 1995: 56-9) discussed in section 0.5.
As seen in section 8.2, the translator of The Philosopher's Stone does not seem
to have a clear and solid strategy of adequacy or acceptability. There seems to be a
balance between the techniques that are used for the aim of achieving adequacy
(preservation and explicitation) and those usually applied for the purpose of
achieving acceptability (standardization, naturalization and ideological adaptation)
in the treatment of cultural references as Table 5.1 shows. The treatment of names,
especially personal names, names of animals and toponyms, on the other hand, tends
more towards adequacy by preserving the source forms of the names even though
they are not understandable for the target readers. The loss of wordplay elements in
the book does not, however, reflect this tendency.
The translation of The Goblet of Fire as a whole has the most translation
problems and it is the most distorting of the original, as seen in section 8.3. This
does not, however, reflect a clear tendency towards acceptability. The 60 cases of
preservation of cultural references (Table 6.3) and 115 transliterated names (Table
6.13) clearly show a tendency towards source text orientation. However, abridgment
as well as standardization affect prominent features of the source text to a great
extent which does not support the norm of adequacy. As in the case of The
Philosopher's Stone, the translator of The Goblet of Fire does not seem to be
following a clear strategy at all.
The strongest and clearest initial norm seems to be adopted by the official
translator of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince. As seen in 8.4, the general
approach to the translation is one of adequacy, achieved through the use of
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preservation, explicitation, morphological adaptation of the majority of names
especially personal names, toponyms and names of animals and objects, and the
absence of deletions and ideological adaptations as well as the attempts of
compensation for lost features like wordplay.
The fans, on the other hand, seem to be tending towards the more conventional
thus internalizing some of the conventions and norms of translation for children in
Arabic, so they self-censor. The footnote stating that they have deleted parts of the
text for being morally inappropriate (7.2.6) is a clear statement of the strategy they
are applying. Acceptability is sought through the use of ideological adaptation. The
inconsistency in the application of this strategy (e.g. the treatment of alcohol and
kissing in 7.2.5 and 7.2.6) may be due to the fact that several people are involved in
the translation and most probably working separately. The transliteration of names
and considerable number of cases of preservation (103) and explicitation (18), on
the other, tend towards the other pole. Thus, again, there is no one clear strategy in
the fan translation.
In total, there seems to be no coordination between the translators of the
different books. Even though the translations are commissioned by one publishing
house, and despite the presence of a project manager's name on all the books, the
translators clearly worked separately each applying their own strategies freely. This
is also manifested on the micro level as well. The inconsistency in the treatment of
the same singular item (e.g. 'grandfather clock', 'treacle tart') across the three
translations also shows the absence of coordination. This might be due to the
marginal status of children's literature in the Arab World. Thus, even when the
original text is of high status in the source culture, it is still treated according to the
views of the target culture.
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Chapter9
Conclusion
In the previous chapter, we discussed the findings of the analyses of the three books
under study and attempted to draw conclusions about the translation norms of the
different translators. In this conclusion, we shall return to the research questions
posed in the introduction to see to what extent they have been answered.
1. What are the translation procedures adopted by the translators of the different
books when dealing with culture-related references, names and wordplay in their
translation into Arabic?
In chapters three and four, theoretical approaches to the treatment of cultural items
names and wordplay were discussed. Models of analysis were established for the
analyses of cultural references, names and wordplay in the three Harry Potter books
under study. In chapters five, six and seven, these models of analysis were applied to
each book, where translation procedures applied by each translator were identified.
The findings of the analyses were discussed in detail in Chapter eight above.
2. What translation trends can be deduced from the use of these procedures? Do
they indicate an overall underlying strategy that controls the individual choices
made by the translators?
Operational and initial norms of translation in the three books under study were
discussed in Chapter eight. These trends were based on the analyses of the three
books in chapters five, six and seven. Chapter eight showed that among the three
official and one fan translations, only the official translator of the third book, Harry
Potter and the Half-blood Prince, seems to be adopting a clear strategy of adequacy
in his translation and sticking to it as much as possible in his individual translation
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choices. The other three translations seem to fluctuate between the two poles of
adequacy and acceptability with procedures supporting both ends of the continuum
being in use.
3. How do the translation choices differ from one translator to another in the
series? Is consistency sought among the three books under study?
Discussion of the TT operational as well as initial norms in Chapter eight showed
that there is no clear sign of coordination among the three official translators of the
books under study despite being commissioned by the same publishing house. The
norms of the translation in the first book differ from those in the second book as
seen in Chapter eight. The translation of the second book, The Goblet of Fire, is
marked by a covert distorting abridgment of the work, while the translator of the
third book, The Half-Blood Prince, follows the norm of adequacy so strictly that he
preserves references usually considered unacceptable for the child reader in the Arab
culture.
4. What conclusions can be reached about the norms of translating for children in
the Arab world in these books?
The apparent absence of oversight of the project of translating Harry Potter into
Arabic has led to considerable inconsistency among the three translators. Of course,
cases of inconsistency were present within each separate translation as well. This
lack of systematicity is probably inevitable as this is the nature of translation,
especially literary translation. However, the inconsistency along with the
carelessness noticed in the translation of The Goblet of Fire, and the lack of
censorship in the translation of The Half-Blood Prince, all reflect the fact that
children's literature and translation for children in the Arab World occupy a rather
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low status in the literary system no matter how successful and important the source
texts are in their culture.
Limitations and Recommendations
Despite spending considerable effort in the manual analysis, there are always
limitations, and the calculations of references cannot claim to be totally accurate due
to the huge size of the books under analysis, and since the analysis does not use any
electronic aiding tools. The reason for this is the lack of a machine-processable
version of the target text on the one hand, and the cultural rather than linguistic
nature of items that are the subject of examination on the other, which are more
difficult to process electronically. There is always the possibility of human errors.
The use of machine aid would have helped though in ensuring accuracy in the
frequency of a single reference in the whole book and, consequently, the
in/consistency in its treatement of the given reference in translation.
Another limitation to the study is the inability to contact the publisher or the
translators of the Arabic translations despite several attempts. Interviews with either
the translators or publishers would have reduced the probabilities of the deductions
in the analysis. Although DTS gives a solid basis for the deductions, there is no way
of being totally sure unless supported by clear statements from the translators or
publishers themselves on the translation choices and strategies.
The analysis could also benefit from reception theory insights. Further
research could be carried out on the effects of the translation choices adopted by the
Arabic translators of the books on the reception of the series in the Arab world.
Comparisons with the film subtitles would also be interesting.
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The model of analysis in this thesis can be used as a basis for the analysis of
other works of children's literature. It could also be used as a guide for translators
before starting the act of translation.
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